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Background 

, 

FINAL REPORT: GRANT #305, STATEWIDE IN-SERVICE 
TRAINING PROG~ FOR CORRECTIONAL PERSONNEL 

--.-------

The idea for a certification program for Iowa Correctional Personnel 
originated in interaction between the Iowa Division of Corrections and the 
Institute of Public Affairs of the University of Iowa. Harvey D. Miller 
of the Institute wrote an application to the Office of Law Enforcement 
Assistance for a grant to support the planning and development of such 
a program. The application was funded for one year as of February 1, 1968. 
After receiving the grant Mr. Miller accepted a position outside the state. 
This necessitated the transfer of the grant to other persons at the University 
of Iowa. After a number of meetings involving personnel from the Division 
of Corrections, the Institute of Public htfairs and the Department of Sociology 
and Anthropology, John R. Stratton and Robert M. Terry of the Department of 
Sociology and Anthropology agreed to take over the administration of the 
grant. 

A request for transfer was submitted to OLEA at the end of May. They 
did not act upon the request until September 26, and official notification 
of the transfer was not received until November 4, 1968. 

Professors Stratton and Terry did not become actively involved in develop
ment of the training program until September 1, 1968. During the period 
of September to December 1968 energies were directed toward consulting with 
the Bureau, and institution personnel, consulting with persons knowledgeable 
regarding adult education and training, site visitations, programing and the 
development of evaluational instruments. 

Each of the adult correctional institutions in the state were visite~ 
at least once by the directors and the training program was discussed with 
relevant personnel. On December 18, 1968, a meeting was held in Iowa City 
with representatives of the Bureau of Adult Corrections, Iowa Prison Indust
ries ~nd of the institutions whose personnel were to be involved in the training 
programs. During this meeting, plans for a certification program for non
professional and non-administrative institutional personnel and for parole 
agents were presented, discussed, and approved. Arrangements were made at 
that time to visit each institution again in order to finalize the details 
of the program as it was to be handled in each particular institution. As 
each institution was visited decisions were made regarding beginning dates 
and length of each session of what was labeled the intensive training component 
of the certification program. It was decided to hold sessions at the three 
adult institutions with those at the Reformatory at Anamosa and the Peniten
tiary at Fort Madison to consist of ten weekly sessions three to four hourel 
long and the one at the Women's Reformatory in Rockwell City to consist of 
a week long session. 

Before the intensive training sessions were put in operation the direc
tors were notified (early January) that OLEA was being phased out and that 
only a limited number of states would receive even partial funding for 
implementing their planned programs and that Iowa was not among them. An 
appraisal of available funds indicated that the intensive training component 
of the overall certification program could be implemented only if the remaining 
funds were used solely for that purpose and if an additional $1,000 could be 
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located. The Department of Sociology volunteered to free the directors from 
one-half of their teuching load while maintaining their salaries so that the 
grant funds could be utilized for underwriting costs of the tra~n~ng. The 
Bureau of Adult Corrections indicated they would supply the add~t~onal money 
needed. A request was then made to extend the period of the grant from 
its original termination date of February 28, 1969, to May 31~ 1969, which 
was granted. 

As evaluation of the program's impact on employee attitudes was an impor-
tant part of the grant proposal, the months of January and February were 
devoted to refining an instrument to measure attitudinal dimensions poten
tially "available" for modification and to gathering this ~ata. . The. que~
tionnaire was administered to all employees of the correct~onal ~nst~tut~ons, 
even those who would not participate in the training or act as controls. It 
was hoped that some notion of the attitudinal structure of the institutions 
could be acquired in this manner. 

The intensive training sessions at Anamosa and Fort Madison were begun 
in the last week of February and ran one afternoon a week for a ten 
week period until the first week in May. The Rockwell City program was 
presented as a one week program from May 12-16. .. 

Follow .. up questionnaires for evaluation pg~poses were dJ.strJ.buted in the 
latter part of May and early June to those participating in the training ses
sions and to an equal number of individuals selected as controls at the three 
institutions. Since all of the state's parole agents participated in the 
training, with only a few exceptions, no control group was possible. The 
follow-up questionnaires were distributed by institutional personnel to the 
respondents who filled them out and returned them to these persons. The 
parole agent questionnaires were mailed out in the last week of June .. The 
monthsof August and September were utilized for analyzing the evaluat~on 
questionnaires and preparing this report. 

Goals of the Training Program 

The primary purpose of the grant was to underwrite the development o~ a 
two-year certification program for probation and parole an~ non-professJ.onal, 
non-administrative correctional institution personnel. ThJ.s program was not 
designed to replace already existing in-service training programs but rather 
to supplement and extend them. It was felt that correctional workers needed, 
in addition to specific job skills, an informational background that would 
enable them to operate more effectively in meeting the multiple goals of 
the Iowa correctional system. It was hoped that individuals completing tbe 
certification program would have a more comprehensive understanding of the 
correctional process and a greater commitment to serving i~s ends than.before 
their exposure. In addition to the general purposes descrJ.bed above, J.t was 
hoped the training would accomplish the specific goals listed below: 

Goal 1: To provide a general background for the understanding of human behavior: 
Means: Introductory Sociology Course 

Introductory Psychology Course 
Goal 2: To provide knowledge concerning the nature and scope of the crime problem 

and of contemporary views of criminal etiology. 
Means: Training session lectures and discussions. 

Independent-study 
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Goal 3: 

Goal 4: 

Goal 5: 
I 

Goal 6: 

Goal 7: 

Goal 8: 

Goal 10: 

--,- - --- ---

To develop an increased awareness of the essential features of tee 
correctional process. 
Means: Training session lectures and diseussions dealing with legal 

philosophy and offender rights, bases for decision-making, 
effects of correctional decision-making, and alternatives 
to incarceration. 
Independent study. 

To improve communication and conceptual skills. 
M~: Communication Skills Course 

Introductory Sociology Course 
Introductory Psychology Course 
Principles of Organization and Management Course 

To increase knowledge of the nature of offenders and their backgrounds. 
Means: Training session 

Independent-study material 
To :educe ~he basis for conflict between custody and treatment staff 
bt

Y loncreaslong awareness and appreciation of the role that non-
reatment personnel play in the rehabillo' t t' . . ' a loon process and by 

loncre~sl.ng.a~areness.for actions taken by treatment personnel. 
Means. Tralonlong seSSl.ons 

~ixing ~f p~rsonn~l.of different levels and different 
. lodeologl.es lon tral.nl.ng sessions. 

To ~m~rove ~ommunication and contacts across levels of the 
admlonlostratl.ve hierarchy. 
Means: ~ixing of personnel in training sessions, particularly 

l.n group discussions 
;~a~~~~ease communication between prison and probation and parole 

Means: ~ixing.p:ison pe:sonnel with probation and parole personnel 
~n tral.nl.ng sessl.ons, particularly in group discussions. 

M
TO pr~vTl.de.b~ckgroun~ and skills for promotion to supervisory positions 
eans. ral.nlong seSSJ.ons • 

Communication Skills Course 
. Principles of Organization and Management Course 

To loncrease prOfessional identification and pride 
Means: Training sessions . 

Formal course work 
Independent-study 
Contact with a variety of correctional personnel in 
training sessions 
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THE CERTIFICATION PROGRAM 

In the paragraphs below is a description of the certification program 
as it was initially planned. As was indicated in the background section 
above, it was possible to initiate the intensive training component of the 
program on a pilot basis in spite of the unavailability of OLEA funds beyond 
those allocated for planning. It was not possible, however, to finance the 
second component. Presently efforts are being extended to finance this 
component from Block funds allocated to the State of Iowa under the Omnibus 
Crime Bill of 1968, (See supplement) 

The program is designed to extend over a two-year period and to complement 
already existing training procedures. Completion of existing in-service 
training will be required for certification even though it will not be a primary 
component of the certification program. The training program hopefully has 
been designed so as to be minimally disruptive to the trainee and to the 
agency which employs him. 

The program is not a degree program although it does involve course 
work which could be applied toward a degree by those desiring to pursue that 
goal •. The program is designed to provide what are perceived as the basic 
minimum requisites for effective participation in the correctional process 
and to influence the development of a professional self-concept among correc
tional workers. 

The major features of the certification program are: (1) a series of 
short, intensive corrections-oriented training sessions and (2) 12 hours 
of university course work extending over a two-year period. 

COLLEGE COURSE COMPONENT 

The 12 hours of college credit constituting the second component of the 
program consists of four college-level courses to be offered initially through 
the Extension Division of the University of Iowa. After initial experimentation 
it may be deemed desirable to utilize the services of the area colleges located 
more conveniently to the institution. The primary advantage of utilizing 
UniverSity Extension is that the courses can be tailored specifically to the 
needs and interests of correctional personnel and allows for University 
Certification. The specific course content of this component is as follows: 
(1) Introductory Sociology, (2) Communication Skills, (3) Introductory Psy
chology, and (4) Principles of Organization and Management. Outlines for 
those courses offered will be consistent from institution to institution. 

The courses will be offered in the sequence listed above. During the 
first year of the program, Introductory Sociology will be offered, followed 
by Communications Skills. These courses will also be offered in the same 
sequence in the second and succeeding years in order to permit the intro
duction of new training cohorts. Beginning the second year, Introductory 
Psychology will be offered, to be followed by Principles of Organization and 
Management. Thus, the first cohort can complete the certification program 
in two years, although they will not be required to do so. 

This scheduling is based on the assumption that participants cannot be 
expected to take more than one course at a time given the demands of their 
jobs and other non-occupational responsibilities (families, etc.). 
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In addition to the formal components of the certification program it 
is planned to provide a variety of individual study materials for those 
persons who are motivated to explore certain topics on their own (e.g., 
slides, books, movies, pamphlets, bibliographies, etc.). These materials 
might also be utilized by institutional training personnel to develop special 
study units for select groups of employees. The project directors would be 
available to aid in any projects of this nature. 

Once the program is operational it is assumed that all new employees 
will be required to complete it. CUrrent employees who are perceived as 
career oriented would be expected to participate also. 

INTENSIVE TRAINING COMPONENT 

Negotiations concerning the implementation of the intensive training 
component of the training program resulted in the decision to offer the 
program at each of the three adult correctional institutions in the state. 
This not only maximized the availability of the program to institutional 
personnel, but also provided a geographic dj-stribution of the program such 
as to allow more convenient access to it by the state's parole agents. 

Given the practical considerations of minimizing the disruption of 
institutional programs and parole services, avoiding excessive financial 
expenditures for meals and lodging for parole agents, and minimizing the 
inconvenience of instructional personnel, it was decided to hold the inten-
si ve training program one afternoon per .reek for a ten week period at each' 
of the men'~ institutions (Anamosa and Fort Madison). Since the distance 
between Rockwell City and Iowa City is so great, however, the entire intensive 
training program was presented during five consecutive days at the women1s 
institution. 

The program was begun on February 25, 1969, at Anamosa and continued 
every Tuesday until April 29,1969. It l,as begun on February 27,1969, at 
Fort Madison and continued every Thursday until May 1, 1969. At Rockwell 
City the program was implemented during the period of May 12-16, 1969. 

Adequate facilities were provided by the institutions. At Anamosa, a 
large classroom in the education building was used, at Fort Madison, the 
training room-chapel Has used, and at Rockwell City, the program was presented 
in the auditorium. In each case blackboards and podiums were available. 

Instructional personnel were obtained from a variety of sources in the 
state. Attempts were made to select individuals who were highly competent 
to deal with specific correctional problems and to match their expertise 
to the presentation they ma-,l.:; to the trainees. In most instances guidelines 
were provided informally to the instructors although each was allowed consider
able freedom to develop 1:is o";.~n presentation as he saw fit. 

The majority of personnel came from the Bureau of Adult Corrections, the 
institutions then~selves, and the University of Iowa. The Chief Parole 
Officer, the Director of the Bureau of Adult Corrections, the Parole Board 
Executive, and a Parole Board Mc::'.ber were among those participating from 
the Bureau of Adult Corrections. Institutional personnel included Program 
Coordinators, Supe!'intendents, Deputy Wardens, Training Officers, Psychiatrists ~ 
and inmates. University instructors included members of the Departments of 
Sociology and Anthropology and Rhetoric,qud personnel from the College of 
Law, the School of Social Work, and the Center for Labor and Management. 
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Problems of distance and conflicts of commitments made it impossible 
to use identical personnel at each of the training sites. This was not 
deemed to be a serious problem since institutional participants were inten
tionally varied so as to,make the program somewhat specific to each of the 
institution's concerns and unique situations" 'Complete r'osters of instructors 
are presented in Appendix V. 

In general, lectures followed by a period of questions and answers 
and discussion constituted the mode of presentation. Each trainee was 
provided with a three-ring notebook in which he could take notes and retain 
instructional materials provided by the speakers. Most speakers provided 
at least minimal outlines of their presentations and in some instances they 
reproduced their entire presentation and distributed it to the trainees. 

Less frequently used were panel discussions and small group trainee 
participation, although the former were built into the program at several 
points. Movies were avoided since those that were regarded as both useful 
and relevant were relatively rare and many had already been used by one 
of the institutions in its in-service training program. 

As one would expect, the impact of the presentations appeared to vary 
considerably and trainee interest also appeared to w;:"lx and wane accordingly. 
Some of the factors apparently entering in included the degree to which the 
presentation was well-organized, the forcefulness and enthusiasm of the pre
senter, whether or not the presenter was known personally by the trainees 
and the degree to which the topic coincided with the trainees' personal 
on-the-job situation or concerns. 

The intensive training program was designed specifically for non-professional, 
non-administrative, institutional personnel as well as for parole agents who 
typically did not have college degrees. With the exception of personnel in 
essentially "non-correctionalfl positions (such as clerks and secretaries), 
employees over 65 years of age, and employees with no contact with inmates, 
all non-professional, non-administrative personnel in the institutions were 
defined as eligible to be selected as trainees although there was some 
variation between institutions because of difference in maintenance needa, 
in this respect. At Fort Madison, for example, dietary personnel were defined 
as ineligible by the institution, whereas at Rockwell City clerical personnel 
were defined as eligibles. 

Within the list of eligibles each institution designated the n,umber of 
employees within each specific type of position that could participate in 
the program without disrupting the functioning of the institution. A table 
of random numbers was used in selecting trainees from each of these categories. 
Despite this, a number of those selected were excused from participation for 
a variety of reasons, including anticipated resignation, the holding of 
outside jobs (flmoonlightingfl) or other extenuating circumstances. The 
result was that ",hile all trainees were selected via the a'Wove mentioned 
procedures, not all of those who were initially selected actually participated 

in the training. 
Parole officers were selected by the Chief Parole Officer. All were 

initially defined as eligible although the necessity for maintaining parole 
services and confliGts of commitments led to a number of agents being excused 
from participation. Geographic proximity to the institutions determined which 
program the agents participated in with the exception of female agents, all 
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of whom were assigned to the Rockwell City Program. 
Satisfactory completion of the program required attendance of 70% or 

more of the ten sessions. Only two participants did not meet this criterion: 
one parole officer at Rockwell City, and one farm foreman at Fbrt Madison. 
The following list indicates the number of personnel trained at each location 
as well as their occupational characteristics: 

Institutional Personnel 

Anamosa: 

1 Storekeeper 
1 Correctional Captain 
1 Corre'ctional Lieutenant 
11 Correctional Officers 
2 Food Supervisors. 
1 Master Barber 
1 Painter 
1 Special Therapist 
1 Vocational School Teacher 
2 Building and Grounds Foremen 
6 In~ustries Foremen 
2 Industries Superintendents 

[
~Ub-total 30 

. '.> Fort Madison: 

1 Correctional Captain 
2 Correctional Lieutenants 

21 Correctional Officers 
1 Master Plumber 
1 Special Therapist 
2 Vocational School Teachers 
3 Industries Foremen 
2 Industries Superintendents 

Sub-total 34 

I-v.·~b-Total ,. 

Rockwell City: 

1 Cottage Director 
5 Cottage Supervisors 
1 Storekeeper 
1 Special Therapist 
1 Attendant 
1 Assistant Food Supervisor 
1 Vocational Teacher 
1 Secretary 

12 
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Parole Agents: 

13 Anamosa 
6 Fort Madison 
5 RockvTell City 
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Sub-Total 24 

TOTAL TRAINED: 100 

PROGRAM EVALUATION 

After a time lapse of slightly over a month the trainees and a control 
group in each institutition were conta~ted by a staff member from that 
institution and were asked to fill out a follow-up questionnaire. The control 
group questionnaire contained a series of attitudinal'questions selected 
from the questionnaire given to all institutional employees in January
February, 1969. The questionnaire administered to the trainees combined 
the same items with a series of questions designed to elicit their reactions 
to the training sessions. Questionnaires were mailed to parole agents 
at approximately the same time. Since most of the agents had participated 
in the training, the control group for this category was quite small. 

The evaluation of the program is based on analyses of the trainees' 
subjective evaluations of the program and analyses of attitudinal change 
in the training group as contrasted with the control group. 

As indicated below, 100 persons participated in the training sessions 
but the analyses are not based on 100 questionnaires since not everyone 
in the training group completed a questionnaire both before and after parti
cipating in the training. An effort was made to obtain a control group 
at each institution similar in size and occupational make-up to the training 
group. However, some persons in the control group also did not fill out 
and return both before and after questionnaires. Variations in size between 
training and control groups within institutitions is due then to a lack 
of matched questionnaires for every individual selected for the groups. 
The subjective evaluation analysis was based on all trainees who returned 
questionnaires after participating in the session regardless of whether or 
not they had completed one prior to participation. The attitude change 
analysis was based only on those respondents for which both before and 
after questionnaires weI'e available. The number of individuals from each 
institution completing both before and after questionnaires is reported 
below: 

Institution Anamosa F~. Madison 

Number Trained 30 34 

Rockwell City Parole Agents 

12 24 

Total 

100 

Trainees Completing 
both questionnaires 

Number of Controls 

Controls Completing 
both questionnaires 

27 

32 

26 

27 

36 

27 

11 

12 

6 

10 

3 

75 

80 

61 
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Trainees' Evaluation 

, f evaluative questions was asked of As indicated above, a ser~es ~ 'training program. These ques-
those who had participated in the ~ntentS1Ve of a series of fixed alternatives 

' h ondent to selec one 
tions requ~red t e resp b f open ended questions also were 

't although a num er 0 - , have in m0~t ~ns an~es, t resent whatever v~ews he may included allow~ng the respondent 0 p 

had concerning the program. , alternative questions are presented in 
Th~ recponses to the f~xed t the end of this report. Table I 

two tables. These tables are l~cated a ondin to each of the alternatives , 
presents the proportion of tra~n~e: ~e:~aineeggroup and then by the trainees 
to each question, first for the 0 a Rockwell City, and Parole, 
place of employment (Fort Madison, Anamos:'to the same questions, but cate
respectively). Table II,rep~rts,resio~~~iliation and, within this cat~gory, 
gorizes the trainees bY,~n~t1tut~~~atitution. Type of employment is d~cho
by type of employment w1th~~ the ~ SlUding correctional officers, correc
tomized as correctional off1cer, (~nc ca tains) and all other positio~s 
tional lieutenants, and c~rrect1~n~1 p vocational instructors, d~etary 
(including, .e.g:, industr~es, ma1n en lance, to see how the trainees in general 
' ') These tables enab e one , f t ainees personnel, etc. . 11 how different categor2es 0 r viewed the training program as we as 

't " program perceived 2 . t have perceived the tra2n1ng 
In general, the trainees appea~ 0 ded either very favorably 

t 60% of the tra~nees respon 80% favorably. At leas. t' n and in most instances over • 
or moderatley favorably to each ques ~o abl or higher. In only one inst~ce 
of the trainees responded somewhat fa~~r, ~he two -iJ..east f.avar.a.hle catego'rl:"e.s. 
did more than 20% of t~e res~onses ~a f ~~e lace of employment rather t~a~ 

When Table I is v1ew~d,1n terms °it is ~eadilY evident that the tra~n~ng 
in terms of the total tra1n~ng,grouPb the various groups. In general, 
ro ram was received different~ally y, than trainees from Anamosa, ~ra~nees from Fort Madison were leStS,tfaV~rabl~ere less favorable than trainees 

f b th of these ins 2 maons , t t' 
and trainees rom 0 h t th less the security-or1en a ~on 
from Rockwell City. It appears ~ a,~, the more favorable were trainees. (or custody orientation) of the 1nst1tu 10n't the treatment orientation 

'ttl d'fferently the grea er 1 
Or to put it a l~ e 2 , b 'I 'ty of the trainees' eva ua-of ' the institution, the greater the favora 1 1 

t " program 
tion of the ra1n1ng '" It to interpret. Their responses 

The parole agents are more d1f~1C~, sometimes more favorable than 
appear to be somewhat less patterne, , ,e1tn~tutions and at other times 

f 'ther of the men s 1ns ... . t f 'rly the trainees rom e2 It should be noted tha a a1 
being the least favorable of all gro~~sipating in the training (less than 
high percentage of parole agentsu~~re~~luation questionnaires. , 
half) failed to complete and ret, b the trainees from Rockwell Clty 

The extremely favorable ratlngs Yb d that the training program at tl It should be remem ere 'd t is also notewor lY· 'over a five-day per10d an no 
Rockwell City was presented cont1nuously 'institutions Other factors, 

t . k period as at the men s . c't extended over a en-wee th' d'fference in that at Rockwell 1 y 
however, may be accQ~ting for , ~: ~he trainees W.ere all women, and the 
a strong treatment c~lmate,pers1sd'ff t to mention only some of the offender population 1S rad1cally 1 eren, 

obvious possibilities. . within the institutions are compared In Table II, correct1onal officers 
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to other employees. Within the men's institutions combined and for Rockwell 
City the differences between the two types of employees are generally small 
and are 9utweighed by the overall Similarity that is evident. Differences 
are apparent, however, within each of the men's institutions. For the 
Fort Madison trainees, the "Other ll employees are generally more favorable 
in their evaluation of the training program than are the correctional officers. 
On the other hand, at Anamosa the correctional officers are generally more 
favorable in their responses to the training program than are the "Other" employees. 

The evaluation questions fall into four main categories: (1) Questions 
asking for general evaluation of, the training program; (2) Questions concer
ning the training orientation of the trainees; (3) Questions concerning the 
perception of the trainees as to how well specific information was trans
mitted in the program; and (4) Questions asking trainees to indicate their 
perception of the consequences that the training program has had for them 
as individual employees. Each of these categories will be dealt with in order. 

1. General Evaluation 

Three questions were designed to assess the trainee's general evalu
ation of the program: How interesting did you find the training sessions? 
How useful do you think the training was to you? How well organized did 
you find the programs to be? The trainees were asked to respond to these 
questions on a 5 point scale of high to low favorability. 

The trainees demonstrate considerable interest in the program. Slightly 
mare than 75% of the total training group found the program at least mode
rately interesting and only about 10% found the program not'very inter-esting 
or not interesting at all. The most interested group was that at Rockwell 
City, wherein all found the program to be at least moderately interesting 
while the least interested group was the correctional officers at Fort 
Madison where 57% found the training at least moderately interesting. The 
only two trainees who indicated on the-questionnaire that the program was not 
interesting at all are to be found in this group. 

A somewhat smaller proportion of the trainees found the training useful, 
although the results are still quite favorable. Nearly two out of every 
three trainees (66%) regarded the training as at least moderately useful. 
Rockwell City flOther" employees regarded the training most favorably on 
this dimension (100% at least moderately useful), and Fort Madison personnel 
were' ge.narally least favorable (48% at least moderately useful). However, 
for the Fort Madison personnel it shOUld be noted that over 77% regarded 
the training as at least somewhat useful. 

The trainees also regarded the program as being well organized. Of 
the total training group 76% thought that the program was at least moderately 
well organized, the most favorable again being the employees at Rockwell 
City, 100% of whom thought it was ver~ well organized. Fort Madison correc
tional officers again responded least favorably on this dimension, only 
52% thinking the program was at least moderately well organized and only 
9% thinking that it was very 1vell organized. 

These results are generally quite encouraging in that the program was 
offered under the direction of "outsideJ:1s" to a non-voluntary group of 
trainees. Even those groups responding least favorably in comparison 
to other groups responded generally favorably. It is thus Possible to 
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conclude that the program was well-received by those who participated in it. 

2. Training Orientation 

Two questions were designed to ascertain the trainee's orientation 
toward training and his assessment of who should be involved in this type 
of training program: How willing would you be to participate in this kind 
of training in the future? Do you feel that this kind of program ought 
to be required of all correctional employees? The latter question was 
followed by six possible alternatives and the traineees were asked to check 
all that applied. 

Over 72% of the trainees indicated that they would be at least mode
rately willing to participate in "this type of training in the future." 
Only 13% indicated that they would be not very willing or not willing 
at all to do so. Employees of Fort Madison and the parole agents were 
least willing to participate again whereas employees of Anamosa and Rockwell 
City indicated that they would be more willing. 

Slightly more than half of the trainees thought that "this kind of 
program should be required of all employees." Employees at Fort Madison 
and, surprisingly, "correctional officers ll at Rockwell City were least 
likely to check this alternative whereas parole agents, employees at Anamosa 
and "Other" employees at Rockwell City indicated that they agreed with 
the alternatives. 

Respondents were considerably less likely to check any of the remaining 
alternatives although it is evident that they would be somewhat willing 
to require the training nf new employees. Most did not indicate that 
training should be made available only on a voluntary basis and only 5% 
indicated that the training program should be dropped altogether. If 
these responses are valid, they seem to indicate that the trainees did not 
object to the program, are unwilling to restrict +~e training to specific 
categories of employees, do not greatly object to the involuntary basis 
of selection of trainees, and do not want to see the program dropped. 

3. Specific Information 

Seven questions were designed to get at how the trainees perceived 
specific kindG of information that was to have been transmitted during 
the training sessions. This information transmission was conceived as 
a major segment of the goals of the entire training program (cf. earlier 
discussion of goals). The questious attempted to get at the trainee's 
knowledge and understanding of the correctional process, the organizational 
problems of a prison, the causes of criminal behavior, the laws governing 
the correctional process, the problems and attitudes of people in other 
positions, and the philosophy of the Bureau of Adult Corrections. An 
attempt was also made to see if the trainee had come to know many other 
people as a result of the training program. 

The responses to these questions indicate that, at least from the 
trainee's perspective, the objectives were quite well achieved. Over 
two-thirds (68%) indicated that they understood the correctional process 
at least moderately better, 70% indicated that they knew at least moderately 
more about the organizational problems of a prison, 61% indicated that they 
understood at least moderately better the laws governing the correctional 
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process, 74% i~dicated that they learned at le~st moderately more about 
the problems aria attitudes of people in other positions, and 61% indicated 
at least a modera'tely better understanding of the philosophy and policies 
of the Bureau of Adult Corrections. 

On the other hand, only 42% indicated that they knew at least moderately 
more about the Causes of criminal behavior. This topic was dealt with much 
less ubiquitously in th~ training program than were most of the others, 
and thus might realistic~lly depict the basic orientation of the only 
sub-session in which cEl,usation was directly conriil.ered. In that session 
considerable attention was given over to pointing out the great divergencies 
of thinking about causation a~ well as the complexity of the kinds of 
questions that would have to be resolved before adequate theories of criminal 
behavior could be developed. 

All of the trainees indicated that they got to know at least a few 
other persons during the training sessions, although only about one-third 
indicated that they got to know many other people. 

In virtually every case, Fort Madison personnel responded least favorably 
on all of these items and Rockwell Cit3r personnel responded most favorably. 
Few consistent differences exist betweell correctional officers and "others" 
when comparisons are made within institutions. Place of employment appears 
to be more important than does occupational k'!lassifi{!ation within the place 
of employment. 

The data lead us to conclude that the training program was quite 
successful in transmitting specific kinds of informc:tion to the trainees, 
at least from tbe perspective of the trainees thcmscl .. tcs. 

4. Consequences for Individuals 

Four questions to be answered yes or no, CiY'~ :f.\)J..lc~;ed by an open
ended question, were asked in order to ascertain spec .:.fic perceived indi
vidualistic effects of the training program. Trainees "Tere asked whether 
or not they felt differently toward their jobs, or toward training, if any 
experiences they had in training influenced them to think about the way 
they did their jobs and whether or not they had ceen able to put anything 
learned in the training program to use in tneir jobs. 

Responses to these questions constitute the least impressive results 
of this section of the questionnaire. In no case did over 50% of the 
trainee group as a whole give an unqualified ";;' .. , rc:zponse to these questions. 
For the total group, responses ranged from a high of 4-9% who said that they 
felt differently toward their jobs to lows of 37% who said that they felt 
differently toward their jobs and 37% who fI.aid that they felt differently 
toward training. Employees of Rockwell City responded most favorably, 
while employees of Fort Madison responded least favorably. Among Fort 
Madison employees, correctional officers were less favorable than were 
"other" employees whereas at Anamosa correctional officers were somewhat 
more favorable than were "other" employees. 

These responses are difficult to interpret. Since the program was 
basically informational, it provided no readily t!?..!1gj.ble outcomes. There
fore, the trainees CQuld be expected to have difficulty in identifying 
specific behavioral consequences. Those who responded favorably (yes) 
to the questions did not always identify specific changes, but often mentioned 
an increased appreciation for the value of training and :for the problems in
volved in achieving the goals of the correctio:lal syc~cr:.1. Thio interpreta
tion seems reasonab e in view of the favorabl:: ev~::.u:1tio:.l en other dimensions 
that we have discussed above. 
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Open-End Evaluations 

Examination of the written response to questions do, however, reflect 
certain re,actional patterns "Thich we have attempted to abstract and illus
trate. Slightly less than half of the respondents answered yes to the 
question, "Do you feel any differently toward your job than before you 
participated in the training session'?" Thirty-three of these individuals 
attempted to indicate how they felt differently. Two general kinds of 
response patterns tended to occur: 

1. an indication of a greater knowledge of the correctional process, 
of other people's jobs and of their problems; and 

2. an indic~tion of feelings that their job is important and that 
they are part of a system. 
Thes€ were feelings that the program was designed to produce (cf. section 
on goals.) Some examples of the first type of response taken from the 
questionnaires are: 

(3017) 1I0ther people's problems and goals have been brought into focus." 

(2018) "I realize a little more the importance that each of us can contribute 
tOWEl.l'd the inmates' rehabilitation." 

(2089) "1 'have a little better understanding of the set up. This is team
work, not an individual job. This class started back even before 
an inmate was brought to trial, his downfall, and carried right 
on through hfs release. 1I 

(2213) "I feel that I have become more understanding with my co-workers 
and the inmates in some of their problems." 

The second pattern is illustrated by these examples: 

(2140) I'My work see!;lS more important." 

(2243) lilt makes a person realize the importance of his job." 

(1094) "I feel more a part of the staff." 

Not all changes in feeling were necessarily positive. Sometimes the 
identification of probleNs and conflict areas can result in feelings of 
frustration as illustrated in the following quotes: 

(6013) "I feel diff'2l"cntly because I have 2:egun to wonder if much of anything 
is being IlccoIT'plished that still wouldn't be accomplished if we 
were not here." 

(1072) "I feel th.J.t corrections is sincere in tryi~3 to help inmates 
return to society. Ho\~ever, I do not agree with the methods in 
some areas." 

Thirty-eight pcrce~t of the responden~s (29) answered yes to the question 
"Do you feel any differently to\~ard training now than you did before you 
participated in the training sessions?" Thirty persons gave responses 
as to why they felt differently, e.nd one who said no also responded. The 
number of persons anEiiering this question cannot be taken as a measure of 
those favoring training as many obviously were favorable to it before training 
began. This can be 3een in some of the responses reproduced here. 

(3005) "I have al"lays been all for trair.ling." 

(2158) IIAlw'ays did believe training is a very important part of any job." 

/j 
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(2160) "I have always believed intensive training is the only answer to 
a successfully run institution." 

(6007) "I looked forw'ard to attending the class prior to its starting and 
now I feel that it was worthwhile." 

A fairly high proportion of the responses to this question were some
what general indicating that respondents had gotten something out of the 
program with perhaps the implicit meaning that he really hadn't expected 
to. Examples e~e: 

(2029) 

(3027) 

"I learned much from sessions that I knew nothing about." 

III feel that I learned a lot more of Bureau of Adult Corrections 
policies and phile:;,;ophy." 

There were also a few negative comments that could not be readily 
classified: 

(6008) "Not designed for field services." 

(1072) "It is still dull and not very interesting." 

In response to the question, "Did any experiences you had as a result 
of the training sessions influence you to think about the way you do your 
job," approximately 39 percent of the rZ'spondents (30) answered yes. 
Twenty-two of these attempted to specify how. Two patterns of responses 
emerged indicating (1) changes in behavior, and (2) more insight into their 
job and into inmate behavior. 

Illustrations of the first type of response are: 

(3007) "Mostly in the way I treat individuals." 

(2243) "Calling the counsellors when a man has problems." 

(6007) "I feel that I give the person with whom I'm working a longer look 
look so to speak, if he should violate any rules or regulations." 

Illustrations of the second type are: 

(2018) 

(2140) 
(1072) 

(1034) 

"Gives you different ir.-sights as to why inmates do some of the things 
they do!" 

"From the training sessions I realize there are two sides to my work." 

"It gave me a more general picture of the operation." 

"The influence I received in the training was that we must do a 
better job 1·ri th inmates inside the walls so more inmates can make 
their p~.roles once they are outside." 

In response to the question, "Have you been able to put anything that 
you learned in the training program to use?", approximately 43 percent (33) 
indicated they had. All thirty-three made some statement regarding what 
they had done. Some gave very general kinds of responses indicating they 
had modified their behavior in certain ways. Others indicated specifically 
what they were doiJJg differently. Some examples of the general response are: 

(3008) 

(2158) 

Hln the way I handle different situations." 

"By using more supervision on the inmates' level and trying to 
help them more." 
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"lviy approach to problems has improved. ,t 

olIn working with the offender I feel I have a better insight of 
the basic problems of each individual." 

(2160) "Be more cooperative with institutional staff. II 

Illustrations of specific uses of training experience are: 

(3004) "Some of the communication skills set forth both written and verbal. ,I 

(3011) 

(1052) 

"Giving better instructions, listening better to suggestions. 
Being more tolerant of mistakes made. Communicating better. Ii 

i'Understanding and reasoning 1fi th an inmate and giving him the credit 
due with a job well done." 

;'1 try harder to understand these people's problems and look for 
a way in which ,,,e can 'fOrk more efficiently so that they can become 
good citizens." 

(6301) "Informing the judges in my area about the rehabilitation program 
offered by the institutions and also the various programs we have 
for men on probation.· 1 

In part as a way of evaluating the program and in part as a way of 
improving future ventures of this kind, the men ,,,ere asked a number of 
questions about the overall program. Forty-nine persons responded to the 
question) "If the training program were to continue, what changes would 
you recommend so that it could be improved?.! The statements seemed to fall 
into 4 categories: 

1. ~o change necessary 

2. Change the time or length in some way 

j. .lvlodify the format; i.e., the way the material is presented 

4. Modify the content of the session; i.e., the kinds of material presented 

A fair proportion of respondents indicated that they would not change the 
program as they felt it was adequate as presented. Examples of this kind 
of statement are: 

(3011) 

(2089) 

.I,lio change. Very well presented and clearly defined." 

"Naturally there is always some change that could be made. This 
one was good enough for my money.·1 

(1112) 1I1vone, just keep the training program up. of 

Most of the time oriented statements involved shortening the length of the 
sessionswhich ranged from 3 to 4 hours, although a few offered suggestions 
for specific dates. Stratton and Terry also received many oral comments 
reflecting a desire to have the length of the sessions shortened. In future 
progrruns two hour sessions should probably be utilized unless the program 
is run on a week-long basis. Some examples of time change statements are: 

(3005) "Shorter sessions so as not to become overly tired. II 

(2140) .l'.£1ime of day and length of sessions were very good." 

(1034) "'l'wo hours instead of 4 hour programs. 'i 
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(6035) "To include the training program in our correctional association 
meetings twice a year." 

'.£1he recollllUendations for changes in format "Tere quite varied, but among 
the most frequently occurring statements were requests for greater partici
pation by the trainees in slr.'111 group sessions and in,. question aI)d ?-nswer 
sessions. Ample opportunity was given in all sessions for questions so 
probably requests of this nature indicate a desire for less formal presen
tations. At Anamosa an inmate panel "Tas utilized and a number of Anamosa 
trainees felt that a more frequent use of inmates would have improved the 
sessions. At Rocki"ell City ~ where four iThllates were among the trainees 
and present at almost every session, a high proportion of respondents (par
ticularly parole agents) suggested that in the future they be excluded. 
Panels of staff were also favorably received and requested for future 
progrruns . T~.; maj ori ty of the programs were formally presented. Future 
prograhls would probably be better received if formal presentations consti
tuted a smaller proportion of the tot~l program. They should not be elimi
nated, however, as this method is still one of the more effective ways of 
disseminating information. Illustrative of some of the format change state
ments are: 

(2021) 

(2103) 

(2187) 

(2243) 

(1151) 

(6009) 

(6015) 

"1'10re class participation '- more answer periods." 

"I think if·th-::y showed 'Some films it would help a little.;' 

",tiave more panel discussions." 

"I would like to see more of the inmate and staff panel discussions. 
These really helped to see both sides." 

"Aore class involvement - less college lectures." 

"l~lore sme-Il group sessions and leGS lecturing." 

"'li1"1e p:'.."csence of clients at the sessions hinders the parole officers 
from expressing their true opinions. I definitely feel that the 
policy should he stopped." 

The cOlnments on changes in content reflect either a failure on the 
part of the c.U.rectors to communicate that the purpose of the sessions was 
to transmit a general background for correctional work rather than specific 
skills or a failure on the part of the trainees to perceive the utility of 
this kind of training. It was the goal of these sessions to supplement 
the specific skill training provided in the institutions1on the job training 
program, not to provide such training. Remarks illustrating the trainees' 
desire for specific skill training are: 

(2021) "Custodifl.l officers should be shown how to give orders and approach 
the different kinds of inmates." 

(2152) "Break it down into more specific areas of training - it was more of an 
introductory course teaching a little about a lot of things, but 
nothing to really help a great deal.· ' 

(1072) "'fraining i.n narcotics, training in handling mental problems as well as 
recognition of same, some forms of defense, self as well as institu
tional procedures in emergency.·i 

(600ej) ,I Spli t into two groups to design training program specifically for each.'· 

Some of the above quotations suggest that there is a need for an evalua
tion of the existing on-the-job training program. It appears that some em
ployees feel they are not receiving adequate training in job skills. 
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In an effort to discover which aspects of the program were perceived 
by the trainees as having the greatest importance for them, the question 
"In your opinion, what were the most meaningfUl aspects of the program?" 
was asked. Forty-nine persons replied. The responses seem to be most 
efficiently reported as falling into four categories. The first was an 
undifferentiated response, i.e., not selecting out any particular aspect 
for comment, but rather remarking on the training as a whole. The second 
kind of response dealt with specific sessions referring either to the 
topic or to a speaker. The third category of responses was content oriented, 
i.e., the trainee commented on specific themes OV messages that cut across 
sections. The last category of comments focused on relationships, i.e., 
on events that transpired between people rather than on infonmation disse
mination or some reaction to it. 

Examples of category one responses are: 

t30(5) "It was all meaningful to me." 

(2243) "The whole ten week course was interesting." 

(1038) "It was all very interesting." 

(112) "All very well, the last six months the training program has been 
much better than before. 1I 

This kind of response can be taken as reflecting general satisfaction with 
with the program but is not helpful in assessing strengths or weaknesses. 

Examples of the second category of response are: 

(2018) 

(2187) 

(1052) 

"Correctional decision m~ing.fI 

"The panel sessions." 

"The most interesting parts of the program were lectures by the 
psychologists. II 

(1130) "The intensive training course given by Dr. Harper." 

(2130) "Panel on inmate-staff relations." 

Judges, psychologists and psychiatrists were frequently mentioned and 
seemed to be well received by many of the trainees. A number of the Anamosa 
trainees mentioned the staff-inmate panel. 'This particular session seemed 
to have a great impact on the trainees because of the give and take between 
themselves and the inmates. 

Illustrations of some of. the specific content references are: 

(2021) "Using the right approach to the right inmate. " 

(2121) "Parole officers and their work." 

(1094) "Learning about the parole officer's job so as to cooperate more 
with therr,. 11 

(2152) "Improvement of communication." 
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As can be seen from the illustrations above these comments seem to 
refer more to general themes than specific points of information or ideas. 
They suggest that at least for some of the trainees, ~ of the training 
program's goals were achieved. ----

The final category dealing with relationships contained only ~ few 
responses. Parole officers appear to make this type of response with 
greater frequency than institutional personnel. Some examples of this kind 
of statement are: 

(3017) 
(6008) 

(6035) 

"The improved relationship between most clients and staff." 

"Informal discussion with institutional personnel." 

"Being with the institutional personnel and getting to know them 
better." 

Statements indicating improved·client-staff relations ·were limited 
to'Rockwell:Oity personnel as an~y there were clients included in the 
training program. 

In an effort to ascertain the weakest aspects of the program as 
perceived by the trainees they were asked, "In your opinion, what were 
the least meaningful aspects of the training program?" Forty-nine persons 
responded to the question and their replies were organized into four cate
gories: (1) denials that there were any unmeaningfUl aspects to the 
ptogram; '(2) statements of gen~ral disli~e or ~bival~nce regarding the 
total program; (3) comments selecting specific sessions; and (4) comments 
regarding the organization and/or content of the overall program. 

Examples of the first type of response are: 

(3003) 

(a089) 

(1052) 

"It was all very meaningfUl." 

"I don't believe too much was wasted. It was good enough." 

"I thought that the program was very good and to say something 
was least meaningful would be hard to say." 

The number of statements falling into this category was not large 
and probably was the response of those least critical of the program. 

Some illustrations of general dislike or ambivalence are: 

(2156) "In my opinion you can get something out of every session no matter 
how dry it is." 

(1083) "Undecided." 

(1072) "So many I can't recall." 

¥ost of these statements indicated mild dissatisfaction although there 
were a few that were quite negative (the last illustration above). 

The bulk of the responses to the question fell into the last two 
categories. Those referring to specific sections varied over a fairly 
wide range, and from institution to institution. This probably reflects 
both variations in quality of presentations and the trainees' perceptions 
of the relevance of the materials. Some examples of comments on specific 
sessions are: 

(3004) IIJudicial, the role of the non-professional, community based program." 
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(2018) "The rhetoric program." 

(2021) "Nature, scope and etiology of crime -- too many statistics in this 
lesson. Figures don't mean much to the average person." 

(6035) "The district judge part of the program was very weak, but we have 
some weak judges." 

(2025) "The talk by the parole supervisor and chief parole officer." 

While it is somewhat diffi.cult to distinguish between the last two 
categories, organization and content remarks tend to apply to more than one 
session and to be more relevant to the philosophy and structure of the 
total program. Some illustrations of this kind of comment are: 

t " (2140) "There were three speakers who merely repeated one ano her. 

(1031) 

(6008) 

( 6015) 

"There were several that didn't concern me or the institution where 
I worked directly and these were least interesting." 

"Presentations by persons who have no knowledge of how actual field 
work is." 

"Youthful counselor working with older clients." 

At the end. of the questionnaire the respondents were asked, "please 
use the remaining space to make any further comments, suggestions, or thoughts 
that you might have about the training program." Thirty trainees responded 
in one way or another. Many of the statements might have been made better 
in response to earlier questions. The remarks ranged from being supportive 
of training, through making suggestions for change to being quite critical. 
The latter type was in the minority. It is possible that the more critical 
people did not :I?ut down their feelings or did not turn in questionnaires, 
but this is only conjecture. A few illustrations of the comments to the 
last question are: 

(3004) "One thought I gained was that the institutional wishes or hopes 
are not always the same as the political wishes, so we probably 
won't ever be able to make all the strides forward or at least 
in all fields." 

(2003) "The more 
will be. 
the more 

programs we can have like the last one the better off we 
The more contact we can have with professional people 

knowledge we can gain." 

(2089) "I think a short briefer once a year would be helpful. I think 
treatment and correction change from time to time .. We should be 
brought up to date on these changes." 

(1037) 

(600B) 

(6016) 

"Uniform training for a correctional officer's duties and basic 
problems that arise." 

"I attended nine sessions, of which only two were of any interest. 
Consider the overall session a waste of time and taxpayers' money." 

"It was a good program. Suggestions and thought were well represented.. 
I think in future programs ability of workers should be stressed 
at least equal to scholastic education on the subject. Sometimes 
the most educated do not have the ability to practice." 

___ ~,.~ ________ ~--r-------------
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Attitude Change 

If the training program accomplished all the goals that were established 
for it, it could be expected that there would be certain changes in attitudes 
among the trainees. The questionnaires were designed to measure a variety 
of attitudes and opinions relevant to correctional work. Although strict 
laboratory-type controls were impossible in this research, it would seem 
reasonable to expect that the traineef3 would change their attitudes diffe
rentially in comparison to the contro~ subjects and that the directionality 
of change would reflect exposure to the information and orientations presen
ted in the intensive training program. 

A number of dimensions were selected as being likely to reflect change 
among the trainees. The questionnaires included measures of alienation 
(Srole's scale), free-will versus determinism, job experiences and job satis
faction, and 50 items designed to measure attitudes toward the law, inmates, 
the effectiveness of counseling, the effectiveness of probation and parole, 
treatment orientation, and numerous miscellaneous categories. A total of 
77 items were included. 

The amount and significance of changes in attitudes were measured by 
the use of l-lilcoxon' sT. This statistical measure indicates the degree 
of change between two related samples (in this instance the trainees before 
and after training and the controls before and after the training period). 
'l'he direction of change can be determined by inspecting the ranlced changes. 
We have adopted a .05 probability level for purposes of deciding whether or 
not a given amount of change is statistically significant. 

A variety of comparisons were conducted between the training and control 
groups on each of the 77 items. The total training group was compared with 
the total control group. Place of employment served as another basis for 
comparison. Trainees and controls were categorized as being employed in the 
men's institutions, at Fort Madison, Anamosa, or Rockw'ell City, or as a 
parole agent. Both the training and control groups ,Tere broken down into 
three age groups: 35 or less, 36-60, and 61 or more. Institutional employee§ 
were categorized. as being correctional officers, industries ,·rorkers, or 
"other" employees. Those with 8 years or less of education were vjewed 
as distinct from those with more than B years of education. Length of employ·
ment in corrections ,vas also used for comparison, the categories being less 
than 4 years in corrections, 4-9 years in corrections) and 10 or more years 
in corrections. It 1faS thought that the training program might have had 
a aifferential impact upon each of these different classes of correctional 
employees. 

The comparison of the total training and control groups before and 
after training reveals relatively few statistically significant changes in 
attitudes. Changes in alienation, free-will versus determinism, job expe
riences, and job satisfaction ,.,ere negligible for the tvro groups. A number 
of changes were evident on the remaining items, however, and most of these 
occurred in trie expected direction. Generally, when the trainee group changed, 
it changed in a favorable direction and when the controls chang~d, the change 
was in an unfavorable direction. In srnfie instances it appears as though 
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TABLE III 

SIGNIFICANT ATTITUDE CHANGES FOR TO~L TRAINING GROUP AND TOTAL CONTROL GROUP 
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ITEM 

All laws should be strictly obeyed because they are laws. 

Inmates in group counseling tend to break fewer prison rules than those 
who do not participate. 

b~tihsei:i.l1g is a necessary- part of a prison program. 

Personal circumstance should never be considered as an excuse for 
lavTbreaking. 

Parolees who have participated in group counseling in prison are less 
likely to violate parole than those who have not participated. 

Participation in training programs should be required of all workers. 

Imprisonment merely embitters a criminal. 

Nearly all inmates in this institution need intensive counseling. 

Most training programs are irrelevant to what one does day-to-day 
on the job. 

Inmates should have a greater voice in determining programs and policies 
that affect them. 

Preventing escape is more important than treatment. 

There is still a lot to be ~aid for a get tough policy towards inmates. 
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the training group held the line despite unfavorable changes among the con
trols. The specific changes are indicated in Table III. 

It must be indicated, however, that on most of the items no changes 
were evident. Even though one or two items that dealt with the law, inmates, 
training, or whatever might have changed, the majority of items in each of 
the scales did not involve statistically significant changes among either 
the trainees or the controls. 

The categorization of trainees and controls in terms of the character
istics mentioned above proved to be relatively unfruitful. Irrespective 
of the characteristic, the number of sub-groups exhibitinJ no' statistically 
significant changes again far outnumbered those in which statistically signi
ficant changes occurred. Some patterns were evident among the changes} however. 

Trainees employed at Fort il1adison changed on a greater number of items 
than did other trainees. Changes among employees at Anamosa and Rockwell 
city were, in fact, virtually nonexistent. Since both Anamosa and Rockwell 
City are less custodially oriented institutions the program appeared to have 
had less impact among those who were already somewhat more favorably oriented 
to begin with. Changes among the parole agents we!l:'e also minimal. 

Maong the remaining characteristics, 36-60 year~old trainees demon
strated more changes than did either younger or older trainees~ correctional 
officers changed more than did industries or "other" institutional personnel, 
those with more than 8 years of education exhibitedm0rechanges than did 
those with less education, and the number of years in corrections produced 
little difference among the categories. 

These patterns lead to rather ambiguous conclusions. On the one hand, 
those who would at first glance appear to be the most difficult to change 
exhibited the most change (Fort Madison employees and correctional offi
cers). On the other hand, the more educated exhibited greater change than 
the less educated, "middle-aged" employees changed more than either the 
youngest or the oldest employees, and length of employment made little dif
ference at all. 

A careful perusal of the data leads to the conclusion that the inten
sive training program component of the program had minimal impact on the 
attitudes of trainees. This is discouraging although in some respects 
it might have been expected. A program that is designed to dispense infor
mation and to stimulate thought rather than to indoctrinate trainees into 
a particular line of thought might be expected to produce these kinds of 
results. Also, the fact that many of the topics measured by the attitude 
scales were dealt with only indirectly might have been responsible for the 
trainees' failure to be influenced. '{hat perhaps should have been salient 
apparently remained implicit. 

Conclusions 

In summary, three different kinds of measures were utilized to assess 
the impact of the training program. Responses to the fixed alternative 
evaluation items indicate that generally the program was well received by 
the trainees. Responses to the open-ended questions further indicate favo
rable reactions to the program. Some of these responses indicate insight 
development and knowledge acquisition. The measures of attitude change show 
little impact on the dimensions that Ivere measured. 

It can be concluded that the goals of the progrrun were at least in 
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part achieved under conditions that were somewhat less than optimal. While 
no direct measures of knowledge acquisition were obtained (i.e., test scores), 
trainee responses to questions regarding information acquisition indicated 
that they felt that they knew more more about the correctional process, orga
nizational problems of a prison, the problems and attitudes of people in 
other positions, etc. A variety of responses to the open-ended questions 
also gave this impression. Since the program was primarily designed to 
transmit this kind of information it would appear that this goal was achieved. 
How successfully it was achieved cannot be assessed with the measures we 
have available. If futUre programs of this nature are given it would be 
desirable to subject the trainees to testing at the end of the session to 
determine the level of their knowledge acquisition and of their sensitivity 
to the essential features of the correctional process. 

In addition to transmitting information the ten week program attempted 
to improve communication skills, improve communication across levels of the 
administrative hierarchy and between prison and parole personnel, increase 
professional identification and change attitudes. 

It is unlikely that the one session on communication skills had any 
appreciable impact on the skill level of any of the trainees. It is clear, 
however) from responses on the evaluation questionnaires that some trainees 
were sensitized to the importance of good communication and to their own 
needs for improvement in the area. A course in communication skills might 
attract some of these people more readily than before. 

There was little evidence to indicate that the amount or quality of commu
nication across levels of the administrative hierarchy had improved. Many of 
the parole agents indicated that they had gotten to know more prison personnel 
as a consequence of the training, however. 

The only sources of evidence regarding changes in professional identi
fication were responses to open-ended questions regarding the training. 
A number of persons indicated they felt their job was more important as 
a consequence of the training. To a large degree, the inability to assess 
changes in this area is due to the failure to include adequate measures 
of professional identification in the questionnaires. 

Attitude change was the least successful of the goals of the program. 
This is not surprising given (1) the difficulty of changing attitudes generally 
and (2) the structure of the program. Firmly held attitudes are not easily 
modified under any circumstances, but research in this area suggests that 
one of the more effective ways to achieve change is to involve the subjects 
in activities requiring them to present and defend the attitudes desired 
to others (e.g,. reverse role-playing, etc.). This approach was not utilized 
in this program as it would have minimized the effectiveness of one of the 
other major program goals - information dissemination. In future programs 
it might be possible to more effectively lI~er~ these two goals in the 
same program - particularly if participation in such programs becomes defined 
as an activity expected of all employees. 

It is the conclusion of the directors that the program was generally 
successful although there are a number of modifications that should be 
effected if the program is to be presented again. These and other recommen
dations will be discussed in the next section. 
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OVERVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

After having presented the training session three different times, 
talked with many trainees about it, listened to f.eedback from a variety 
of sources, and analyzed the evaluative materials, the directors have a 
much different perspective on the training sessions than before they began. 
Weaknes.ses and strengths of the program are much clearer in retrospect than 
they were in the planning or implementation stages. A description of what 
the directors perceive as some of the problems associated with the program 
as well as some of its strengths will provide a background for interpreting 
the outcome of the program and the trainees' reaction to it. 

The training program had as one of its primary strengths the support 
and the cooperation of the administrative personnel of the Bureau of Adult 
Corrections and of the Parole Board. Cooperation of prison personnel was 
all that could be asked for. The training officers at Anamosa and Fort 
Madison and the assistant superi.ntendent at Rockwell City contributed greatly 
to the smooth operation of the programs. John Walton, Chief Parole Officer 
for the state and Russel Bobzin, Parole Board Executive, served ably as instruc
tors and also provided a variety of other kinds of assistance. In addition, 
personnel from the University of Iowa, particularly Lyle Shannon, Chairman 
of the Department of Sociology and Anthropology, and from the State Judiciary 
as well as from other organizations contributed to the program through their 
support and by participating in the various sessions as instructors in topics 
dealing with their special competence. The interest and cooperation of these 
persons and agencies were among the g~eatest assets of the program. 

The program also encountered a variety of difficulties (some of less 
concern than others) in the course of its development and implementation. 
The first of these might be labeled "uncertainty. II Uncertainty played its 
role in a number of ways. One was in relationship to the OLEA grant itself. 
There was a long period of time between the request for transferring the 
grant from Harvey Miller to Drs. Stratton and Terry. Then, just as planning 
was underway, notice was received that the implementation stage (the second 
year) would not be funde.d. This resulted in uncertainty regarding whether 
the program would actually be put into effect. Finally, after arrangements 
were made to implement the training sessions as a pilot program, it was 
uncertain whether there would be funds available to continue it in the 
future and to implement the college course aspect of the program. These 
uncertainties not only affected the attitudes of the directors, but the 
trainees as well. 

A second kind of difficulty lay in the structure of the training. The 
directors were from outside the field of applied corrections as were a sub
stantial minority of the lIinstructors." This resulted in some resistance 
to information transmission on the grounds that "they don't know the practical 
side. " This problem was somewhat aggravated by the fact that some of the 
trainees had expected "practical," 1. e. job skill training. Since they 
didn't have their expectations met they tended to devalue the experience 
to which they were exposed. The fact that the directors were perceived 
as younger than most of the trainees and were associated with a "radical" 
discipline - sociology - also tended to create some barriers to communi
cation. These problems were partially attenuated by the utilization of 
well known and respected personnel from the Bureau of Adult Corrections, 
from the institutions and from the Parole Board as instructors. 
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A third kind of difficulty was related to ,':I")ordination. This involved 
both trainees and instructors. Since the trainees were selected randomly 
from the institutional rosters they represented all three work shifts. 
This meant that some men (e.g., third shift) were sacrificing sleep to attend 
the sessions. Others had transportation problems, baby sitting problems, 
second job problems, ·etc. Some of them were understandably upset by this 
and it affected their attitudes toward the training. This was particularly 
so if they felt they were only going to spend a few more years in corrections 
or if they felt their job was such that no training was necessary. While 
efforts were made to shift days-off and reschedule shifts for some of the 
men, this did not resolve all of the problems. 

Distance was a particularly acute problem for the parole agents. Some 
of them spent as much or more time traveling as they did in the training 
sessions. This was also a problem for many of the personnel utilized as 
instructors. Those t:r.aveling from Iowa City or Des Moines to Fort Madison 
or Rockwell City spent nearly a whole day in tra'/eling in order to give one 
presentation. While this distance problem did not seriously impair the direc
tors' ability to obtain instructors for the pilot sessions, .it could cause 
difficulties in the future. 

Another difficulty la y in pu.rt in the promotion of the training. While 
it appears that the majority of the trainees were favorably oriented to 
training in general and to these sessions in particular, some were quite 
negative and some were quite vocal about it. Part of the difficulty resulted 
from their being "drafted." This was built into the program. Some apparently 
could not see the long-run implications of the training for their own careers 
in terms of promotion, salary increase, or other kinds of advancement. FiP~lly, 

some felt that they would not be able to put new insights to use because 
of resistance from above. Further training would probably be mOre ~eadily 
accepted and hence be ffiore successful if it were clearly and demonstrably 
tied to adYancement and if higher supervisory personnel were familiar with 
and endorsed the content of the training sessions. 

On the basis of the evaluation analysis and the preceding discussion, 
the directors would suggest that future intensive training programs take 
into consideration the following suggestions: 

(I) The sessions should not exceed two hours duration unless the training 
is being given in a concentrated period (e.g. ,.five continuous days). 
Even then, the sessions should be interrupted periodically for coffee 
breaks and lectures hould be interla~ed with discussion periods. 

(2) Care should be taken to make sure that the vocabulary is suited to the 
level of the trainees and that too many ideas or facts are not presented 
at one time. If possible, the training groups should be educationally 
as homogeneous as possible. In the pilot sessions the educational 
level ranged from less than 8th grade to college graduate. 

(3) While there is apparently some benefit to be derived from mixing parole 
personnel with institutional staff in these training sessions, the 
benefit is maximized for both groups if the number of parole agents 
is kept small and the material exclusively relevant to a particular 
group's activities kept to a minimum. 

(4) Parole agents should have additional training of a job-oriented nature 
above and beyond that obtained in the intensive training sessions. 
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To maximize trainee satisfaction and to facilitate learning and attitude 
change, activities requiring the active participation of the trainee 
(e.g., group discussion, role playing, questions and ~nswer~, etc.) should 
be frequently utilized. Visual aids might be used on occas~on as a 
change from a lecture style of presentation, but should not be relied 
upon too extensively. 
If reading and written assignments were b~ilt into the ~raining 
trainees might take the training more ser~ously and ~e~~ve,more 
therefrom. Examinations should be required for cert~f~cat~on. 

the 
benefit 

If the above recommendations are adopted~ a size limitation of about 30 
should be placed on the groups in order to facilitate trainee inter
action with instructional personnel and with each other. 

Experiences at Anamosa and Rockwell City indic~t: th~t inma~e partici
pation in training sessions can be quite benef~c~al ~f the ~nmates 
can enter into the exchanges with institutional personnel. More ex
tensive utilization of inmates where appropriate is recommended. 

A lack of ability to empathize with inmates seems to be a proble~ for 
some institutional staff. It might be useful if, as Par.t of the~r . 
training, staff members shared some inmate experiences such as spend~ng 
a night in a cell~ being run through the reception procedure, etc. 
This might be difficult to impose on current employees but should be 
considered for new ones. 
Employees might participate more fully and actively in training of all 
kinds if the ties between training and career advancement were made 
clearly apparent. 
It is recommended that all new personnel be exposed to a trainin~ program 
of the nature of the one under discussion within 6 months of the~r 
employment. Other employees who are in inmate-contact jobs, low-level 
supervisory positions, and volunteers should also be e~posed., ~t sho~ld 
be noted that this program is no substitute for jor, sk~ll ~ra:n~ng wh~ch 
should be acquired in routinized in-service training~ nor ~s ~t a sub
stitute for advanced study. It is a basic introduct~on to the correc
tional proZ!E:SS as it operates froni'l3j:'rest to release in the State of Iowa. 

Recommendations 

The directors of this pilot project would like to conclude this report 
with some recommendations for training correctional personnel in t~e,state 
of Iowa. The original grant was based on a plan to develop a tra~n~ng 
program for personnel in contact with inmate~. This ~s.a laudable go~l but 
a limited one. If any kind of organization ~s to max~m~ze the potent~al, 
of its personnel for goal achieveme.lt all levels of personnel should be ~nvol
ved in periodic training: (1) top-level manr~=ment, (2) middle-level ~uper
visors (3) low-level supervisors, (4) line personnel, and (5) profess~onal 
staff.' The nature of the training should vary with the,category of staff 
. uestion _ refresher courses or seminars for profess~onal staff, manage
~~nf and/or executive development seminars for supervisory personnel, and. 
in-service training and general educational development for lower-level l~ne 
personnel. It is inefficient to focus training on only one level as the 
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benefits cannot be maximized unless all employees of the system share the 
same orientations. If training must be restricted, it is most efficient 
to restrict it to the higher staff levels. 

The following recommendations are based on the assumption that the 
Bureau of Adult Corrections ',wishes to make a major commitment to the training 
and educational up-grading of its personnel. This commitment will require 
the expenditure of both human-and financial resources over a period of years. 
Manpower de1,elopment is costly but it also pays large dividends in more 
efficient and effective employee service, a better public image, and more 
confident and satisfied employees. The following recommendations are offered 
as ideals with the realization that a variety of contingencies might inter
fere with their immediate implementation and also with the awareness that 
some of them ~ already in various stages of implementation. 

Rl A position of Training Coordinator be developed at the Bureau level. 

Training will not receive the resources it needs unless it has a "spokes
man" to defend its interests. In most organizations where training is 
not well established it is one of the first activities to be sacrificed 
when economic pressures develop. Further, a bureau-level coordinator 
would be in a position to inititate and organize programs for specia
lized personnel across institutions, e.g., first level administrators. 
A position at this level would ~lao lend additional prestige to the 
training activities for personnel at lower levels. Program evaluation 
and resource utilization would also be more effective. The Bureau 
Coordinator would be in a position to be aware of training resources 
in the state as well as elsewhere and to negotiate fo'r their utili
zation. He could also serve as training officer for those units too 
small to support a full time person in this capacity (e.g., Riverview 
and parole staff). A fully developed training program for a large and 
complex organization needs and deserves a full time person to run it. 
A transitional compromise might involve a part-time coordinator working 
in conjunction with part-time consultants who have some expertise in 
training. 

R2 Full ~i~e training officer positions be developed and supported with 
suff~c~ent resources to operate effective in-service training sessions 
at Fort Madison and Anamosa. The positions currently exist (Fort Madison(s 
recently becoming full time) and programs are in operation. Efforts 
should be extended to provide consultant services for the training officers 
(from the Bureau or from outside) and sufficient funds to enable the 
officers to develop adequate in-service training programs. Employees 
who work in daily contact with inmates feel quite insecure unless they 
are trained to deal with the day-to-day disruptions and potential problems 
they encounter. Feelings of insecurity lead to employee dissatisfaction 
and job turn-over. Correctional experts from other correctional systems 
~s well as representatives from agencies manufacturing and selling 
correctional hardware might be among the outside resources drawn upon. 
General educational development is a necessary supplement to in-service 
training but not a substitute for it. 

R3 All new employees and selected members of current staff (i.e., those 
showing career orientations and those in "key" low-level supervisory 
positions) should be exposed to a program similar to the pilot training 
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program to familiarize them with the total correctional process. This 
program would not only sensitize them to the interrelationships of the 
various correctional agencies but educate them to the procedures, problems, 
goals, and conflicts existing within the system of which they are a part. 
This program could be offered twice a year at some centrally located 
site during a three or four year period and be run by the Bureau's 
Training Coordinator, a training officer from Fort Madison or Anamosa, 
or by so~eone hired specifically for this purpose. The advantages of 
this approach are more or less documented in the evaluation section of 
this report. 

R4 Provide at least minimal backgrounds in human behavior, communication 
skills, and management techniques for all employees. While all em
ployees should be encouraged to acquire as much advanced education as 
possible, it must be recognized that a large proportion of current lower
level personnel either lack: (1) the qualifications to do college work, 
(2) the motivation, or (3) both. An organization cannot afford to 
ignore these people. A basic organizational goal should 'be to reduce the 
proportion they constitute of the total staff, but while they are with 
the orga,nization their development should not be ignored. Frequently 
these are the employees who have the greatest amount of contact with 
the inmates. Occasional one-day or half-day refresher sessions in 
addition to continuing in-service training and some basic high school 
or college work where possible would make th=se employees more effective. 

R5 ~iddle and upper level "executive development" programs of a short term 
nature should be periodically offered. While it is desirable that 
personnel in management positions have formal training relevant to their 
work it is often difficult for many of them to obt~in the time, funds, 
or motivation to acquire it. It is also frequently the case that those 
with advanced training acquired a number of years in the past will 
benefit from exposure to new materials and techniques. Executive deve
lopment programs similar to those offered by the Center for Labor and 
Management at Iowa City might be utilized to achieve this goal. This 
kind of program is not to be construed as a replacement for advanced 
course work but is seen as a reliable and necessary supplement as there 
will always be a significant minority of personnel who, because of per
sonal pressures, work pressures, or lack of academic qualifications, 
will not be able to pursue advanced college work. This same type of 
program would also be desirable for professional staff (e.g., counsellors.) 

R6 Emphasize and facilitate college work for all career employees who are 
qualified to pursue it. This requires not only verbal encouragement 
but also economic support and in some instances released time from 
work. Extension courses offered at institutional sites might well 
facilitate this goal. LEEP funds could be utilized to partially support 
the educational activities of some employees. Bureau funds will also 
be necessary, however. 

R7 Develop periodic in-service training rrograms for parole staff. This 
is particularly difficult to do because of their scattered locations 
but is quite necessary. ~any of these people express a felt need for 
this kind of training. It is assumed that all parole agents will be 
encouraged to pursue advanced degress (i.e., B.A. or M.A.), but enucation 
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is no substitute for training and vice-versa. The morale of this gruup 
of employees might be improved .,i th this kind of program. 

The above statements are not to be construed as a criticism of existing 
Bureau efforts in the area of manpower development. These are recognized. 
Rath~r, the~ ~hoUld be seen as gUidelines for the development of a compre
hens~ve ~ra~n~ng program which would maximize the potential of each employee 
to contr~bute to the goals of the correctional system. 

New Employee 

+ 
Institutional Orientation 

+ 
Intensive Training Program 

+ + 
In-Service Training, 

(1) Up-grade to High School Lu'lTel 

(2) College course work (minimum 
of 4 courses) 

(3) A.A. or B.A. degrees 

(4) Advanced degrees for profes
I sional and managerial staff 

Periodic Refresher Seminars 

(1) Executive Training for Mana.gerial level 

(2) Counseling for conselors, etc. 
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APPENDIX I 

CRITERIA FOR CERTIFICATION 

1. Participation in In-Service Training as prescribed by Bureau of Adult 
Corrections and specific employer. 

2. Completion of the Intensive Training Session. 

3. Completion of specified l2-hour college-level course program with passing 
grades. Persons may obtain certification credit for those courses if they 
have been completed before entering the program. 

--,,-' 

These criteria assume that all personnel will complete in-service training, 
that eventually all persons will participate in the training sessions and that 
only some of the personnel will participate in and successfully complete the 
formal course work. This certification will not be automatic, but will reward 
only those with sufficient motivation and talent to complete all of the require
ments. Even so, eventually all personnel will benefit from exposure to both 
in-service training and the program's training sessions, even though all will not 
be certified. 
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APPENDIX II 

PROBATION AND PAROLE OFFICER TRAINING DETAILED 

The certification program outlined in this report is intended to extend 
to probation and parole officers as well as to correctional personnel. A 
training program for new personnel in this area is particularly important 
owing to the limited in-service training currently available and to the signi
ficance of this activity in the correctional process. Systematic training 
programs for new probation and parole personnel present certain unique problems. 
Among the more salient are the small number of new personnel entering this 
field at any period of time and the spatial distribution of these personnel. 
To offer extended special training programs for limited numbers of personnel 
at central locations would be both inefficient and expensive. To avoid these 
difficulties, it is plan!led to expose both probation and parole and correc
tional personnel to the same intensive training sessions. Since much of the 
material presented in these sessions is of a general nature, it is as useful 
and important to probation and parole personnel as it is to correctional 
personnel. However, because of the more independent nature of parole super
vision an additional two-day training session will be offered for these 
personnel. The topics covered will include (1) interviewing, (2) identi-
fying and utilizing community resources, (3) supervision and enforcement 
philosophies and procedures, and (4) case record preparation and interpretation. 

It is recognized that some parole agents already have college degrees 
and it is suggested t~at these individuals be certified uppn completion 
of the intensive training program and the completiop of the following two 
courses if they have not already completed them: (1) Criminology and '. ' 
(2) Probation and Parole. Those agents not having' ·c;:ollege·.'degrees wofud 'be 
required, in addition, to complete the same four courses as the correctional per
sonnel. Because of their dispersion throughout the state, some individuals 
will probably enroll in one of the various colleges or junior colleges for this 
work rather than attending the extension courses offered at the institutions. 
Correspondence courses might also be utilized. 
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APPENDIX III 

IOWA CORRECTIONAL TRAINING PROGRAM 

Sponsored by 

THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA 

and 

BUREAU OF ADULT CORRECTIONS 

The University of Iowa and the Iowa 'Bureau of Adult Corrections are jointly spon
soring a correctional training program for state probation and parole agents and 
non-professional correctional personnel. The program will begin on February 25, 
1969 at Anamosa and on February 27, 1969 at Fort Madison. It will involve parti
cipation by correctional personnel for one afternoon per week for a duration of 
10 weeks. At the conclusion of the program, those who have participated will be 
awarded certificates from the University indicating that they have completed the 
training. 

The program is designed to supplement and extend in-service training programs 
rather than to replace them. The program will provide an initial educational 
background that will enable correctional workers to more effectively meet the 
goals of the Iowa correctional system. Emphasis will be placed upon understand
ing the correctional process, becoming aware of organizational issues and behav
ior, improving communication skills, increasing one's knowledge of the nature 
of criminal behavior, and so forth. The program will give those who participate 
the basic backgrounds necessary for effective involvement in the correctional 
process. 

The program will be staffed by personnel from the institutions in the state, the 
Bureau of Adult Corrections, and the University of Iowa. An attempt will be made 
to utilize a variety of knowledgeable persons in the specific areas \,1i th which 
they are most familiar. 
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APPENDIX IV 

INTENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAM OUTLINE 

I. Introduction 

A. 

B. 

C. 

Orientation to the Training Program 

Philosophy and Objectives of Corrections (Institution) 

The Correctional Process: An Overview 

II. Nature, Scope and Etiology of Crime 

A. Nature and Scope 

B. Causation 

III. Correctional Decision-Making 

A. Judicial 

B. Institutional 

C. Post-Institutional 

IV. Legal Aspects of Corrections 

A. Institutional Aspects 

B. Post-Institutional Aspects 

V. Communication Skills 

A. Verbal 

B. Written 

VI. Organizational Behavior 

A. Structure and Goals 

B. Interdepartmental Relations 

VII. Leadership and Supervision 

A. Supervisor-Employee Relationship 

B. Staff-Inmate (Parole Officer-Parolee) Relationships 

VIII. The Treatment Process 

A. The Role of the Professional 

B. The Role of the Non-Professional 

IX. Heasuring and Evaluating Progress 

A. General Problems of Heasurement and Evaluation 

B. Identifying and Handling Inter-Personal and Intra-Personal Difficulties 

X. Corrections and the Community 

A. Community Based Correction Programs 

B. Utilizing Community Resources 

C. Community-Correctional Relations 

• 
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IV. Legal Aspects of Corrections 

ROSTER OF INTENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAM INSTRUCTORS 
Ii \\ -, A • Institutional Aspects .? 

Mr. Phillip Hause 
FORT MADISON College of Law 

I. Introduction The University of Iowa 
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Dr. Robert Caldwell The University of Iowa 
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A. Crime: Its Nature and Scope Mr. Ralph Moehn 

Dr. John Stratton Deputy Warden 

Department of Sociology and Anthropology 

I 
Mr. Richard Otte 
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B. Crime: Causation I: Mr. Garold Narigon 

Dr. Robert Terry I" 
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Department of Sociology and Anthropology !I VII. Leadership and Supervision 
The University of Iowa II 

i! A. Supervisor-Employee Relationships 
III. Correctional DeCision-Making L 

Mr. John T. Donnelly 
A. Judicial DeCision-Making Center for Labor and Management 

Judge James P. Denato The University of Iowa 

Ninth Judicial District B. Staff-Inmat~ Relationships 
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Mr. Lowell Hewitt C. Parole Officer - Parolee Relationships 
Program Coordinator Mr. John Walton Iowa State Penitentiary Chief Farole Officer 

C. Post-Institutional Decision-Making Bureau of Adult Corrections 
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Mr. John Walton f \ 

Chief Parole Officer ~ 
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VIII. The Treatment Process 

A. The Role of the Professional 

Dr. Douglas Johnson 
Clinical Director 
Iowa Security Medical Facility 

B. The Role of the Non-Professional 

Dr. Harold Mulford 
Director of Alcohol Studies 
The University of Iowa 

IX. Measuring and Evaluating Progress 

A. 

B. 

General Problems of Measurement and Ev~luation 

Dr. Norman S. Hayner 
Visiting Professor of Sociology 
The University of Iowa 

Identifying and Handling Interpersonal Difficulties 

Dr. Harry Harper, Jr. 
P.sychiatrist 
Iowa State Penitentiary 

X. Corrections and the Community 

A. Community Based Correctional Programs 

Mr. Glenn Jeffes 
Bureau of Adult Corrections 

B. Utilizing Community Resources 

Mr. Irl Carter 
School of Social HOii:k 
The University of Iowa 

C. Community - Correctional Relations 

Mr. Paul Dunn 
Iowa Council of the National Council on Crime and Delinquency 
Des Moines 
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Dr. John Stratton 
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B. Philosophy and Objectives of Corrections 

Mr. Calvin Auger 
Program Coordinator 
Iowa Men's Reformatory 

C. The Correctional Process: An Overview 

Dr. Robert Caldwell 
Department of Sociology and Anthropology 
The University of Iowa 

II. Nature, Scope and Etiology of Crime 

III. 

A. Crime: Its Nature and Scope 

Dr. John Stratton 

B. 

Department of Sociology 
The Universi ty of Imva 
Crime: Causati'on Dr. Koberc N. Terry 
Department of Sociology 
1he University of Iowa 

Correctional Decision-Making 

A. Judicial Decision-Making 

Judge William Eads 
Third Judicial District 
Cedar Rapids 

and Anthropology 

and Anthropology 

B. Instituti'onal Decision-Making 

Mr. Leo Yarutis 
Psychologist 
Iowa Men's Reformatory 

C. Post-Institutional Decision-Making 

Hr. John Walton 
Chief Parole Officer 
Bureau of Adult Corrections 

IV. Legal Aspects of Corrections 

A. Institutional Aspects 

~fr. Ronald Carlsc~ 
College of Latv 
The University of Iowa 

B. Post-Institutional Aspects 

Mr. Russell Bobzin 
Parole Board Executive 
Bureau of Adult Corrections 

V. Communication Skills 

Dr. Robert Omick 
Rhetoric Program 
The University ,Of Iowa 
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Vl. Organizational Behavior 

A. Structure and Goals 

Dr. James Price 
Department of Sociology and Anthropology 
The University of Iowa 

B. Interdepartmental Relations 

Mr. John Sgsel 
Deputy Harden 

Mr. Lawrence La Barge 
Deputy Harden 

Mr. Victor Richardson 
Industry Manager 

Mr. Howard Robertson 
Assistant Business Manager 

VII. Leadership and Supervision 

VIII. 

A. Supervisor-Employee Relationships 

Mr. John T. Donnely 
Center for Labor and Hanagement 
The University of Iml7a 

B. Staff-Inmate Relationships 
Captain Louis Hinchip 
Custody 

Mr. Hal Ferrier 
Social Horker 

Mr. Leo Yarutis 
Psychologist 

Mr. Hilt Meeks 
Training Officer 

Hr. John Halton 
Chief Parole Officer 

Inmate Higby 

Inmate Hughes 

c. Parole Officer - Parolee Relationships 

Mr. John Halton 
Chief Parole Officer 
Bureau of Adult Corrections 

The Treatment Process 

A. The Role of the Professional 

Dr •. Douglas Johnson 
Clinical Director 
Iowa Security Medical Facility 
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B. The Role of the Non-Professional 

Dr. Harold Mulford 
Director of Alcohol Studies 
The University of Iowa 

IX. Measuring and Evaluating Progress 

A. General Problems of Measurement and Evaluation 

Dr. Norman S. Hayner 
Visiting Professor of Sociology 
The University of Iowa 

B. Identifying and Handling Interpersonal Difficulties 

Mr. Charles Pierce 
Psychologist 
Linn County Mental Health 

X. Corrections and the Community 

A. Community Based Correctional Programs 

Mr. Glenn Jeffes 

B. 

C. 

Bureau of Adult Corrections 

Utilizing Community Resources 

Hr. Irl Carter 
School of Social Work 
The University of Iowa 

Community - Correctional Relations 

Mr. Paul Dunn 
Iowa Council of the National Council on Crime and Delinquency 
Des Moines 

ROCKWELL CITY 

I. Introduction 

A. Orientation to the Training Program 

Dr. John Stratton 
Department of Sociology and Anthropology 
The University of Iowa 

Dr. Robert Terry 
Department of Sociology and Anthropology 
The University of Iowa 

B. Philosophy and Objectives of Corrections 

Miss Laurel Rans 
Superintendent 

C. Nature and Scope of Crime 

Dr. John Stratton 
Department of Sociology and Anthropology 
The University of Iowa 
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II. Etiology of Crime and the Judicial Process 

A. Causation of Crime 

Dr. Robert Terry 
Department of Sociology and Anthropology 
The University of Iowa 

B. The Correctional Process: An Overview 

Mr. Phillip Mause 
College of Law 
The University of Iowa 

III. Correctional Decision-Making 

A. Judicial Decision-Making 

Judge Arthur Braginton 
Rockwell City 

B. Institutional Decision-Making 

Mr. Roger Knuth 
Assistant Superintendent 

C. Post-Institutional Decision-Making 

Mr. John Walton 
Chi2f Parole Officer 
Bureau of Adult Corrections 

IV. Legal Aspects of Corrections 

A. Institutional Aspects 

Mr. Phillip Mause 
College of Law 
The University of Iowa 

B. Post-Institutional Aspects 

Mr. Russell Bobzin 
Parole Board Executive 
Bureau of Adult Corrections 

V. Communication Skills 

Dr. Robert Omick 
Rhetoric Program 
The University of I01:-1a 

VI. Organizational Behavior 

A. Structure and Goals 

Dr. James Price 
Department of Sociology and Anthropology 
The University of I01:-1a 
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B. Bureau, Parole Board and Institution Relations 

Mr. Nolan Ellandson 
Director 
Bureau of Adult Corrections 

Mr. John Moore 
Parole Board Member 

Mr. Roger Knuth 
Assistant Superintendent 

VII. Leadership and Supervision 

A. Supervisor-Employee Relationships 

Hr. John T. Donnelly 
Center for Labor and Management 
The University of Iowa 

B. Staff-Inmate Relationships 

,Inmate Panel 

C. Parole Officer-Parolee Relationships 

Mr. John Walton 
Chief Parole Officer 
Bureau of Adult Corrections 

VIII. The Treatment Process 

A. The Role of the Professional 

Dr. Douglas Johnson 
Clinical Director 
Iowa Security Medical Facility 

B. The Role of the Non-Professional 

Dr. George Hillery 
Department of Sociology and Anthropology 
The University of Iowa 

IX. Measuring and Evaluating Progress 

A. Identifying and Handling Interpersonal Problems 

r Dean Luxford 
Iowa Boys' Training School 
Eldora 

B. General Problems of Measurement and Evaluation 

Dr. Lyle Shannon 
Department of Sociology and Anthropology 
The University of Iowa 
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APPENDIX VI 

SELECTED PRESENTATIONS FROM INTENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAM 

The material reproduced in this appendix constitutes a relatively 
representative sample of the content presented by instructors in the 
Intensive Training Program. Some of it is reproduced as prepared and 
distributed to the trainees in the actual program while the remainder 
largely consists of outlines of oral presentations that lTere presented in 
lecture form and are reproduced here for the first time. It is hoped t~at 
by making the content of the presentations available in this appendix 
one will be able to get some notion of the kinds of information transmitted 
and of the variation in styles with which it was transmitted. 

A review of the material "\oTill readily indicate that the presentations 
varied considerably in terms of such things as the degree of sophistica
tion of the material, the extensiveness of the coverage by the instructor, 
the basic "messages!1 imparted to the trainees and unique backgrounds and 
interests of the instructors. The material is presented in the same order 
as the sessions were organized in the program. Vlhile not all subsections 
of the training sessions are represented, some material is reproduced 
for each of the sessions. 

.~ , 
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Miss Laurel Rans 
superintendent, IOio1a Women I s Reformatory 

Philosophy and Objectives of Corrections 

I. Philosophy - Iowa Homen I s Reformatory 

I began this assignment from the point of definition - if "le are going 
to talk about philosophy - just ~hat do we mean? 

Dictionary definitions led me to arrive at the follm1ing composit: 
Philosophy is the explanation of given general principles underlying 
the correctional system. 

The Bureau of Adult Corrections begins its official statement of 
Correctional Philosophy "rith the following; 

JtOur basic responsiblity established by lav1 and by public policy 
is the protection of society. In order to best protect society 
we must have positive programs focusing on the ~re~t~ent of each 
offender as an individual, realizing that each ~nd~v~dual sent 
to a correctional institution has problems which he has attempted 
to solve in an anti-social manner.n 

The document goes on a fei'1 sentences later to state: 

JlThe court sends men to prison ~ punishment an~ not for p':ln~shment. 
Hhile punishment may be one of the purposes beh~~d the dec~~~on 
of the court, punishment should not be the funct~on of the ~nstitu
tion. The institution t~at receives the offender should put 
forth the maximum effort first to understand, and then to train, 
educate re-train guide and counsel through all the tools of 
educati~n and the'social and psychological sciences. This type 
of treatment is demonstrably more effective than institu;ional 
programs calculated to punish, degrade, abuse, embitter. 

Now, if I may briefly turn the focus of our thinking tmrard a general 
statement on organizations: 

"The climate of an organization derives originally from the philosophy 
and goals of those who join together to create i~. Each person 
brings his Oim psychological, social, and econom~c wants. In 
joining with others he expresses certain group "Hant~ also. The 
institution has its Oi'Tn organizational purpose, as ~t reflects 
the needs of society and interests of its leaders. All of these 
special interests come together for integration into a working 
social system. 

With regard to the institution's objective, it is essentially 
production, meaning the provision of goods and services f0r society. 
Production is not an end in itself, but is for the purpose of 
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satisfying consumers, who are human beings with individual likes 
and dislikes. The ultimate objective is therefore consumer satisfac
tions i hOi-rever, production must be accomplished by another set 
of persons (called employees), i'Tho also have likes and dislikes, 
with the resources of another group called taxpayers, and within 
the community or another group called the public. 

Thus) there are also producer satisfactions, Oimer (legislative 
and taxpayer) satisfactions, and public satisfaction to be integrated 
iTith the consumer satisfactions (i.e. the inmate or the parolee). fI 

(p. 81 ~ Relations At Hork - Davis) 

Hithin this frameHork, then, operation conditions arise from the different 
theories of organizational behavior which predominate management thought 
in each organization. And underlying the theory are certain assumptions 
about people and events. 

Today, theories of orBanizational behavior are brolcen into three or 
fo~ major groupings. In the order mentioned, they represent a hfstori
cal evolution in management practice. The autocratic theory predominated 
100 years ago. In the 1920's and 1930's, it yielded gradually to the 
more successful c~stodial theory. In this generation the supportive 
{alSO called motivational or developmental) theory is gaining approval, 
although the custodial theory still prevails. 

By vray of denoting the management history of the Homen's Reformatory, 
during the past ten years, there has been a gradual evolving from a 
system combining autocratic-custodial assumptions to a custodial system 
to a beginning of a supportive system of manag~ment. Diagnostically 
speaking, this institution is behaviorally represent~tive of the early 
sta.ges of a supportive system of management.. 

W'hat, then, are some of the guiding principles vThich could l;le incorporated 
into a policy statement of a broad general philosophy of modern correctiDn~ 
al managements 

Importance of the Individual. He believe that the actions of the organi
zation should recognize human feelings and the importance of the indi
vidual, and should insure each person's treatment as an individual. 

Mutual Acceptance. He believe that employees, clients and management 
need to accept each other as individuals and as groups and need to accept 
each other's functions and responsibilities. 

Comm.on Interest. We believe that employees) clients and management 
are bound together by a common interest - the ability of their unit 
to operate successfully - and that opportunity and security for the 
individual depend upon their success. 

'I 
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Open Connnunication. He believe in the sharing of ideas, information, 
and feelings is essential as a means of expression and as the route 
to better understanding and sounder decisions. 

Total Participation. He believe that better results come about through 
seeking a balance of vie~Tpoints (management, employee, client) and through 
mutual sharing and solving of problems by the people affected. 

Local Identity. vIe believe that the individual receives the greatest 
opportunities for recognition, pride, and job satisfaction through 
close ident:i.fication ilith his local unit (be it 'Tork living or treatment). 

Local Decisions. He believe that people closest to problems affecting 
themselves develop the most satisfactory solutions uhen given the authority 
to solve such matters at the point '-There they arise. (Center for Labor 
and Management paper • Decision-Making At the Lowest Possible Level). 

High Moral Standard. Ue believe that the soundest basis for judging 
the "rightness'! of an action involving people is the test of its morality 
and its effect on basic human rights. 

These principles are taken from the statement issued by the ]nard of 
Directors, Esso Standard Oil ~ompany, 1954. 

Probably the most comprehensive, recent architectural and managerial 
guidelines to be developed for corrections was published last year by 
the Center for the Study of Crime and Delinquency, San Diego. The research 
,-TaS funded by the Ford Foundation. I ~TOuld particularly call to your 
attention the appended section: Foundation of Design, It concentrates 
on (1) the philosophical foundation and specifications of the treatment 
and organizational models and (2) it illustrates an important step in 
the design phase of the planning process, "rhich may have value for those 
interested in the development of social action programs. 

I .. TOuld lik(! to conclude this section on correctional philosophy by point
ing out the need for consistency beti-reen ~That i-re think and practice 
in corrections '-Tith the underlying philosophical foundations of a demo
cratic society. If ue take it that self-government remains our ideal, 
that "'-Te the people II are capable of the judgment that makes good govern
ment, and that every citizen should participate in the business of govern
ment, then, are we not connnitted to decision making by argument, by 
persuasion, by debate, an'. djalogue? Granted, a democracy must continu
ously deal I'd th factors of pOi-Ter, prestige, pass ion and self -interest, 
but hou our political and social institutions manage these problems 
'-Till determine the course of history and the evolving future of manldnd. 

II. Realities 

NmT, \'le could move innnediately into a description of the major objectives 
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by,-rhich this philosophy is to be actualized. But uhat of reality? 
Attention to this matter should be helpful in developing a perspective 
for correctional planning. 

The follo .. Ting points are by no means a comprehensive vie" of modern 
correctional realities, but do provide some inSight into the complexities 
of correctional planning. 

First is the \'Thole question of .. rhether prisons have been successful. 

(a) the national recividism rates vary from 30 to 80% 

(b) California has 88% recividism 

(c) 67% of federal prisoners have previous records 

(d) some estimates go as high as 80% of people in correctional 
institutions could be in open setting or the community. 

(e) prison is about 10 times the cost of probation 

(f) At the federal level - 95 cents out of every dollar goes into 
'brick, mortar, maintenance. The other 5 cents goes for 
education, vocation, and treatment. 

(g) 80% of adult inmates need some type of psychiatric help _ 
there are 150 full-time psychiatrists in all U.S, prisons. 
One half of these are in federal prisons vThich house 5% of 
all offenders. 

(h) 17% of inmates releas~d from Federal prisons find jobs related 
to their prison imrk. 

(i) mo~t inmates are caged - only about 2% of inmates are now 
beJ.ng exposed to any kind of reform-oriented programs. 

(j) Deprivation in the form of constant surveillance attack on 
self-concept, material goods and servJ.·ces .' , meanJ.nful \'lork, 
autonomy, con]Ilnmication ,-rith other people lack of hetero
sexual activities, and loss of liberty_ ' 

(k) This country has a,higher proportion of its population in jail 
any other country J.n the vTOrld - prisons seem to be more often 
used as an every day solution: 

United States 178 per 100,000 
England 65 per 100,000 
Japan 89 per 100,000 

(1) Most correctional institutions are an insult to the intellignece 
of the 20th century mind. 
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Another complex area is the Public VievT of Crime and Corrections 

(a) It seems that unfamiliarity breeds contempt. This often 
is the case in the public vieH of corrections. The average citizen has 
received little of the information available - and corrections r~s 
accepted little responsibility in educating the public to their needs. 
If the public vlere mmre of the major findings of the President I s 
Commission on Lall Enforcement and Administration of Justice, as well 
as the IovTa Crime Connnission Report 1968, there could be a considerable 
difference to the public attitude and approach to problem-solving in 
crime related areas. 

Dr. Heyns, Executive Director of the Joint Commission on Correctional 
Manpo\1er and Trainin~ expressed a strong position that corrections 
• , act as a spokesman in educating the public. Develop liaison vTith the 
community to line up support for nevT community-oriented programs. 
Speak out as an advocate for the offender in the community. Help over
come the resistance to him. Help defeat the vicious circles and self
defeating philosophies that abound. It may not be a popular time to 
do this, but it is a crucial one. II 

(b) And vThat of the relationships of the institution to the 
community? 

Intrinsic to institutional care has been the assumption by the public 
that the institution, by itself, can accomplish the desired change 
in patterns of deviance. Especially in the institutions for criminals, 
people·.changing must take place under conditions of custody and removal 
from the community. 

Generally the public has tended to reject its deviants. These same 
negative attitudes tmrard these deviants readily expand to include the 
organizations responsible for changing them. Disfavor extends to the 
institution~ modes of operation, especially when they do not appear to 
guarantee secure custody, or their effectiveness is assessed only by 
recividism rates. Critical opinions of people 'i'Tho live immediately 
adjacent to the institution and of groups \Tho have fre'luent contact 
with the organization may be especially crucial. For these persons 
the institution's operations are much more visiblej they usually have 
a direct if not personal interest, and their disapproval can bp couched 
in terms appealing to such salient values as citizen safety. Such 
negative judgments, local and abroad, provide a rationale to keep the 
resources of these organizations at a minimilln level. 

General disfavor and local criticism generate strong pressures to empha
size custodial functions. Coping with public opinion and controlling 
relations with the environment become compelling tasks for the adminis
trators. Boundary-crossing by inmates tends to be critical, so that 
officials exercise cautious control of these events. Such tendencies 
heighten the isolation of the institution, further reducing opportunities I l 
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for more expansive relations involving the gradual reintegration of the 
inmates in the community. 

Organization for Treatment 

Recognizing a need to educate and change public attitudes, what about 
the internal lack of correction reform: 

(a) Lack of rational sentencing. 

(b) Human duelling places. 

(c) Recognition that even a modern prison is a punitive place and 
needs NO cruelty added to it . 

(d) As restricted use of prisons increases, there 'i'Till inevitably 
evolve a residual population \Those treatment problems vTill 
be, on the 'Thole, more severe than is the case at present 
and "Till contain a higher proportion of offenders regarded 
as poor treatment prospects--professional criminals, dangerous, 
disturbed personalities, and certain sociopaths. 

(e) 80% of correctional employees are guards--undertrained and 
underpaid. 

(f) Need for research in all areas of the correctional process. 

(g) Corrections is disorganized 
Jurisdictions overlap 
Dilemma management 
Poorly trained staff 
Lack of defined goals or direction 
Programs established vTithout ade'luate or appropriate planning 
Too fevT to do the job 

(h) The impact of Federal and Supreme Court rulings in Mental 
Health as they may eventually apply to corrections. Example: 
if you don't treat--can't keep. 

FuturisticallY--vThat impact \Till the exponential rate of technological 
grOi'Tth and change have on society--hOiv shall man occupy his time'? 
Related to this is the increasing popUlation and urbanization. There 
is already occuring some research on the relationshJ.p beti-Teen species 
density and sociological and psychological pathology and perhaps even 
genetic pathology. 

By iTay of a clOSing point--Crime is a social problem. 

tiThe roots of crime lie in ,the community. Only the community, in the end, 
can really solve the crisis. The roots of crime can be destroyed through 
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a strong public resolve--more than lip service, more t~an pious claims 
and pious hopes --to attacl\. the llilderlying causes ?rf crJ.me: poverty, 
discrimination, broken homes, and mental illness. 

III. Objectives and Goals 
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Dr. Robert G. Caldwell 
Professor of Sociology and Anthropology 
The University of I010Ta 

The Correctional Process: An Overviei'T 

STEPS IN CRIMINAL PRCSECUTION 
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Dr. John R. stratton 
Associate Professor of S::>ciology and Anthropol::>gy 
The Un:Lversity of Im1a 

Crime--Its Nature and Scope 

I. Def:tnition of Crime and Criminal 

-,-

A. Crime--The commission or omission of an act uhich the lay1 forbids or 
comw~nds under pain of punisp~ent imposed by the state acting in 
its mTU name. 
Note I--The variability of law over time and space. 
Note 2--Crime and immoral or improper conduct are not the same thing. 

B. Distinctions bet"een the Criminal La,., and the Civil LaYT. 
1. Criminal lai'T consists of acts or omissions vieiTed as offenses 
against the community rather than offenses against the persons or 
groups harmed by them. 

2. Torts consist of acts or omissions vie"Ted as offenses against 
the persons or groups harmed by them. 

C. Parallel Liability 
Persons convicted of criminal offenses involving harm to others 
are liable to civil prosecution in addition to criminai prosecu
tion in many instances. 

D. Basic Elements of the Criminal Offense 
Lai'r attempts to protect the community from the offender and the 
offender as a connnunity member from the indiscriminate pmler of the 
state. 
1. Principle of Legality 

a. There is no crime without a specific lair. 
b. There is no punishment ,.,ithout a specific laYl. 
c. LaylS may not be ex post facto. 
d. Penal Statutes must~arrowly construed. 

2. Principle of Harm. 

3. Principle of Conduct. 

4. Mens Rea (evil mind). 

5. Fusion of Mens Rea and Conduct. 

6. A Causal Relationship betw'een the Harm and the Intential Misconduct.. 

Legally Prescribed Punishment. /' 
I 
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E. The Criminal is a person found guilty of breaking the criminal la",. 
Note--Person may commit an act prohibited by the layT and not be a 
criminal, e.g., persons under legal age and persons judged legally 
insane-many -lavfs are not enforced, e. g., blue laus. Procedural 
error may free persons convicted of crimes--removes status of criminal. 

F. Four Categories of Offenders 
1. Those actually c::>mmitting offenses without being IGl~n either 
because: ~~. 

2. 

3. 

a. The offender was not discovered. 
b. The offense iTas not reported. 
c. The offender ,-ras not identified. 

Those knmTn to 
either because 
a. Failure of 
b. Failure of 
c. Failure of 

Those actually 
and punished. 

have committed actual offenses but unpunished 
of: 
the state to indict. 
the state to convict. 
the state to sustain its conviction on appeal. 

committing offenses for 'rhich they are convjcted 

4. Those convicted and punished for offenses they did not actually 
commit. 

II. The extent of crime in the United States 

A . Hml do we measure it. 

B. Hmr much is there (Confere Chart) 

III. The Cost of Crime in the United States (1965 figures) 

A. Crime Against PerGons. 
1. Hillful Homocide--$750 million 

2. Assault--$65 million 

B. Crime Against Property 
1. Arson--$74 million 

2. Vandalism--no reliable estimate 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Robbery--$27 million 

Burglary--$25l million 

Larceny--$196 million 

, i 
! 



C. cost of Combating Crime. 
1. Police -- . $3 billion 

2. courts--$26l million 
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Corrections --$1 'billion 3. 

4. Private Costs for Se~urity Devices--$200 million 

5. Lost Earnings of Prisoners--$1.6 billion 

INDICTABLE OFFENSES ADMITTED BY ADULT NONCRIMn~ALS 

Percent 
Offense Men 

Malicious mischief 84 
Disorderly Conduct 85 
Assault 49 
Indecency 77 
Gambling 74 
Larceny 89 
Grand Larceny (except Auto) 13 
Auto Theft 26 
Burglary 17 
Robbery 11 
Concealed Heapons 35 
Perjury 23 
Falsification and Fraud 46 
Election Frauds 7 
Tax Evasion 57 
Coercion 16 
Conspiracy 23 
Criminal Libel 36 

N == 1,020 Men, 678 Homen 

Women 

81 
76 

5 
74 
54 
83 
11 

8 
4 
1 
3 

17 
34 

4 
40 

6 
7 

29 

91% admitted committing felonies and misdemeanors that might have resulted 
in imprisonment. 

From James S. Hallerstein and Clement Hyle, nOur La,T-abiding La"T Breakers. 1I 

Federal Probation, 25:110, April, 1947. 
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OFFENSES KNOWN, CLEARED, PERSONS ARRESTED, CHARGED AND DISPOSED OF IN 1967 

[Based on 2,251 cities--estimated population 60,580,000] 
From p. 109, Crime in the United States--196? 

FORCIBLE 
I BURGLARY I 

iAGGRAVATED BREAKING OB LARCENY 
TYPE TOTlIL HOHICIDE RAPE ROBBERY ASSAULT ENTERING $50 OR OVER 

Offenses Known 2,192,808 3,543 8,053 70,322 75,670 541,406 1,239,319 

Offenses Cleared 476,259 3,125 4,955 20,013 53,608 113,788 225,924 

Percent Cleared 
by Arrests 21. 7 88.2 61.5 28.5 70.8 21.0 18.2 

Percent of Ar- 16·4 57·0 45·8 19· 2 44·0 15.6 13: • 9 

rested Charged 75.5 65.0 74.4 67.2 76.3 74.4 76.2 

Adults Guilty 
Percentage of Charged 61. 2 47.4 37.3 49.3 47.7 53.9 70.3 

Adu1 ts Guilty of 
Lesser Offenses 
Percentage of Charged 10.3 18.1 18.5 16.8 15.9 17.2 4.8 

Adults Acquitted or 
Dismissed 
Percentage of Cha.rged 28.6 34.5 44.2 33.9 36.5 38.9 24.9 

Referred to 
Juvenile Court 
Percentage of Charged 47.2 7.9 21.3 36.6 16.6 57.9 45.0 

Crimes Known to Police 3,802,273 12,093 27,096 202,053 253,321 1,605,701 1,047,085 
,;;,~! 1967 for Total Uni-
ted States; Rate/100,000 1,921. 7 6.1 13.7 102.1 128.0 811:.5., 529.2 

Crimes Known to Police 27,726 42 155 578 833 11,881 9,964 

in 1967 for State of 
Iowa; Rate/100,000 1,007.1 1.5 5.6 21.0 30 •. 3 431.6 361.9 

""' 
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Dr. Robert M. Terry 
Assistant Professor of Sociology and Anthropology 
The Unive:csity of IovTa 

II. 

Causation 

Complexity. 
Although attempts have been made to explain criminal behavior for hundreds 
of years, at the present time no completely satisfactory explanations 
exist. 

Action and Causation. 

Ideally the most efficient means of rehabilitation iTOuld involve altera
ation of the cause or caus,es of criminal behavior. If the cause or 
causes are altered then the criminal behavior must be altered. There
fore it would be ~ot only interesting to know 'That causes crime, but 
als,"' , it lTould be useful in that it ifOuld enable correctional workers 
to be more effect~e. 

III. Brief history of explana~ions. 

Virtually everything that has been thought to be related to human 
behavior has at one time or another been taken as the cause of criminal 
behavior. 

A. Biological 
1. Phrenology. 
2 • Atavism and the born criminal. 
3. Feeblemindedness. 
4. Body types. 
5. Race. 
6. Genetics and glandular difficulties. 

B. Psychological and bio-psychological: 
1. Freudian. 
2. Neo-Freudian. 
3. Personality theories. 
4. Learning theories. 

C. Sociological: 
1. Social disorganization. 
2. Ecological. 
3. Push-pull or containment theories 
4. Social institutions. 
5. Economic theories. 
6. Culture conflict. 
7. Learning theories. 

~- .. ---~-....,.--------
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IV. SOlte Problems in Explanations: 
A. Overs implifying 
B. Explaining by naming. 
C. Explaining by the undes irable: evil causes evil. 
D. MulUple factor explanations. 

AN OVERSIMPLIFIED SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPLANATION 

The follovTing explanation is admittedly incomplei'e. It does, hmfever, 
summarize and include much that SOCiologists and psychologists now agree 
on and it does seem to be the best fitting explanation for crime in general. 
lfhUe individuals may readily be found "Tho just do not seem to fit it, it 
seems to talce into account more offenders than any other explanation. 

I. CRIMINALITY IS LEARNED SOCIOCULTURALLY IN THE PROCESS OF COMMUNICATION, 
INCLUDnW ONE'S CONVERSATIONS HITH HIMSELF. 

A. Criminality is not innate. 

B. The person iTho is not already trained or knoi'lledgeable in crime 
does not invent it. 

II. 'mE LEARNING OF CRIMINALITY OCCUBS PREDOMINANTLY IN SMALL, INTIMATE 
',·;"'..lROtJP.3 • 

A. 

B. 

C. 

Especially important seem to be one's family, his :peer group, 
play groups or gang, and his neighborhood. 

Contacts with attitudes, values, and ideas that are favorable to 
the violation of the lai'T vary in terms of priority, intensity, frequency, 
and duration. 

Impersonal contacts have relatively little direct influence. .,. .. 
III. M~ LEARNING OF CRIMINAL CONCEPTIONS OF THOUGHT AND ACTION HITH RESPECT 

TO THE IAH j THE PEES ON, AND PROPERTY INCLUDES THE LEARNING OF: 

A. A VOCABULARY OF MOTIVES FOR THE COMMITTING OF CRIME. 

1.. Think lavTs are immoral and illegitimate. 
2. Den:i,al of responsibility: "I just couldn't help it." 
3. Deni.al of injury: til didn't do anything really i'Trong," or I'I 

didn't hurt anybody.u 
4. Deniial of the victim: "He had it coming to him." 
5. Condt:mnation of the condemners: tiThe police are just brutes 

and they are picking on me. t, t1 The judge didn't like me. $' 

"The police are crooks. II 
6, Appea.l to higher lo:;.-alties: flI had to do it or my friends 

i'1Ould have laughed at me ," "They would have called me a chicken." 
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"My family needed the money vorse than that rich old bag." 

B. A SELF-CONCEPTION THAT ALLOHS THE INDIVIDUAL TO ADMIT HIS CRIMI~:r.T 
ACrm HITHOUT DAMAGE TO HIS CONCEPTION OF HIMSELF AS A HORTHY PEJ.'OOJ.~. 

1. Ordering of priorities. 
2. Situational compartmentalization. 
3. Ascertaining the risk: the good boy and the bad boy. 

C. THE SPECIFIC TECHNIQUES INVOLVED IN THE COMMISSION OF CRIMINAL 
AC'lB. l., 

1. 
2. 

Sometimes simple, sometimes very complex. 
Frequently involve more than simply lTanting to engage in criminal 
behavior: must have the right contacts, skills, training, etc. 

CONCLUSION 

This explanation is based largely on learning, communication, and inter
personal relationships. Its major iffiplications for rehabilitation are that,. 
to be effective, rehabilitative techniques should: 

1. 

2. 

Increase the individual I s commitment to la,·r-abiding behavior by provid
ing reuards for la,7fulness and by getting the offender committed ~o 
groups that are la"T-abiding in their orientations: lTork, recreatJ.on, 
religion, family, etc. 

Increase the risks for the individual's misbehavior: not in terms of 
penalties necessarily, but in terms of ,-That appear to be more meaningful 
things, such as possible loss of reputation, friendship, love and 
respect of family, etc. 

Decrease the possible re\Tards that might come from misbehavior, largely 
by isolating the individual from those groups or sub-groups uho might 
provide revTards. 

~ 
1\ 
: I 
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William Eads 
District Judge 
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Judicial Decision-Making 

Two basic decisions mad.e by the district judge: 
1. Length of sentence 
2. Sentence to prison or place on probation 

Length 
l. 
2. 
3. 

of sentence is determined by the following factors: 
StatutE's 
Facts of case 
Precedent 

Placement on probation or commitment to a prison is based on: 
1. Past Record 
2. Type of Offense 
3. Future Prospects 
4. Age 
5. Recommendations by County Attorney, Probation Officer, 

Presentence Investigation, etc. 
6. Bas ic A tti tude is unimportant 
7. Marital Status is unimportant 
8. Restitution is unimportant 
9. Community attitude is unimportant 

I 
, I 
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Mr. Leo yarutis 
Psychologist, Iowa Men's Reformatory 

Decision Making in a Correctional Institution 

What are some of the decisions faced by a staff in a Correctional 
Institution? 

The first decision faced by the institution is whether the inmate 
is properly committed. This iEI usually delegated by the Harden to the 
Records Department who have as guidelines, state statutes and, as simple 
as this statement of acceptance may sound, you i-muld be surprised at the 
number of vlri.ts and suits against the Hardens of Institutions for false 
imprisonment filed by our educationally retardedbutlegally astute in~tes. 

He are then faced ,-lith decisions of .. rhether this facility or another 
"Tould be more appropriate--decisions as to where and hOi'T the inmate will 
be domiciled--what programs he will be exposed to and, after he is in a 
program, .. rhether this program is ap:propriate or vThether another should 
be explored. What should be done in the event that one violates the rules? 
How much security does he need or hOVT much responsibility can he handle~ 
vlhen should he be released and. under what conditions? 

These decisions will be affected by the communication of information 
from all levels of those employed in the department of corrections. From 
the parole officers in the fields who will prepare social histories and 
information regarding the crime, treatment personnel, who will try to 
evaluate this inmate's intellectual potential and personality make-up, cor
rectional officers who will observe the adjustment to rules and peer rpla
tionships in the institution, and all who may have some contact with the in
mate's behavior and his problems of adjustment which .. TOuld contribute to 
successful decision making. 

I am sure that you are all aware of various committees or groups ,-Thich 
are used by the institution as a decision making body. Examples are classi
fication committees .. There security rat·ings J job assignments and programing 
is finalized. Adjustment committees .. There decisions :::m disciplinary actions 
are formulated. Vocational staffing and Pre-Parole staffing just to mention 
some of them. 

In arriving at decisions, to be really effective, one should strive 
to involve in some way all concerned in order to ensure commitment. For 
this purpose the institutions are reverting to a team approach where repre
sentatives of all who ,-rill be affected in the decisions can be involved. 
Here at Anamosa, the team is made up of the inmate, his Counselor, a member 
of custody, F~ison IndustrieS, Clinical Services and a Chairman from Social 
Services. There are bro teams: Team A is composed of inmates whose numbers 
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end in an odd digit--such as 1-3-5-7-9. Team B is composed of inmates whose 
numbers end in an even digit. 

To assure uniform practices, the Assistant Associate Harden of Treatment 
sits in on all sessions. From time to time staff who have some knovdedge of 
experiences of the inmate bearing on the decision will be asked to attend the 
meeting or contribute to i.t through a report. This is an attempt to bring 
the decision making as close to the participant as possible where it i-Till be 
most effective, 

Just how are decisions made? Hhat are some of the aspects that :r;>lay a 
pa.rt in affecting our judgments? He ,wuld like to feel that all deciBions are 
made in the best interests of the rehabilitative prospects of the inuwlte. 
But are they? They will always be controlled by the way that members of 
the decision body perceives its goals and the value they place on some of 
the pressures exerted on them. Their desire to change the offenders p(~rson
ality--in this a13pect, we constantly hear references to the needs of the in
mates championed (concern for the individual). Then again, we are influ
enced by the publics wishes. For example, it is customary to seek out the 
committing Judge's opinions on any inmate committed on a morals charge before 
he be permitted certain security ratings (concern for the Courts intent). 
Hovl many times have you heard this statement that the other inmates would 
question the fairness of certain decisions and it might be disruptive to 
the imr.ate population in the adjustment (concern for the Harden and smooth 
operation of the institution). There is ali.rays the problem of limited 
openings especially if you have a dud on your hands ,'Thich nobody wants. 
Of course, when you have a talented inmate, there is ahrays the needs of 
the institution to fall back on. Again, tell me .. Tho in the field ever 
feels free from the influence of the press or the effects of incidents 
such as a violent crime or an escape .. Till have on his capacity to assume 
risks which, after all, is what most decisions are concerned with! 
Treatment risks, security risks, vocational risks, and even parole risks. 
These are realistic problems ",hich must be faced, resolved, or compromised 
in all corrective institutions. The manner in which they are handled .. rill 
reflect the dominant attitudes and atmosphere of ru1y institution. 
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Decision Making Bodies 
? 

I. COMMITTEES 

A. Classification (composed of team) 

l. Counselor 
2. Custody Representative 
3. Clinical Services (Psychologist) 
4. Prison Industry 
5. Chairman-Social Service Supervisor 

(Ass't Associate Sup't of Treatment) 
a. Decisions 

l. Security 
2. Programs 

b, Basis 
1. Type of crime 
2. Length of sentence 
3. Educa tion o'r achievement level 
4. Intelligence 

! 5. Pers ::mali ty 
I 6. Conformity , 

( 7. Age 
.... ~ 

B. Adjustment 

1. Associate Supt. of Custody 
2. Associate Supt. of Treatment 
3. Program Coordinator 

a. Decisions 
1. Lock up 
2. Isolation 
3. Loss of good time and grade 

b. Basis 
1. Severity of infraction 
2. Previous adjustment 
3. Capacity for responsibility (mental) 
4. Uniformity and consistency 

C • Pre -Parole 

1. Composed of team 
a. Decisions 

1. Recommend for parole, delay or deny 
b. Basis 

1. Program Participation 
2. Education) vOQ§,tiQD. and work record 

f . 
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3. Emotional grmrth 
l.~. Length of residence 
5. Length of sentence 
6. Type of crime 
7. Previous record 

*Thj.s is only a recommendation--the ultimate decision delegated 
to Parole Board. 

Decisions are based on Frame of References and Models generally reflected 
by the Administrations Policies, Philosophies and Personnel of the Correc
tional Institution. There exists no pure model of a Correctional Institution 

but the predominant frame of rEf=rence \·,ill reflect the atmosphere and character 
o~ the institution and will play an important role informulating any decisions. 

Dr. Glaser has suggested that modern correctional history can be roughly 
divided into three areas. The first is the age ·of reform IThich reflected the 
belief of rationalists and bore a heavily religious stamp. Building on the 
"Tork of Freud and others, the age of rehabilitation follow'ed. Finally, 
Glaser identifies the age of reintegration which makes society, as well 
as the individual, the focus of intervention. 

Becoming acquainted vi th the types of correctional models, ,·re can 
understand hOyT some of the decisions are implicit on their orientation 
and frame of references. 
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1. CORRECTIONAL MODELS 

A. 

13. 

Reform-Compliance 
The essential aim of this correctional model is to instill "good 
habitsll. Inmates are reCluired to w·ork diligently and in so doing 
they are expected to aCCluire behavior habits I·Thich i'Till carryover 
outside of the institution once their sentence is completed. 

Institutions are usually located far from population centers and 
depend on their Olm resources as much as possible. Activities, such 
as recreation or education, are secondary to the core program and 
are used primarily to relieve tedium or advance the I-TOrk mission. 
Exhortation giving advice and warnings, is the dominant form of 
persuasion.'attempted. Parole staff are most often located in 
buildings used by police departments, vThich is consistent with the 
notion of emphasis on surveillance. 

Rehabilitation-Client Centered 
The idea that the criminal is a sick person underlies this model. 
The ideal prison shifts from a place in vThich \Torle habits are instilled 
to one vThich resembles a hospital. The language of the system -
diagnos is, prognos is - - is borrovTed from the me dical profe s s ion. 
The emphasis is on developing insight among inmates.. Programs 
vThich allmT inamtes to express themselves are highly valued. Per
suasion' is used occasionally, but the main concerns expressed are 
understanding and support. 

Prisons continue to be largely self-contained units, far from urban 
centers, I'There ideally skilled practitioners iTork ifith inmates. 
Parole offices tend to be located in private office buildings and 
take on many of the characteristics of private counseling agencies. 
Emphasis is placed on periodic intervievTs in the office ivith the 
parolee in an attempt to resolve his personal problems. 

C. Reintegration-Credibility 
This model maT~es c~llab<>:r:ation bet',Teer; in.mateEj, tl}e communi ty.~, and change 
agents the correcb.onal. ~~ea.l. There ~s greB;t cqncern"with r.educing 
stigmatization to the m~n~mum degree. Inst~tut~ons ar~ usea as 
little as possible; community treatment is the preferred alterna-
tive. Those institutions I'Thich are built, are located close to the 
community I'lith a heavy emphasis on the use of resources such as edu
cational opportunities in the community. 

Inmates are directly involved in shaping their program and share 
significant decision-making with staff. Persuasion is attempted 
infreCluently; the sharing of information is the main emphasis. 
Parole offices are moved into neighborhoods so they are better able 
to intervene in the community as i'Tell as the personal life of the 
parolee. There is deep involvement lfith community institutions such 
as schools, churches and employers. 

I q 

II • STAFF IDEALS 

A. Reform.-Complianc:; 
Firm but fair is the motto here. The stress is on practical skills 
such as farming and carpentry. By and large a high degree of educa
tion for employees is not highly emphasized. Most important is a 
dedication to the ideals of the larger society. The solid yoeman, 
in many respects, best describes the type of correctional wo·rker 
sougbt. 

The effective parole officer is one who ha3 the ability to cl()iSely 
relate to police agencies and check on paroless efficiently. He 
I'Till brook little deviation from the rules of parole. 

B. Rehabilitation-Client Centered 
The therapist becomes the ideal figure among institutional staff. 
Custodial and treatment personnel are split, vrith the latter viei'Ted 
as the professional \Tho hSts the responsibility for changing the be
havior of inmates. Custodial personnel are to maintain the setting 
in i'Thich treatment is carrjeJ. out. Social i-TOrk becomes the educt~
tion of first choice for counselors. 

The dominant ideology among parole officer is individual psycho
therapy. The main skill sought is the ability to develop self
understanding and acceptance by parolees. 

C. Reintegration-Credibility 
The team member is stressed here. The resources for inducing change 
represented by all staff are valued. Thus, emphasis is placed on 
using custodial staff, as ifell as others, in change efforts. A 
communi ty of skills, including a variety of professional discipline s 
is the aim rather than an hierarch~cal system built on a specific 
professional system. The use of non-professionals and volunteers 
is enccuraged. 

III. CONCLUS ION 

He have attel""pt-:d -:0 b'ace out the behaviors I·Thich are implicit in 
three different notions about how change may be induced. Feif persons 
or systems consistently adopt the same notion for all situations. For 
example, some person.s act from a rebabilitation-client centered frame 
of r:f:rc:nce "Then concerned iri th staff issues and from a reintegration
cred~b~l~ty stance on issues of due process. Many people seem to lack 
any theory at all. This lack inevitably means that their behavior in
vites conseCluences quite different than those they seek. A clear under
standing of the assumptions implicit in various behavior which is aimed 
at inducing change in others i<J valuable in guiding and developing more 
effective methods. 
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No claim has been made in this session as to the change strategy "rhich 
seems most likely to be successful. The reports of the President's Com
mission on La,·, Enforcement and the Administration :If Justice generally 
adv~cates a rei~te~ra.tion-credibi1ity stance. The best evidence currently 
ava~lable, and ~t ~s ~ery sketchy, indicates that it is the most likely 
strategy to succeed inth the largest number of inmates. Other tactics 
may be more appropriate "ith some others. Only continuous testinr of 
correctional programs 'rill yield more precise evidence about thes.;! issues. 
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Mr. John Halton 
Chief Parole Officer, Bureau of Adult Corrections 

Correctbnal Decision Making: 
Post Institutional Aspects 

I • INTRODUCTION 

II. 

You have already heard from a District Court Judge on the Judicial 
Aspects of Correctional Decision Making and from your Program Coordina
tor on the Institutional Aspects of Correctional Decision Making. I 
will try to bring to you some information on t~e Post-Institutional 
Aspects of Correctiona.l Decision Making. You vTill probably note points 
of consideration v1hich are present in all three phases of Correctional 
Decision Making that are under consideration here today. 

To my i·ray of thinking there is no vray in lThich either of the three 
aspects under consideration here today can be divorced one from another, 
they are inter-related and each has a definite effect on the other, 
and the effectiveness of each one has a definite effect on the effective
ness of the other t,m. He are each dealing v1i th only one facet of a 
many faceted program. 

You have also heard from others during the past t,ro 'Heeke as they talked 
about various portions of the program. Each of these programs pOinted 
up areas of knmdedge iTith "Thich vTe muS t be conversant in order to make 
intelligent decisions in the field of corrections. 

COMPARISON OF INSTITUTIONAL AND PooT INSTITUTIONAL FUNC·J1T,ONS. 

Just as decisions have to be reached on both the Institutional and 
Post-Institutional levels in the correctional process, it should be 
understood that the decisions are being made by humans, and as is 
the case of all decisions made by mortal man, are subject to error. 
It is therefore encumbent upon each of us to seek to learn as much about 
the other's function as is possible and to learn as much as possible 
about the whole correctional process, and to be tolerant of errors made 
by our fe IlmT mortals. 

The Institution has certain rules and regulations lThich it must folloiT 
and the InstitutionalPersonnel have certain decisions they must make, 
based on the policies, procedures and regulations of the Institution. 
These decisions must be made upon the basis of the best information 
available to those making the decisions. If the facts or information 
upon ,·rhich the decision is made are faulty there is a distinct possi
bility that the decision i'Till be faulty. It is ther.:::t'ore necessary for 
us to secure the best possible information about each case and to indivi- . 
dualize the treatment as much as possible to best meet the needs of the 
individual. 

,j 
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Just as Institutions fail t~ 11 correct'l each individual that comes w'ithin 
its jurisdiction, so does the Probation ~nd Parole Serv~ce~ f~il ~o . 
"correct~1 or Il rehabilitate ll each individual who comes ,nth~n ~ts Jur~s
diction. He both have our IIfailures ll for various reasons which "Till 
probably remain unlmoim to us even though "Te may have done our best 
to understand and. to lm::m the facts in each case. I knOVT that when 
a probation violator is brought to the institution he comes with a certain 
set of II information, 11 bjased though i.t may be, "Thich he passes on to the 
institutional personnel and in an even more biased form to the inmates. 
This information should be vie"Ted in light of the source and viewpoint 
of the one giving and the one receiving the inf~rmation. 

Vlhen an inmate is released on parole he comes to the Parole Agent "Tith 
information, true or otherHtse, concerning his experiences in the insti
tution. Many of these related experiences are of a positive nature, 
hOI-Tever some of them are of a negative nature. These "experiences ll 

must be viewed by the field staff in the light of "hat is knmm of the 
person relating the experience and in light of i'That is known concerning 
the program of the institution. If onels experiences have been of a 
positive nature, he uill tend to relate them in a positive manner; if 
on -che other hand his experiences have been of a negative nature he lTill 
tend to relate them in a negative manner. 

"That has been said concerning probation violators can also be applied to 
parole violators. In talking vTith vi~lators "Tho have been returned it 
vTould appear very appropriate f~r both sides of the coin to be vie"Ted 
before a decision is reached as to "Thether or not credibility can be 
attached to the returnee1s statement concerning the reasons for his return 
and the frequent references to the doubtful ancestry of the Parole Agent 
"Tho revoked his parole iTithout any reason. In such cases, if the i'Thole 
truth became knovm or "ould be admitted, there has been more than enough 
reason to cause revocation of probation or parole. This same yardstick 
must be applied by the field staff in relation to various tales told 
concerning the treatment 'uhich they received in the Institution. 

I have already spent \That may iTell be too much time on factors vThich 
may seem to he.ve little bearing on the topic I i'Tas assigned, IIPost Institu
tional Correctional Decision Maldngl:l ; however I felt it important that a 
basis be laid for a mutuality of understanding on the inter-relatedness 
of the various aspects of the Correctional Decision Making processes as I 
see them. 

III. vlHAT IS PROBATION'? \;HAT IS PAROLE'? 

There is considerable confusion present in the understanding of the mean
ing and use of these tuo words. Especially in the case of Probation, 
the terms Probation and Parole are used almost interchangeably, even though 
Probation and Parole are two entirely different functions. Another term 
"Thich is very frequently used is l'IBench Parole 0'1 

i 
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The dictionary gives these definitions: 

PAROLE: Word of promise; ''lOrd of honor; plighted faith; especially 
a promise given by a prisoner of "Tar that he "Till n~t try to escape' if 
allmTed to go about a.t liberty, or if released to return to custody at 
a certain time, if not discharged, or not to bear arms against his cap
tors for a certain period and the like. 

v • t. To allow liberty to go on parole; to release on parole. 

PROBATION: A testing. Trial; examination; any proceeding deSigned to 
ascertain truth; a period of time required to fit a person for a specified 
place, as a novitiate or an apprentice. 

~s can be seen from these definitions, the current usage of the terms 
Probation: and ~IParolell in the correctional field are extensions of the 

meanings originally attached to the "ords. 

As nOVT used in the field of correctic..ns, probation refers to the release 
of a person under supervision, upon the order of the Court before being 
made a prisoner. In other im"'ds he is being placed on probation so that 
he ~y prove himself lTOrthy of remaining in society rather than being 
comm~tted to prison. 

This is the same process 1Thich is sometimes mistakenly referred to as 
~~Bench Parole.'!' 

The VI PAROLE II process, by definition, refers to the release under super
vision of a II PRISONER

II 
prior to the expiration of his sentence on the 

stipulation that he or she "Till abide by certain conditions 0; that 
they \Till return to serve out the remainder of their senten~e or such 
portion thereof as may be deemed necessary by competent authority. 

rv. PURPCSE OF PROBATION AND PAROLE? 

lihat is the purpose of Probation and/or Parole? 

Placing a man :)r a lTOman on Probation or Parole simply allo"Ts that person 
to serve out his or her sentence in the connnuni ty iTi th~ut the restric
tion~ of confinement so long as that person abides by certain conditions, 
~nd J.s. able ~o demonstrate his or her "Tillingness and ability to live 
~n soc~ety ,oathout endangering the lives and/or property of others. 
By allowing thi~ the Courts and/or the Parole Board is theoretically 
protecting society 1Thile also making provisions for the probationer or the 
Parolee to support his or her family, thereby redUCing the ~inancial 
bu.'.. en of caring for those families ",ho "Tould otherlTise be left without 
means of support. The primary function of probation and/or parole is 
t~e protection of society ,Tith a secondary purpose of making the finan
c~al burden on society as light as possible. All of the remaining 
factors to be discussed in this paper have a bearing on this one purpose 
and the measure of the effectiveness of the deCisions reached has to be ' 
rIH::>'I'T ",ell was society protected'?tl 
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v . RULES OF PAROLE. 

In order to assist in meeting the stated objective of Probation or 
Parole, certain rules have been promulgated. At the time of acceptance 
of Probation or Parole, it is necessary that the individual to vihom this 
privilege has been granted, indicate his acceptance of the conditions by 
signing, before witnesses, an agreement setting out the conditions under 
"Thich the probation or parole has been granted. The privilege of continu
ing that probation ar parole depends on hOH well the probationer or the 
parolee lives up to the candi tions to "Thich he or she agreed. 

VI. DIFFERENTIAL ENFORCENENT OF RULE'B AND EVALUATION OF RISK FACTORS. 

In making a decision concerning a case it is necessary that the condi
tions or rules of Pr~bation or Parole be considered in the light of the 
needs of the individual and the protection of society. Violations iThich 
cause the revocation of one Probation or Parole do not of necessity cause 
the revocation of another. Each case must be judged on its ovm merits. 
There are cases in ,Jh ich drinldng can be tolerated and in 'Hhich such 
drinking does not pose a threat to society or indicate that a further 
offense is about to be committed. In another case it is known and has 
been demonstrated that any drinking or intoxication cannot be tolerated 
because it is lrnOi-Tn that all of his prior offenses have had a direct 
relationship to his drinking and that the only time he commits offenses 
is uhile under the influence of alcohol, and it is further knmm that 
he commits offenses nearly every time he becomes intoxicated. As can be 
seen in this type of situation one of these individuals could very lTell 
be allmled to continue on Probation or Parole 'Hhile it vTould be very im
prudent and unwise to alloiT the other individual to continue on Probation 
or Parole in the event heavy consumption of alcohal should occur. 

Each of the conditions of Probation or Parole is subject to similar 
differential enforcement. You will often hear a statement which runs 
in this vein: "i-Thy 'ITaS my Parole revokedj Joe did the same thing I did 
and his Parole w'asn I t revoked. II Or, "'Hhy vTas my Parole revoked, I did
n't do anything to cause itj my Parole Officer 'ITaS just out to get me 
and send me back." In such cases you can rest assured that somethinG; 
did occur to bring a.bout revocation, h0i1ever getting the individual to 
admit such violations is sometimes a very difficult if not impossible 
task. 

The question then arises, should the rules be enforced iTith equal rigidity 
in every case, or should the rules be vie'ued as general guide lines 
subject to interpretation in. accordance vTith the needs of the individual 
case7 

V+.I. INDIVIDUALIZED TREATMENT PROGRAMS. 

If t~e conditions or rules of Parole are to be differentially enforc~d 
in accordance "Tith the needs of each case and iTith relationship to the 
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risk factors involved in each case, then it is necessary that a treatment 
program be established in accordance with the needs of each individual 
case. One case may have a very definite need for intensive treatment 
for his alcoholism, uhile another case may consume alcohol, but n~t 
have a problem with the use of alcohol. One individual may have a defin
ite need for vocational training in order to prepare him for an ade
quate adjustment on Probation or Parole, while another person may be 
adequately skilled to make a good vocational adjustment) but may need 
assistance in obtaininG; and maintaining employment. There are many 
variations on the above) and these are given only as a small illustration 
of the complexities of the decision making process vThich goes on in the 
Post-Institutional Correctional Decision Making. 

VIII. READINESS FOR PAROLE - ASSESSMENT BY INSTITUTIONAL PERSONNEL -- vs. -
NECESSITY FOR RETURN - ASSESSMENT BY FIELD PER30NNEL. 

Just as Institutional Personnel must be able to reach a decision as to 
whether to recommend or not recommend a person for Parole consideration 
so is it necessary for the field staff to reach a decision to recommend' 
or not recommend that Prabation or Parole be revoked. 

In arder for either ::me to make an intelligent recommendation all knoun 
factors must be evaluated. In order for these factors to be knOlm it 
is necessary that the resources available be adequately explored i~ order 
to determine their releva.nce to the case. In either case the risk fac
tor stands high on the list of the various factors to be considered. 
Other ~a~tors include t~e attitude of the individual, his vTillingness 
and ab~l~ty to cbange h~s behavior, the resources available to him the 
attitude of his Correctional Counselor or his Parole Officer) the ~ttitude 
of the community and their willingness to accept or tolerate or help the 
individual, the nature of the offense and the probability that it iT ill 
occur again. There are many other factors "Thich mayor may not be pre
sent in any given case. 

Very careful consideration must also be given to the demonstrated ability 
of the man as to his changes in his patterns of behavior and his continu
ing capacity for change (more 'ITill be said about this in the seventh 
session of this program). 

The.F~eld Officer in his investigation and evaluation of a case prior to 
dec~d~ng whether Or nat to recommend revocation must conduct an investi
gation, the content ancl rationale af which constitute a complete lecture 
or paper in itself. Basically this investigation and report encompasses 
the subject's prior adjustment on Parole or Probation the rules or condi
tions violated (including lalT violations and new char~es), subject's 
statement (i'Then contact can be made) concerning the alleged violations 
the current location a.nd situation of the Parolee or Probationer and the 
Parole Officer's recommendation. ' 

Based on his findings, the Parole Officer must then decide on the course 
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of action he feels to be appropriate for the case. This recommendation 
may be for revocation, or it may be for some administrative action either 
through verbal or written reprimand, extension of the period of super
vision or a combination of reprimand and extension. 

If a recommendation for revocation is in order, the i~cammendat1on is 
submitted either to the Court or to the Board of Parole J depending upon 
which has jurisdiction. Upon receipt of the report and recommendation 
the Court may decide iThether to revoke or continue Probation, and the 
Board of Parole may decide to revoke or continue Parole. 

OTHER ASPEC~. 

In addition to the aspects of Post Institutional Correctional Decision 
Making given above, it is also the responsibility of the Field Staff 
and/ or the Board of Parole and/or the County to decide "hen the appropri
ate time for discharge from sentence arrives. The same factors must be 
considered at this time as ,·rere originally considered at the time of 
Probation and/or Parole, in addition to other factors, e.g.: will 
discharge at this time pose a menace to society; ,\lill discharge at this 
time create disrespect for StThe Law .1~1 Has supervision served its pur
pose or would further supervision be of benefit to the subject and make 
him. better able to continue to adjust? 

The final aspect of Correctional Decision Making - Post Institutional -
rests with the Governor upon the recommendation of the Board of Parole J 

and that is the decision as to whether or not Restoration of Citizenship 
and/or a full Pardon should be granted. 

- -~ - - - -- '.~----~--.-------- ----------------------------~- -- ---- . 
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Mr. Ronald Carlson 
Professor of Law, The University of Iowa 

I. 

II. 

Leaal Aspects of Corrections 

Probation and Institutional Problems 
Outline of Authorities 

Probation and Parole Revocation. 
A. Probation: Sec 247.26, I0\1a Code (1966). 

B. Parole: Sec. 247.9, 247.28, IovTa Code (1966). 

C. Developing Case Buidelines: recent decisions. 
1. Mempa!.!.. Rhay, 88 S. Ct. 254. 
2. McConnell!.!. Rhay, 89 S. Ct. 32. 
3. campbell!.!.~, U. S. Ct. App. (7th Cir. Sept. 1968). 
4. Curtis!.!. Bennett, 256 Iowa 1164. 
5. Commonwealth ~ T~nson, Fa. Sup. ct. 1969. 

Institutional Considerations. 

A. Nevl cases: Johnson!.!. Avery, U.S. Supreme Court (1969) (deals ,dth 
the questJ.on Of. lThethe:: a prison regu1a.tirul ie constitutional "Thich 
prevents one prJ.soner J.n a state penitentiary from giving legal 
assistance to .another prisoner). 

B. Civil suits by prisoners. The Problems ~ Modern Penology, 53 Iona 
Law Revie1v 671, 703: 

C. Civil Suits 
Pri~oner suits most often seek to compel or prevent prison officials 

from dOJ.ng s~me.act) bu~ prisoners ~y also sue in tort for money 
damage~. InJurJ.es neglJ.g:ntly i~lJ.cted in prison 1mrkshops 'while 
the pr~soners ~r: pe~fornlJ.nB men~al prison chores constitute a major 
area o~ tort lJ.baa.t~on. The inmute must sho" that a prison employee 
m·red hJ.m a. duty and that the employee "toras not called upon' to use 
judge~en~ J.n the performance of that duty. The usual standard of 
ca::e J.s that of reasonable and ordinary care of the prisoner. 
Pr~son employees have been held liable for negligence in failing to 
prevent a fo::eseeable injury to one inmate by another, for failing 
to keep a p::~son ;lean~ safe, and sanitary, and for injury sustained 
due to one J.omate s beJ.ng placed "Tith another '1ho lias violently 
insane. 

. The prisoner faces difficult obstacles ,·rhich may render such 
c~vil suits unsatisfactory. The most formidable barrier is the 
sovereign immunity doctrine) 11hich protects states from suits to \Thich 
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they do not consent. The doctrine, in its simplest interpretation, 
declares that the state can do no '·Trong. It is based on the desire 
to protect public funds from being diverted from Bc~ernmenta.l purposes 
to pay tort jUdBements. To avoid this obstacle, an inmate must rely 
on statutory provisions, such as the: Imra Tort Claims Act, which 
waive sovereign immunity and consent to having liability determined 
by orderly adjustment procedures, including recourse to the courts. 
Even in those jurisdictions vThich have enabling statutes, hm'lever, 
the inmate cannot bring an action for assault or libel, because most 
statutes specifically deny liability for such acts. Redress for 
such acts must be sought either under a cruel and unusual punish
ment charge, or under the federal civil rights acts, 
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Communi~ation S~ills 
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Sender 
Communicator 
Writer 
Speaker 
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Bal'riers 
--distractions 
'-'-fears 
--lack of knowledge 
j-~l9-chfo~owords 
--lack of clear purpose 
--personality barriers 
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--lack of 

'Ilnderstanding 
--wrong 

assumptions 
--poor listener 

or reader 
--distractions 

Receiver 
AJld:tenQe; 
Reader 
Listener 

) 
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Model Outline for Paragraphs to be Developed from an Attitude sentence 

Central idea 
of paragraph 

The answers to 
the above ques
tions become the 
subdivisions of 
the paragraph. 

Central idea 
emphasized in 
final sentence 
of paragraph. 

subject modifies 
I. Miss Bunny, my high school English teacher 

attitude 
during my senior year, was not an effective 

II. 

III. 

'., 

disciplinarian. 

To analyze central ideal ask: 
in "That ways was assertion true,? 
for what-re.asons did you form attitude? -----
A. The way she lool,,84 not plut she said, held the 

students' attention during lectures and dis-
cuss ions , 

B. The ",ay she laughed at the jokes and pranks B 
that disrupted the class invited more the of 
~s~. 0 

C. The way she screeched at: the students when she D 
finally decided to take over merely added to 
the confusion. Y 

Miss Bunny could use a few lessons in hOYT to control 
a class. 

CONCLUSION 

USE THE FOLLOHING QUESTIONS TO CHECK YOUR ATTITUDE SENTENCE OUTLINES 

1. Does the central idea have three essential parts: A ltmited subject'? 
A modifier that limits the subject even more? 
An attitude that limits the subject even more'? 

2. Does each subdivision answer a question about the attitude expressed 
in a central idea'? Does each support the central idea by explaining 
hmT or vThy'l 

3. Does each subdivision support the central idea instead of merely 
repeati.ng all 0:;;' part of it'[ Instead of being an introductory 
or concluding remark'? 

4. Are A,B, and C distinct divisions of the central idea or do they 
overlap so much that they sound repetitious? 

THE NUMBER OF SUBDIVISIONS VARIES. Ti'lO IS SOMETIMES ADEXWATE. MORE THAN 
THREE MAY BE TOO MANY FOR A SINGLE PARAGR~. 

--p •• -----~--.-------- -----~-
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MODEL pARAG~PH DEVELOPED FROM AN ATTITUDE SENTENCE OUTLINE 

This fine paper shows hOi'T to: 
(1) Effectively introduce the central idea of a short paper. 
(2) Achieve smooth transitions between the subdivisions of the paper. 

Note also that this paper illustrates the flexibility of the model outline. 
The restatement of the central idea (III) is incorporated into the intro
duction and the last subtopic (C) makes an emphatic conclusion. 

I. My father is mean and unfair. 

II. A. The rules set up for me have always been more strict than those 
set by other parents. 

B. H~ has no understanding of how I feel about things. 
C. I have learned to pay dearly for any privilege he grants me. 

III. It is very difficult to love so hard a man. 

Intro. 

I (CI) 
II. 

B 

o 

D 

Y 

~ 
~i· Conclu. 

~ 

Like all good boys, I love my father. And for almos t t"Tenty years 
he'd been testing my love. "Then I was very young he' d say "Mike you love 

d 't II. '" 1 me, on you? If I sa~d no, he would pat me on the head--with his fist! 
He was the biggest and strongest man on the block but I never boasted 
about it; ~o me he ~ just ~ and unfair. I w~s the only kid in the gang 
who couldn t have a BB gun or a slingshot, the only one who couldn't ride 
his tricycle in the street or after six o'clock at night. When I graduated 
to a bike, the rules didn't change. I'm the only fe llovr I knovr i'Tho has 
never ridden his bike to school, the only ~"'ello"T ifho couldn't stay out 
after nine o'clock until his first year in high school. ~\nd all for my 
goo~. But he never convinced me that he was thinking of my happiness. 
He ~ssued these restrictions simply to exert his authority and see hOif 
far he cou~d push me. He is a self-centered, stubborn Irishman Who has no 
understan~ng ~ ! ~eel about things. Last summer J for example, my -
fath:r dec~d:d our fam~ly would spend two weeks in Colorado visiting all 
of h~s _ relat~ves. I had just acquired my first steady girl-friend and, like 
any red-blooded American boy, could not bear the thought of spending t"ro 
dull, boring '\-Teeks ",ith Granny and Aunty and all the little fink-cousins 
when I could be spending the time with the girl of my dreams. So I begged 
and pleaded. I even said I'd go out and see everyone for a few days then 
Pray my Oi'T~ ifay ~ack. But to no avail. I heard the usual ultimatum: ' 
Boy, you re go~g out uith us, and you're cOming back "Then i'Te come back and 

you're gonna have a good time, see? Or I I 11 pa: you on the head, again ~ t. 
Those two weeks were the l-TOrst of my life. I had no one to talk to no one 
to do anything i'lith. After I sulked around and read and sulked som~ more 
my father finally realized my plight. He suggerted that I take the bus ' 
ho~e. I was overjoyed--until he told me has was just k'idding, that I vTasn't 
go~ng anyvrhere. Recently, hOvTever, he seems to be softening. He has 
never even let me talk about buying a car, but he says I can get one 
next summer, :providing, :Jf 99u.rse, that I have saved enough money for the 
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car, the insurance, and the registration. And though he calls me a beatnik 
and has threatened to kick me out of the house because my hair is one inch 
longer than President Kennedy's, I'm still permitted to sleep under his roof 
and eat at the family table. 

THE HRITING LAB 

Model Paragraph 1/:2 for Assignment 1/:2 

My basketball coach in high school "Tas a slave driver. Though the 
season usually opened around-ui"e middle of November, "Te began practice on 
October 15 every year. Then came four weeks of exhausting exercise. He 
invariably demanded 20 laps instead of 10. His favorite torturing devices 
vTere hundred of side -straddle hops, push-ups, chin-ups, and sit-ups. 
Hour after hour he drilled us on fundamentals such as +'he bounce-pass, the 
overhead pass and the dribble. vThen we thought it vlaE time for a break, 
he svTitched us to practicing the basic patterns--crisscross in the center, 
in-bounds plays, forvTard guard screen, and the press. Hhen the season 
finally started, his demands became even greater. Beforeevery game ,ole 
spent two or three practice sessions talking about and preparing for our 
opponent's particular kind of play. We had to be ready to take advantage 
of their '-Teaknesses and to break their strengths. During my senior year 
vTe practiced five hours a day for five days before an important game. 
Many times he held us until interrupted by a telephone call from a com
plaining parent or his ''life. He affectionately called him The 1'1hip, but 
had a fine team and four ,Tinning years. 
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i'lORKING PAPER 

I. Introduction 

Central idea 
, 

Uy job is 1, Complete statement and fill in outline ~ 
~,' 

II. Body 

A. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

B. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

C. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

III. Conclusion 
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Subjects 

Joe, 

My brother, 

The government, 

My vTife, 

Today, 

I 
I 

Hho or 
'-lhat 
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Modifiers 

the guy next door, 

Sam, 

in VT as hington , 

bless her soul, 

Thursday, 

- , 

Verbs Attitudes 

is my friend. 

has problems • 

is too impersonal. 

can really talk. 

is my lucky day. 

/1\ 

Is or ~ Hhat? -

Hhy do you say that about this'? 

Because 
\, specific details. 
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Speech 

I. The Speaker 
A. il1tegri ty 
B. knoiTledge 
C. self confidence 

II. The Speech 
A. selecting and narroiTing the subject 
B. determining the purpose 
C. analyzing the audience and occasion 
D. gathering the material 
E. making an outline 

III. Speaking 
A. audience contact 
B. posture 
C. movement and gestures 

IV, Discussion and conversation 
A. speaking to the point 
B. knoi-Ting hoYT to listen 
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Dr. James Price 
~J ~ e n~versity of Iowa Professor of Sociolo~T and Anthropnlogy, Th U " 

The Membership, Organization and 
Environment of Correctional Institutions 

I. Membership characteristics 
A • Single sex 
B. Involuntary 
C. Deviants and Dangerous 

II. Structure 
A. Large Scope (total institutions) 
B. Output 

1. Protect community from harm 
2. Produce conforming individuals 
3. Processing people 
4. FevT rewards for II graduation" 

III. Environment 
A. Constituency (customers) 

1. Unorganiz~d 

~seCluences: 

A . Sex role problems 
B. Motivational problems 
C. Isolation 
D. Lack of support 

1. organized 
2. unorganized. 
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"Mr. John T. Donne lly 
Center for Labor and Management, The University of IOvTa 

Supervisory-Employee Relations 

I. Introduction 
A. Objectives of the Session 

1. To examine the changing vie, .. of the supervisory relationship. 
2. To discuss the findings of the behavioral sciences regarding 

the ideal supervisory-employee relationship. 

II. The Traditional Approach 

III. 

rv. 

A. The Bureaucratic Model 
B. The Economic Man Rationale 
C. Problems or Dysfunctions ,·rith this Type of Approach 

The 
A. 
B. 

c, 

The 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

Human Relations Approach-~an as a Social Being 
The Hawthorne Studies 
Research Findings Related to Supervision" 
1. Mayo \if 

2. Hhyte 
3. Coch and French 
Implications for the Supervisor 

Current Approach to Supervisory-Employee Relationships 
MaslovT's Hierarchy of Needs 
The Vie-vT of Argyris and McGregor 
Herzberg's Research 
Likert's Study of Supervisory Style and Productivity 

V. summary 
A. The Ideal Supervisory-Employee Relationship 

.. { 
,j' 
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Dr. Douglas N. Johnson 
Clinical Director, Iowa Security Medical Facility 

I. 

II. 

The Role of the Professional in the Treatment Process 

Introduction 
A. Hho I am and I'That I do 
B. Hha t I will talk about 

1. Defns: Professional, Treatment Process 
2. The Role of the Professional in administration and treatment 
3. Summary 

Basic Definitions 
A. The Professional--one following a calling requiring specialized 

knD'l-Tledge and often long and intensive academic preparation 
1. The Correctional Counselor 
2. The Parole Officer 
3. The Social Horker 
4. The Psychologist 
5. The Psychiatrist 
6. The Nurse 

Defn. of field of work 
Required training 

-,-

B. The Treatment Process --to treat--to care for or deal "Tith medically 
or surgically, as "ith a disease ~ 
1. Disordered behavior to be treated 
2. Medical model 
3. Compare i-lith history of handling mental disorders 
4. Current concept of treatment is that it should start at least 

as soon as the "Ders on I s first UOl1.tact with legal authorities. 
5. Hill limit my t~lk to i'That happens once a person is under 

jurisdiction of formally organized correctional agency. 

III. The Role of the Professional in Treatment 
A. Administration--usually those "Tith most training and experience 

1. 1oTho Administrators are 
a. Director of Bureau and Staff 
b. Hardens and Superintendents Use hospital chain of 
c. Directors of Field Programs command to illustrate 
d. Department Heads 

2. Hhat Administrators do 
a. Plan treatment programs--supervise thei~ operation 
b. Provide for physical needs of inmates and staff 
c. Provide for staffing of professional people i'Tho treat 

B. Trea tment 
1. Kinds of treatment 

a. Medical-Surgical excluding psychiatric 
b. Psychiatric--drugs, psychotherapy (indiv. and group) 

milieu treatment, activities tllerapy, nursing care, social 
caseHork 

c. Counseling 
d. Vocational rehabilitation 
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B. Treatment 
i. Kinds of treatment (continued) 

e. Hork 
f . Activities 
g. Milieu 

2. vTho does Hha t 
a. The Psychiatrist 

----'----

b. The M.D. (other than the psychiatrist) 
c. The Clinical Psychologist 
d. The Social Horker 
e. The Correctional Counselor 
f. The Nurse 
g. The Parole Officer 

C. About the Correctional Officers 
1. Custody versus treatment? 
2. IINon-Professional?II 

Summary 

j 
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Dr. Lyle H. Shannon 
Chairman, Department of Sociology and Anthropology 
The University of Iowa 

General Problems of Measurement and Evaluation 

1. The problems of measurement and evaluation are very complex. 
Even though sufficient information ~ybe available, the costs necessary 
for change any- malte changes unrealistic. 

2. Measurement and evaluation are crucial long before institudtidonal~i
zation of the offender. They begin with one 1 s concept of crime an e J.n
quency. 

d I' t ' 'nal? Hho is the serious offender? 3. v1ho is the e J.nquen or crJ.mJ. . f 
At what levels of analysis are vle concerned? Information can come rom a 
variety of sources in order to anSHer these questions: , 

a. Concern can be "lith individual persons and then 
careers or Hith classes of events. 

b. Out of all crimes knevm to the police only some result 
in police contacts with individuals. 

c. Arrest records. 
d. Court records. 
e. Institutional records. 

-,-

4. Previous record, as knO'\m through one of the above sources may be 
taken into consideration in predicting vThat \'Till happen during institution
alization, after release, and in measuring the effectiveness of programs 
for resocialization. 

5. 'Hhat any community bas as a crime or delinquency rate or .That any 
institution has as a misbehavior or recidivism rate depends on: 

a • What the j uve nile s or adults do, and 
b. HevT the community and its officials perceive 

i'That they do. 

6. If this is accurate, a community may have specific acts tQat exceed 
in frequency those of another community, but may have a louer knO'\'T~ rate 
of offending behavior (e.g., police contact rate). Also, a communJ.ty 
i'Tith a levT police contact rate may have a high referral rate and end up 
'flith a high rate of court adjudicated crime and delinquency. 

or 
for 

7. The official rates can vary wUh time as a community becomes more 
less interested in delinquency and crime. Police contact rate may double, 
example, ivithout an increase in actual offenses committed. 

8. Hhich is the best measure? Depends. Usually ,'re say that the 
measure that gets you closest to the event is the best. 
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9. Police Contacts: 'f' 

a. Number of offenses (contacts) 
b. Type of offenses (contacts) 

HOvT can you combine a and b to come up 'flith a number that stands for previous 
record? Develop index. 

10. vThat is the best index of previous record of an individual? That 
depends on what you wish to do .Tith it. Are you most interested in 
description or in prediction? Each will be best accomplished by a differ
ent measure. This also applies to record of behavior in an institution. 

11. This leads to a consideration of those factors to be used in parole 
prediction (or predicting how likely one is to succeed upon being released 
from an institution). 

a. Previous record 
1) Offense record 
2) Hork record 
3) Marital record 

b. Institutional record 
c. Demographic factors (Race, Sex, Age, etc.) 
d. Hhat will happen upon release? 

12. Hhich of the above are most important is determined by: 
a. Experience tables developed for the above 

categories. 
b. Mathematical devices that take into consideration 

the importance of each variable and combinations of 
variables thought to be significant. 

13. Hho or what seems best able to select which factors make for suc
cess or failure? The prediction device does, although study also shO'\fS 
that parole boards, judges and pr8Secuting attorneys have relatively 
good judgment, possibly due to their experience and distance from the 
offender. Correctional institution staff, police chiefs and law enforce
ment officers are less accurate judges. 

14. Eut questions remain about the utility of prediction devices 
because even with years of research 'behind them they are not very accurate. 
Why? The failure of prediction devices is based on: 

a. A lack of association betw'een IIfactorsl and 
outcome on parole. Prediction devices rest 
on the assumption that some .1ill get into trouble 
and others "ill not. Some ifill get into the 
causal system leading to parole violation. Wha,t 
is the cause of parole violation? Prediction de
VICes-may be inadequate because they have not 
isolated factors related to parole violation 
very adequately. 

·b. Errors arise because of sampling fluctuations" 
Characteristics of a nelT sample differ from those 
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of the first sample 'Thich "Tas used in building 
the prediction device, This may be due to changes 
in population or to changes in the system to w'hich 
the population is exposed. 

c, Errors may arise due to the unreliability of infor
mation used in building the prediction device. There 
may be a lack of rigorous definition of variables and/ 
or prison record information may be unreliable. 

d. Errors may be correlated ",ith the passage of time. 
Prediction devices generally assume that parole 
conditions remain constant as do employment possibili
ties, the efficiency of parole agents and lalT 
enforcement officers, the attitudes of the com
munity, etc. Actually) all of these may be chang-
ing significantly. 

e. Some say tlmt the most important predictive factor 
is the behavior of persons with iThom the parolee 
interacts, Ho", can one predict this'l Most pre
diction devices donlt. 

Decisions to release: 
a. Parole board must make the decision on the basis 

of cutting points for each base expectancy group, 
b. Parole board must determine the advantage of re

leasing on parole under supervision rather than 
at the end of the sentence. 

c, Parole board must decide at "That time the person 
is ready for parole. 
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Parole Prediction -- Social Costs 

S F 
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A Minimizes Failure -- Some remain in i"ho would succeed 
B Maximizes Predictive Efficiency 
C Maximizes Release But Maximizes Failure 
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Dr. George Hillery 
Professor of Sociology and Anthropology, The University of Iowa 

The Role of the Non Professional in the Treatment Process 

I have been asking myself 'for several ,·reeks no\'1, "Thy I "Tas asked to talk 
to you on the role of the ::lonprofessional in treatment. The answer came 
at the time I accepted thit:J a.ssignment, but I have been realizing more and 
more hmT true it is: becauof; I myself am a nonprofess ional. I can It 
make psychiatrists out of you, or social vTOrkers. All I can offer you is 
some Immdedge of sociology (lThich I think "Till help) and some experience 
about "That it means to be a nonprofessional in a trea.tment situation. 
For I have been in such situations. Psychiatric first aid. A nonprofessional 
evangelist. And of COl~se I am a father, and even though I am a grandfather, 
I don I t think on THA.T basis you could call me a professional. So I have 
I-been through it, I and I have been trained to look at it from the point of 
vie"T of the human group. _\s you ,-Till see, this doesn't give me that much 
of an advantage--some, but not that much. But at least it puts me in-a--
position to share. I "Tant to tell you the story of 1-That I consider to be 
probably the most successful prison official that I have lmolm. He'll 
call him Joe. He had been a merchant seaman. He got his B.A. degree 
from L.S.U. And was ~t the time a. prison classification officer at Angola 
State Penn. in Louisiana. He 1TaS seated at his desk one morning "Tith the 
door to his cubby-hole office open, vThen a fight broke out bebTe~n t\-TO pri
soners, and one "Tas severely beaten. The guards came up and asked Joe if 
he had see~ anything. JI~e l~oked a~ them Cluite innocently, and carefully 
told a dell.berate lie: ·No. he saJ.d. This story, told alone, might 
have all of the earmarks ::>f corruption cOvTardice collusion or you name 
it. And I am not prop::>sing it as a model for the' non-profes~ional to follm.r 
in the treatment process. I told the story because I remembered it and I 
hope you "Till remember it. Because there IS a moral. Joe turned o~ t, as 
I said, to be one of the most successful correctior.al.officers that I knou. 
I sat i·rUh him for a "Thole day and watched him classify prisoners. I 
sat "lith him lThile he passed "judgement': A fairer treatment a more honest 
rendi~ion, I have not seen. Nor have I found anyone l'Tith gr~ater rapport. 
The B1g Con. Meal time. The Halk alone. i'That ",ere Joe's motives then 
for keeping Cluiet'? I do not knOlT. But I do kno", the effect: The; show~d 
the cons that he ioTaS someone uho cared more about the person than about the 
rules. He ,'Tas "Tilling to l~eep Cluiet and "Tait, rather than just punish some
one. _Hhatever Joe's reason, it ",as an ice-breaker for the cons, and it 
let h1m develop personal ties among them. It is hard to say whether 
Joe had 'friends' among the cons, but I can attest that he I'Tas liked and 
respecte~, and th~s attitude lTas of service to him in his \fork. In ~ny 
'-rays, th1S story 1S the theme of my talk. It is not the story of Joe or 
of Angola, but a certain type of relationship that Joe established am~ng 
~ome of. the cons. 7his type of relationsnip is called by sociologists 

the ~r1mary group. The best description is still that given by the man 
I·rho fust used tpe term, Charles Cooley: '''By primary groups I mean those \ r 
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characterized by intimate face-to-face association and cooperation." 
(p.23) "The most important ... --though by no means the only ones--are 
the family, the play-group of children, an.d the neighborhood or community 
group of elders." (p. 24--from: Ch. H. Gooley, Social Organization) 
To understand the importance of this kind of group, you have to understand 
its oppos i te . But here ,'re meet ,·Ti th a difficulty, for the word used to 
describe this opposite kind of group itself has a bad name. Sociologists 
call it a bureaucracy--and immediately, we think of all sorts of unpleasant 
things like red tape, and rules for NOT doing things, and taxes and ineffi
ciency. In spite of all these unpleasant companions of bureaucracy, the 
word is still a good one, because it simply means an organization that is 
intended to coordinate the work of many individuals as it tries to accomplish 
certain tasks. There are certain things you expect in a bureaucracy: 

1. There are rules, rules, rules, of ~ourse. 
2. But there is also coordination--the rules have 

a purpose, and although the rules can and do 
get outdated and over abundant, at one time 
there "TaS a logic behind them: coordination. 

3. Specialties: typists, file clerks, even bosses. 
4. Hierarchy: Someone is over someone else, and 

the shape of it all is like a pyramid. 
5. Professionals: Someone highly trained for his 

job--usually more than a college degree, even 
if this be only in experience. Lavryers, doctors, 
nurses. 

There are more (especially 'One more), but these five '-rill do for now: 
rules, coordination, speCialties, hierarchy, professionals. The world 
today is full of bureaucracies: The government, of course. But also 
automobile manufacturing plants, hospitals, schools, and: prisons, and if 
you stop aUl think a bit, you will see it very clearly. I don't think 
I have to h'll you about the rules. And they are coordinated, at least in 
the sense that you kn::>w "That to expect, MOST of the time. There are 
of course, the specialties, such as your own job, "Thich is not quite the 
same as the job of others. There is also of coun~e, the hierarch;r--someone 
is boss around here. And finally, there are the professionals--social lTorkers, 
nurses, what else'? But there is one more thing that all bureaucracies have, 
and they go by different names: cust::>mers, taxpayers, patients, and inmates. 
Let's give them ::>ne name that 'l'Till stand for all of them--a rather fancy 
name, but it will do: clients. Y::lUr clients would be the girls who are 
kept here. They are, of course, the reason for your being here and there-
fore one of the major reasons why I am speaking t::> you. So here we have 
t\-TO oppos i te kinds of groups: The bureaucracy and the primary group. 
i-That do they have to tell us about the nonprofessi::>nnl in the treatment 
process? At one time, it i'laS the belief among econ::lmists, sociologists, 
and even businessmen that one day the bureaucracy would take over the w'hole 
",orld, and there would be no room left for primary group relationships. 
The family was supposed to be on the way out. Early in the sociological 
study of bureaucracy, they found something else: the grapevine, the 
friendship cliClue, the rumor mills--in short, they found that every bureau
cracy was riddled with primary groups, and there was nothing anyone could 
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do about it. A recent study in a professional journal goes even further. 
Professor Eugene Litvak :)f the School of Social Hark at the University of 
Michigan. (American Journal of S:)ciology, January; 1968). He says: 
There are certain tasks, even in a bureaucracy which a primary group can 
do better, There are three kinds of these tasks: "There the j:)b is 
simple, '-There the situation is involved, and where information is incomplete. 
Let me take each in turn. 

1. 1'lhere the job is simple: If an individual had 
to consult a doctor every time he to:)k an aspirin 
for a headache (if he COULD consult a doctor every time) 
he would take up so much of the doctor's time 
that they probably vTOuld not have time f:)r more 
important things. 

2. Vlhere the situation is involved: (read from 
Litwak~ pp. 473:4). 

3. Hhere knouledge is incomplete: H::>vr do you raise 
a child? There are more theories than you can 
count. But the fact of the matter is, a mother vTith an 
8th grade education can do as well as a Ph.D.--
and I can give you examples. He just don I t have 
all the an6'vTers --or even most of them. Technical 
or professional knovTledge is just not that much 
better than that possessed by the ordinary man in 
the street or the ordinary mother in the home. 

\-That vTe '\vant to do nOvT is to translate these examples to your own situation. 
The first and most basic question is: HmT can you as a non-professional 
in the treatment of prisoners be of some use, of some help? You can take 
either of tvro courses of action: 

1. I am paid to do a job. You do your vTork and 
tha t is the end of it. You vTill be of somp help 
if you take this course, but not very mucA. Yo~r 
job will probably be safe and uncomplicated. You. 
vrill s imply be a member of the bureaucracy. In terms vTe 
used before, you vrill be a specialist, not a pro
fessional) and ImT in the hierarchy--higher only than 
your clients. 

2. Or) you can try to develop a primary-group relation 
with your clients. This approach '-Till be difficult 
a~d frustrating. You will probably 'l;tto;; discouraged by the 
guls, and probably also by some of Y.:Jur fellovT 
vTorkers . But in the long run, you may be able to 
point to a few girls and say, these I have helped, 
somehOYT. 

Before we go on, vre had better be clear about what I·re mean by "primary 
group. II Let I s take three: family, children IS playgrcup and r.eighborhood. 
I don I t think you will get anything resembling the first' hTO. But you 
might succeed in developing something similar to a neighborly feeling. 
Deve lop continuum (Family 

j Playgroup 
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Buddy group 
neighbor 
counsellor 
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Comment on Prison Community--there is no such thing. But if you do 
you must remember that you have :)ne major handicap, and I think it wise 
to al'\·rays remember it, and try never t:) fool yourself: You are a member 
of the staff, and if you quit, you '\'Toni t be sent to prison. This is a 
fundamental difference, one that somehm'T in our desire to ht=lp, vTe some-
times play down. There is, in other words, a basic difference in the reason 
you are here and the girls are here. They knmr it. And don I t forget that 
they knOlT it. Hha t you do, you mus t IN SPITE OF this difference. There 
are also some real dangers in Ul getting too friendly" ,'lith the girls, if you 
succeed--and these you must realize: This is the danger of corruption. 
There are all-Tays some vTho are '\'Tilling to use you. If there vreren l t any 
such persons, they wouldn't be here, and neither would you. Your goal 
is to shOl·r the girls that you can be their friend, but not their tool, 
because if you become their tool, you can never by their friend without 
becoming one of them. There is another problem that you 11ill probably 
have to face. I don't knol1 the particulars of this situation, and so I 
'-Till have to describe other situations that I ha::vevisited and stUdied. 
A prison ,wrld, even the best of prison '\wrlds (it seems to me), is composed 
of bro camps: Staff is the bureaucracy, and the clients are the inmates. 
Although the tvTO do meet, they are always separate. READ FROM HILLERY 
COMMUNAL ORGANIZATIONS, p. 340. Every situation is different, and you' 
,·rill have to ma.ke adjustments for this picture that I am trying to describe 
adjustments to your ovm situation. But the. point that I am trying to 
make is that the girls may '\Tell already be organized against you. And any 
sign of friendship on the part of one of the girls may '\Tell isolate her 
from the others ,\Tith names used like 'fink,' Irat,l 'stoolie'--you probably 
have heard of others. This you C}\N change, as you gain trust, but it '\TOuld 
be a good thing to expect it, and to wait it out--'-Thich may take months, 
or even years. By the same token, you may be under suspicion of disloyalty 
by your fellmf ,mrkers. One last point, andI"Till stop being dismal: There 
is also a difference betITeen you and the girls that is not caused by any 
organization on their part, or attempts at corruption. It is the same 
kind of thing I face as a professor vTith my students. No matter hOlT hard 
they try, there is THAT difference, and I think they prefer it. They rarely 
come to me after the class Ire have gone through together has ended. 

Let me summarize the difficulties in establishing primary relationships 
'\Tith the girls, so you at least '\'Till kno"T some of "That you are getting 
in for: 

1. Status--you are free, they are not. 
2. Corrupti:)n--some may get ~friendly' in order 

to use you. .... 
3. Organized- -the girls may we 11 be organized 

against staff. 
4. Disloyalty--this accusation may come from 

yo-qr fello" '\TOrkers. 
The se are the dangers. The only reward is the job itself. You vrill never 
reform even most of the Girls you ,-mrk with. But you vill probably reach 
a few this '\·ray. Forgive me for making the comparison but I do not knov 
hOl'T t~ do i~ better than to compare it to winning souls. Your major task 
task ~s sOIT~ng so that others may reap. M:)st you cannot reach. A fevT you 
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'·1ill. And you cannot reac',\ those fe'\T in any other ''lay. So the choice 
is plain: you can make life more difficult for the girls, you can act as 
a staff member and nothing else, as 'the big stick' and alienate them for
ever--from you and "That you stand for. Or you can choose to be on the 
side of the girl--not to pander to her and '~oddle' her, but to help her 
in tr;yin& to come to terms '\Tith herself and the 'mrld. HmT to do this? 
Mostly it\:; tr:.I.al and error) and patience, patience, patience, But I think 
ire can get some help in terms of something ,·re said earlier. You 'Hill 
remember '\1e looked at the Idnds of job that the primary 13rouP could do that 
the bureaucracy could not. Let's take each of these points in turn: 
(1) A simple job. Not '\Thether it is important--as you 'I Till see, it is 
vitally important but it is simple: The single, biggest task that a non
professional can do in treatment of prisoners (or Clients) IS TO LISTEN. 
This alone is not enough, but it is vital. You 'I1ill have to shovT that you 
~'mean itt' --that you can be trusted to l~eep a confidence; that you vill 
a ct if necessary and possible. Hhether you give advice or not depends on 
the situation. Usually the 13irls don't '\'Tant advice. They want someone 
to list~n. And this alone can be the most important type of therapy that 
they can get. Techniques--nondirective. Quite often you can help the client 
anS'lTer her mm questions --at least until she can get to a counsellor. 
(2) An involved situation--The technical term here is an 'ideosyncratic' 
situation, but I tend to Ph.D. too much on things as it is, and so vTe'll 
settle for 'involved.' You '\Till be seeing the girls over a longer span 
of time than anyone. You 'Till be the one to "Thom she is most accessible, 
the one she can get to most quickly and most often. You '\Till be the one 
,.,ho '\Till be storing up information--more detailed information than anyone 
in this establishment. There '\Till be things that you knOIT about these girls 
that not even you kno,{ about--The 'Iray she pulls at her hair ,{hen she's 
"Torried. The cast to her eye "Then she's trying to lie. Hho she pals around 
"Tith more than is good for her--no matter hm'T hard she tries to cover it 
up. It's not that your infol~ation is any better than that obtained by the 
professional,mrker--psychiatrist, couns€llor, or 'Thatever. His will 
probably be much better in certain areas. But you 'lill have more of what 
you do have. You will probably be able to act more quickly and directly 
thananyone else--if you choose to do so. I'm not sayin13 that you should 
do anything. That is a decision that you will have to make "Then the time 
comes. I am saying that you can have a "Tealth of information on which to 
act, probably MORE than anyone else here. (3) Hhere kno'\Tledge is incomplete-
How do you reform someone? If ,'/'e really knew, the "Torld '\Tould be a lot 
different. Some of my professional colleagues might say they do lillO,,/, hOlT, 
given time and a differe~1t situation. But ho'I'T to e.g it here, in this insti
tution, '\lith the resources that you have at your disposal, here and nmT', 
Again, I have to bring this to the situationIlmo'\T best: Conversion. 
Plaque on the ,·rall of a oeminary: 

To Joshua Hamilton '\Tho worked fifteen years in a 
Moslem villa13e and on the day he converted one of 
the people, the villagers killed them both. 

HOlT many have I converJ..:ed? I only lillOIT -of one--and she mi13ht not be no'\1-
but i'TOuld she have been if I :bad not been there? A professional evangelist 
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friend of mine has converted three dozen crooks--convicts--at last count. 
Hm'T does he do it? He spends time, and in effect uses all of the techniques 
I have been talking about --in addition to a lot of prayer. Hov do you convert'? 
HmT do you reform (they can be the same thing)? By the seat of your pants, 
by trial and error, by gosh--and by Gou.. And \'Tho can lillcm more about th3.t 
than you? But let me remind you of something. You mayor may not get the 
chance to influence a girl--let alme reform her. But you certainly will 
not get the chance unless you--listen. Summarizing: 

1. Listen 
2, Be available 
3. Be observant 

Summing it all up: be concerned. Let me nem approach the problem another 
'lay--I've tried to tell you '\That to do nOvT let's try talking about "That 
not to do. I am taking these 'don'ts' from fifteen years teaching experience. 
You are not "Torking 'Ilith college students, of course. But these 'don'ts' 
are not made for college students. They are made for situations. vThere one 
human being has to be a leader over other human beings. They have '\-Torked 
for me. You might try them on. 

1. Don't betray a confidence unless NOT TO do so "Tould 
hurt someone else. 

2 . Don't for13et '\Tho you are ,mrking for - -you are imrk
ing in the hope that a girl can return to society. 

3. Don't embarrass a girl. 
4. Don't play favorites--play fair-~That you do for 

one, be ITilling to do for all. 
5. Don't promise unless you can deliver. 
6. Don't stand on your rights--don't 'pull rank.' 
7. Don't be used. 
8. Don't punish in anger. 
9. Don't be afraid to take a stand, if it comes to that. 

10. And remember, you might have to break any or all 
of these, and if you do: d:m' t be afraid to admit vThen 
you're 'I·Trong. 

I realize that I am setting before you a large task. To accomplish this 
task you might vTell have to 'go it alone.' I realize that in fact I may 
be talking to very fev of you in here. But it CAN be done--note Joe, 
and if Professor Litvlak is right, it HILL be done. The question is, then, 
HOH will it be done? Hill the primary groups that are formed (for they 
will be formed) be ones of corruption or concern? If it is to be one of 
concern, your job is to be there, to be accessible, to listen, to do vThat 
you can. And perhaps in many cases your job "Till only be to be remembered. 
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Community-Correctional Relations 

This, your loth, and last, session is on Co~nunity-Correctional Relations. 
I suppose the questions I should anSvier for you are: mlat are Community 
Correctional Relations? and vlhat do I or you, as a corrections professional do 
to them--with them--for them--by them or about them? 

lihat are Community-Correctional Relations? To make a joke--and, inci
dentally briefly beg the question--they are bad, in sad shape--something to 
view with alarm. Riots in IOW'a in 1963 and 1964 and in other states from 
month to month disturb the community. The cormnuni ty, like a sleeping dog, 
does not care to be disturbed. Striking guards in Ohio affect your community 
relations in Iowa. Striking firemen in Des Moines affect your co~nuni ty 
relations in Ft. Madison, Anamosa and Rock-Hell City. But, you say, "these 
are problems for our chiefs, and w'ardens or the top men in the Department of 
Social Services." This is only partly true. 

They have jobs, circumscribed by a protocol, which require them to make 
statements regarding strikes and riots. They have to deal directly with the 
legislature for budget appropriations and they can go only so far in saying 
hoW' good things are run and are going in their insti tutions--before they are 
not believed. They have a 10vT credi bili ty rating in the posi ti ve statement 
department. It comes with the job. They also have state-wide responsibili
ties which dull the cutting edge of their criticism and comments. Vlhen they 
begin talking in the lOa's and thousands--as they must--people begin to listen 
less clearly, because they know these men are removed from "w'here the action 
is" by paper reports and statistical data. But the problems of the administra
tor and his community-corrections relations is not our concern here. 

Today we want to look at your role, here in Ft. Madison, or Anamosa or 
Rockwell City. Your "Community" is not the vThole state of Iowa. It is much 
smaller. And therefore, much more acutely tuned in to hear what you have to 
say. And say it all the time. 

Jack London wrote in Martin Eden that the only conversation he cared to 
take part in vlas between men .Tho \-I'ere "talking shop," because they were the 
only ones who knew what they were talking about. I knOVl you "talk shop". 
Certainly when two or more of you get together in one another's home, when 
friends of yours visit your home you talk shop to them--usually comparing 
disaster stories--the foulups, the shift changes, the administrative mistru(es, 
and the negative aspects of your respective jobs. I Imo.T. I do too. You 
do this to a lesser extent at your church, fraternal societies, P.T.A. 
meetings and with your bowling aIld golf buddies. I do not overlook the large 
amount of talk between spouses. The attitudes of one are often the attitudes 
of the other. 

In all of those instances you are taking part in community-correction 
relations. You are the corrections expert to most of the people you come in 
contact ,.ith. Your friends aIld associates don't check back with Maurice 
Harmon in Des Moines. They take ,.hat you say as the way that it is. 
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Well--what do you say? I think you've been saying a lot--not the right 
things. One indication is a recent Louis Harris poll done for the Joint 
Commission on Correctional MaIlpower and Training.* It sought public attitudes 
toward correction careers aIld found that corrections ranks low among careers 
chosen by those young people who ,:ant to enter the helping professions. They 
felt--and this is what you have been saying--that the offenders in adult 
institutions couldn't be helped and couldn't be changed--less so with juveniles. 
Along with low pay, remote working conditions and several other factors we are 
all a,.are of, the full staffs needed are not easily found. I submit those 
attitudes come from your conversations in your homes aIld in you comm~ities-
and in homes aIld communities like yours all across the laIld as much as they 
come from newspaper accounts of high recidivism rates and public statements 
by administrators aIld by prison riots and rebellion. Newspapers aIld TV still 
have not replaced the spoken word, the private endorseme'nt, for impact aIld 
penetration. 

I quote from a summary on Corrections as a Career 
"For teenagers the problem with corrections as a career is not :k>w payor 

the need to be a special type of person but rather, and much more importantly, 
the feeling that the job is unrel-rarding, that they ,.;auld be working with dif
ficult cases under difficult conditions, and that they would be unable to 
provide any real help. It is not that the younger generation lacks social 
consciousness and concern but that they also have a need, not unnatUrally, 
for success. Thus it becomes difficult to choose as a career an area in which 
they feel success is S0 remote." 

This leads into the second question I set out to answer. What do you 
do with community-corrections relations? 

I'm not going to say, as LBJ said, "Those nervous Nellies are poor 
mouthing our country." I haven't said that--don't ,.ant to imply that I have 
said it. Nor am I going to give you a "party- line" to spiel off--not that you 
would if there was one. 

I will suggest one guide and one reminder. 
Reminder--take pride--Iowa's institutions are better--perhaps far better 

than the average. You have a right to be proud of them and your foremost 
community-corrections relations job is to show that pride to the public--
that very personal public you come in contact ,.ith. 

The guide I have to offer yoU is simple, (although I will use the 
balance of this time to expand upon it). That guide is the coin of the 
rebellious generation and many others--"Tell it like it is. II You can still 
complain and grumble or laugh at administrative SNAFUS. All companies and 
institutions run by humans--and they are the best kind--have them. But, 
temper that comment ,nth the facts and deeper understanding of the correctional 
system you have learned in your studies and work in the past ten sessions. 

How do you "tell it like it is?" or how do you handle--improve-
corrections community relations. 

Let's look at one approach suggested and examine it to see why it 
won't--hasn't worked_and then taking the obverse side of that approach we 
can see what we do have to do. 

*The Public Looks at Crime and Corrections, report of a public opinion survey. 
February, 1968, 28 Pp. (Survey date November, 1967). 
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Shortly after Lyndon Johnson became President he appoin~~d a.man 
named Jack Valenti as his press secretary. Among Mr. Valent~ s f~r~t 
official statements vTaS the famous nI sleep a little better every n~g~t 
knovTing that Lyndon Baines Johnson is our Pres iden~." A fei': years pr~or 
this same Mr. Valenti, iTho vas then a public relat~ons man ~n Houston,. , 
addressed the annual conference of the Texas Probation and Parole Assoc~at~on 
on the subject of hOYT corrections could enhance its ~ublic i~ge. 

Mr. Valeni said that in the business VTorld publ~c relahons--some
times called advertising--concerns itself vrith convincing the public that 
a particular producer's product is highly superior to similar p~odu~ts 
produced by other producers. It makes no diff~rence, ~r .. Val~n~ sa~d, 
vrhether this is true or not. The public relat~ons man s Job ~s not to 
VTorry abou'c the quality of the product he is vrorking ~n; his job is to 
convince the public that it is better than its comp~t~tors., In,effect" 
Valenti said that if the public thinks the product ~s good ~ t ;nll buy ~t, 
even if it is in fact shoddy. 

Valenti went on to say that correctional personnel ought to vie,., 
public relations from the same point of vieVT as ~usiness advert~sers; t~t 
vre ought to concern ourselves more "lith the qual~ty of our ~ub~~c re labo~s 
than vrith the quality of our programs. According to Valenh, ~f the publ~c 
thinks vre are doing a good job we will be successful, and it doesn I t make 
any difference if we are in fact doing a bad job. 

If I vrere manufacturing a shoddy camera at a cost of $1.98 and vrant 
to sell it at $200.00 I think Iid hire Mr. Valenti immediately, but there 
is a significant difference beti-Teen business and corrections. Businesses 
exist to produce profits for the stockholders; they exist principally for 
the good of the ovrners and managers, for the good of the people vrho run 
them, but th:Ls is not true of corrections. 

Correctional systems do not exist for the good of the people who 
"lork in them; they do not exist so that you and I can have a job which 
pays us enough to live in genteel poverty. Correctional systems exist for 
the protection of the public and for the good of the offenders i.,ho are 
caught in the system. Our job is not to make a profit for ourselves or 
even to loolt good for the nei'Tsreels, but to create a system vrhich is effective 
in helping offenders to become non-offenders. 

The fact is hmTever that we do follow Mr. Valenti's advise. In fact, 
, , , d 'b d I am not sure but that He in corrections invented the techn~que escr~ e 

by Mr. Valenti; I am not at all sure that business advertisers did not learn 
fl'om us tha t it is more important to have the public think He do a good job 
than it is to in fact do a good job. 

As an example it is not unusual to find a Chief Probation Officer 
bragging about "That a good probation department he has a~d proving. this 
by rattling off the fact that he has on his staff 13 off~cers hold~ng.Master 
of Social Hork degrees 3 full time Ph.D. psychologists; and a full t~me 
psychiatrist. If you ~sk if his recidivism rates would be higher if he 
had only 13 Bachelor of Arts probation officers, or 13 high school graduate 
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probation officers, he says of course it vTOuld be, but he can give you 
no facts, He can say only that common sense tells you that the better 
trained your staff, the better your results, and he fails to remember that 
at one point common sense also told us that the sun revolved around the earth. 

I have not said this in an effort to attack professional training, 
but merely to point out that in corrections ,ye tend to build our public 
image around a package; He point to the programs and personnel we have as 
though they were the beginning and the end of the correctional system. 
By doing so we divest the public I s attention from the offender and as a 
result no one really knoiTs or even asks if the programs and personnel we 
have are likely to help the offender. 

Probation officers aren't the only people in corrections who do this. 
Visit any maximum security institution that is considered to be a good one 
a nd you 111 be taken on a tour \Thich w·i1l include a fei'T industrial wor:kshops; 
some vocational training ilorkshops; a library; chapel; gymnasium; an aca
demic school, and an area \There counsellors are entrenched behind desks. 
Almost as an afterthought, you 111 also be shovrn the cell blocks in i'Thich 
offenders are locked every night. The average citizen, \Tho viei'ls a prison 
as a verit~ble dungeon is tremendously impressed and it never occurs to him 
that all of this may be grossly inneffective in rehabilitation. And nobody 
bothers to tell him that 42% of the offenders admitted to Anamosa and Ft. 
Madison last year had served time before. If someone did tell him that, 
he might "Tonder w'hether the industries; the academic and vocational pro
grams; the chapels and the gymnasium and all the other attributes of this 
maximum security prison irere '-fOrth the investment. 

If a private citizen did learn that all of these things are not really 
doing the job he vTould aslc ~lhOi'T come'l" and my guess is he would be told, 
"'{ell, here in prison "Te get the hard rock offender, the real heavies 
",ho can't make it on probation. As a result, vTe are quite likely to have 
a high recidivism rate." Most citizens would probably accept this 4s a 
reasonable and common sense reply, but a really sharp citizen might recog
nize that the anS"Ter begs the question. The job of the institution is to 
rehabilitate the offender, hard rock and soft rock alilce. .A particularly 
well informed citizen might be avTare of the fact the am::mg the alleged 
hard rocks admitted to Anamosa and Ft. Madison are people iTho vTrite bad 
checks, and that they account for over 25% of admissions. He might also be 
aware of the fact that many auto thefts are really rinky-dink offenses, 
and that kicking in a cigarette machine and kicking in a safe are not really 
the same thing, except perhaps by legal definition •. 

One of the best public relations jobs I have seen done by a correctional 
person occurred about a year ago i·,hen a training school superintendent address
ed a group of citizens in Ft. Dodge. He described his program in detail; 
mental health units staffed by competent psychiatrists, a fine academic 
program and a varied and versatile vocational program. Everyone vTas quite 
impressed. Then he added that in spite of this the training school vTaS 
doing a rotten job. About half of the boys releal:led vTere being returned, 
or "Tere graduating on to adult institutions. The reason for this sorry record, 
he said, \'Tas that he had kids ranging in age from 13 to 18, and that they 
were sent to his institution for offenses ranging from truancy, to drinking 
beer, to rape and homicide. No institution he told the citizens, could hope 
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to develop a program uhich \Tould be suitable for both truants and rapists, 
for both beer drinkers and killel's, and every citizen in the room kneW' 
that the superintendent "as going to ask for another institution, and every
one of them '''El.s wrong because he did not. He said instee,d that it was 
stupid to put beer drinkers and truants and runaways in 0. correctional 
institution. Such boys, he said, could be handled in their home conmuni
ties if the connnunities 1T0uld provide competent probation service, strong 
child vTelfare, and other kinds of services. Further, he said that if the 
connnunities did this some of the state's institutions for children could 
be closed and the training school could cut recidivism by concentrating on 
the seriously delinquent. 

The citizens believed him, and they believed him because he was not 
concentrating on making his part of the system bigger or more impressiv,e. 
He was concentrating on the offenders. He vTaS suggesting methods which 
"Tould more effectively help them to become non-offenders, even though imple
mentation of those methods 1TOuld reduce his own sphere of influence. 

To be able to do this he had to be familiar ,vith much more than his 
own institution. He had to be familiar with the total correctional system, 
and beyond that vri th the total system for criminal justice. This is unusual 
because most of us in corrections don't look 'beyond our balhlick, beyond 
our own institution or our mm probation office. If our institutions are 
full, .. le ask for more food and more staff, but "le rarely question--public
ally--vlhether all of the offenders who are in, really need to be in) and 
we arely suggest that some be removed, or be retained in the community. 

Hhen ,'re do go beyond our mm balivTick, we generally do so to complain 
about some other part of the system. The police are constantly complaining 
that they are ineffective because of the Supreme Court; and prosecutors 
complain that police investigate poorly; :mdges complain about prosecutors; 
probation officers claim that judges make bad dispositions; prison officials 
complain that probation officers don't do their jobs; parole boards complain 
that prisons don't prepare people for release; police complain that parole 
boards release too many offenders; and the Supreme Court complains that 
police are high-handed. In the reeantime, police really do apprehend the 
same old offenders for the same old offenses, and the total system of criminal 
justice creaks along Hith none of its component parts, including corrections, 
doing a very good job. 

If you know of specific cases VThere your corrections institution has 
done a good Job--speak of it. If you see specific cases \There a poor job 
or no effect.'1.s being done --speak of it. He can't improve without change, 
modification, experience and experiment. Don't keep your knowledge under 
a basket. If you see no purpose in dealing with check uriters or connnon 
drunks in your institution, comment on it. If you want to follow a prisoner 
or client by letter, after release, ask for permission to do so. All the 
gears and .. Theels in this topsy built criminal justice system have to be 
turning and meshing to make it move ":..ad do the job society gave us, prevent 
and protect life and property. 

You are the community-corrections relations experts. Tell it like 
it 1s--but tell it and tell all of it. 

Thank you. 
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Mr. Glen Jeffes 
Bureau of Adult Corrections 

Connnunity Based Corrections 

George Bernard Sha"r once said, liThe only prison I ever sa .. 1 had an inscrip
tion on it bearing the "Tords UIDo Good and Avoid EviL" As the inscription 
was on the outside the pris::mers could not read it. 

Vlhile this s ta teme n t was made rr.any years ago it has realis t ic implica
tions. for many of today's cQrrectional systems. 

Institutions fQr many many years have tended to isolate offenders 
from society, both physically and psychologically, cutting them off from 
school, jobs, families, and other supportive influences which are normally 
found ,.,ithin the connnunity. As a result the individual incarcerated becomes 
even more embedded with criminality along 'Hith the probability that the 
label criminal 'vrill be f:::>rever placed upon him. If the :::>ffender is to be 
successfully reinte grated into the society from lThich he came, it "1ould 
appear that a greater degree of progress and potential for success could be 
achieved by '-fOrking with the offenders in the community rather then by in
carceration in an adult penal institution. 

Community based corrections not only provide a vehicle for increasing 
the chances for success, but also over the long run, it is much more finan
cially feasible. For example, as of June 30, 1968, the cost of the incar
ceration per year for an adult offender in the State of Iova ranged from a 
high of $5,351.91 at the Immi'lomen's Reformatory to a lOll of $2,777.65 at 
the IOv1a state Penitentiary. The cost for incarceration at the Iowa Men r s 
Reformatory for the same period ran $3,666.59. As you can see, institutional 
costs a.re a very expensive WJ.y to operate a penal or correctional system. 
On the other hand, if you "ant to compare the same individual within a 
connnunity based program) the costs "Tould be approximately 1/10 of that 
amount. Annual costs to supervise an individual 8n par:)le or probation in 
the State of IovTa During the same period of time ,,,as approximately $315.00. 
It is my feeling that we've only begun to tap the potential resources or 
alternatives to incarceration. I firmly believe "lithin the next few years 
a whole new field ,,,ill be open. National concern is no" being sho"m along 
these lines with the passage of such bills as the "La"l Enf8rcement Act" 
and the "Safe streets and Crime Bill." At the same time I feel this pre
sents important implications and problems for those of you i'Tho work directly 
in an institution. As more resources and alternatives are found, other 
than incarceration) the individual that you presently classify as the 
"good inmate" will be siphoned off by either probation) early parole or 
placement in anothe.r type of setting. He are no longer going to have 
the stabilizing influence 8f the "good inmate I I ,.,ithin our institutions. You 
are going to end up ,.fith the type of inmate 11ho is at the end of the road. 
He is going to be a more dangerous and a more difficult to manage individual. 
This presents a real challenge for the correctional i'lorker and in particular 
the correctional officer. F:::>r the parole' officer it indicates larger case-. 
l~ads and 0. greater variety of 'programming for the offender. For both) 
the correctional and pnr81e officer; it meo.os he must be better trained) better 
q,uulified c::mpled \;ith a hiGh degree of understanding of hUmln behavior: At 
the same tir.& thiz is 30in~ to present a real challenge to the administrati8n not 
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only at the institution, but the Bureau level as well. It means "re must 
begin nov, and I feel ,re have made tremendous strides in the last two years, 
in developing training proBrams that are meaningful, helpful and rewarding 
to those staff i-rho participate. 

Across the nation approximately bolo-thirds of the total corrections 
caseloads are presently under parole or probation and supervision to data. 
The centra.l questions are no longer "rhether to handle the offender in the 
community but is one of hou to do it safely and successfully. According to 
the Corrections Task Force of the Pres ide nt 1 s Crime C~:mnnis sian, II,-rhile 
there clearly is a need t::> incarcerate those individuals uho are dangerous 
until they are no longer a threat to the community, at the same time, for 
the large bulk of offenders, particularly youthful, first or minor offenders, 
institutional commitment, as many of you ,~ell kno"T, can cause more problems 
than they ever hope to solve. 11 

Presently in Iowa institutions i-re have approximately 700 full time 
employees supervising aPPr::>ximately 1,834 inmates. On the other hand, we 
have approximately 1,568 probationers and parolees being supervised by a 
staff of 35. If ,-re believe that community based programs have a role to 
play in the correctional process, then it appears that the state of lOioTa is 
going to have to make the effort to see that necessary legislation, per
sonnel and funds are appropriated to implement adequate and positive com
munity based programs. 

Many of you have heard about Community Based Correcti::>ns, but ifhat are 
we really talking about? 

For a "Torking definition, I would define C::>mmunity Based Programs as 
those correctional prograr.L' both institutional and other IThich can most 
effectively treat, care ;for and rehabilitate the offender Hithin a community 
or in close prOXimity. Some present day types of programs I would list as 
being community ba.sed oriented are: (1) Probation and Parole, (2) Hork 
Release, (3) Conservation Camps, (4) Halfway H::mses, (5) Regional Jail facili-
ties, and (6) small institutions located as close as possible to areas 
from "Thich it dra,,1's its inmates (could or could not be a regional jail). 

Briefly let's talk ab::>ut each: 
(1) Prohation, and Parole 

l..w.ny of you have heard the i-Tords probation and parole but do you 
really knmT what they mean? Probati::>n is a form of disposition 
made by the court. The term comes from the La tin word " probare , II 
meaning to test or approve. Under the requirements established 
by the court, an offender agrees to certain terms in return for his 
release. The control in the administration of probation rests 
iTith the juvenile or adult court. In actual practice, hOvTever, the 
administrati::>n is many times delegated to the Chief Probation 
Officer. Probation is itself a legal or judicial function, i-[hile 
parole is an administrative function. Individuals i-Tho commit a 
felony and are Biven a suspended sentence or deferred sentence 
rather than incarceration are placed on probation. Thus proba-
ti::>n is an alternative to incarceration. Parole is release from 
a correctional institution prior t~ expiration of sentence, but 
under supervision ::>f the correctional agency. Parole over the years 
has ot:en more closely related to law enforcement than has probation. 
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This had probably come about partly because of the early practice 
of :::me or tiro par::>le officers traveling from an institution over 
a "Tide territory uhere it i-laS necessary for them to rely on local 
lair enforcement officers for most of the supervision that "Tas 
extended to parolees. La"T enforcement officers have quite frequently 
become parole officers, particularly in the adult field. I think 
if we i-Tere to run a survey "Te ,,[auld find· this statement quite 
true here in laira. Thus \Then an individual is released by an admin
istrative authority prior to expiration of sentence on parole and 
returned to the comr.lunity it thus falls in the category ::>f community 
based programs. In IOlla, present statistics seem to indicate 
that hTO out of three inmates released on parole successfully 
complete parole. This is above the national average. 
Various studies have sought to measure the success of community 
treatment programs. One summary analysis of fifteen different 
studies of probation outcome, indicates that fr::>m 60 to 90% of 
the probationers studied completed terms iTithout revocation and 
incarceration. In another study taken in California 11,6~8 
adult probationers i-rere granted probation during 1956 and 1958, 
and "Tere folloiTed up after seven years. Of this group, a.lmost 
72% completed pr::>bation terms without revocation. Thus in terms 
of cost as "Tell as success, vie are much further ahead over the 
long haul with successful community based programs as opposed t::> 
incarceration in a penal institution. 
Hork Release Centers 
These are small living units, housing 10 to 20 inmates, either 
state O1med or private on a contractual basis iThere inmates are 
sent upon approval for Hork Release. They are located "rithin a 
community setting, usually residential. The 110rk Releasee is 
Gainfully employed ,rithin the c::>mmunity. During his non-,-rorking 
hours he must return to the unit "There supervision is provided. 
In November of this year, the Bureau, in cooperation i-rith both 
the Imm state Penitentiary and Men I s Reformatory did take over 
the operation of the Rufus Jones House in Des Moines as a work 
release center. This house is presently located in the Model 
Cities Area and provides placement for up to sixteen inmates 
iTho have been approved for Hork Release. The h::>use is operated 
joi~tly ,lith tll"': ~\li1.crican ·Friends Service Committee (a Quaker organi
zatlcm) and the Bureau of Adult Corrections. He presently have 
f~ur staff members uho are responsible for ::>ver-seeing the opera
tlo~ of the house and including job placement and supervision. 
Admlnistrative Gupervision is provided by the Release Center 
at Ne"Tton. Hork releasees presently living in this house are 
charged $35 a iTeek for room and board. Hork Release salaries 
are ~sed to pay the costs of operating the house and support ::>f 
the lnmates and their families. In many cases for the first 
~ime in. his life, an inmate is getting some pe;sonal satisfaction 
In feellng that he is carrying his aim 10a:1. In addition i-re most 
recently opened a similar type center for iTork releasees from the 
Homen's Refor'matory at Rockvrell City. This home is l::>cated just 
off the Des Moines FreeiTay in very close prOXimity to dmrnto,m 
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Des Moines. This unit \Till house five "Tomen \Tho 'rill be charged 
$35 per month. Small individual apartments have been set up 
under a grant left for Iromen in need. For your information, during 
the first year of operation .of i~ork Release, they earned $38,688.32. 
This money \fas used to pay room and board, transportation, purchase 
of' clothing, as \Tell as pay their share of Federal, State, and 
So(',ial Security taxes. Programs of this type offer the inmate an 
oFPortunity to IIpay his OITn "Tay and at the same time to instill 
'Tithin himself some personal satisfaction that maybe for the 
first time in his life he is not only helping himself but contri
buting to the support of his family. II It also conveys the feeling 
tha t "lhile society cannot condone the act for 'Thich he lTas com
mitted, they can still be accepting of him as an individual. 
Over the lonG haul it is one way that "Te can attempt to bridge 
the gap from institution to society and from a society 'Thich . -
the inmate too many times feels that he is completely estranged. 
In recognizing the need for community based programs, the Bureau 
asked the Legislature for authorization and appropriation of funds 
to set up six 'Tork release centers throughout the state. These 
centers lTould be located in those cities and metropolitan ar'7IlS 
that "Till have the greatest increase in population during the 
next ten years. 
Conservation Camps 
These. are camps located in forestry or conservation areas ,-lith 
minimum degree of custody and supervlslon. Inmates assigned to 
these camps are housed in the immediate area and provided valu
able assistance in 1TOrking on conservation projec\.o. IOvTa has 
such a camp "hich is presently a part of the Reformatory. This 
camp is located at Luster Heights in the YellOlT River Forest on 
the bluffs overlookinG the Mississippi River. Approximately 25 
to 35 men live and 'TOrk here constructing permanent camping facili
ties, doing refo1' e stration and game area development. 
Half"Tay Houses 
These are usually homes sponsored by private or state agencies for 
the housing of inmates recently released on parole or discharge 
of sentence. These homes are located ,vithin a residential setting 
\Tithin a cGmmunity. It is a place "There the individual can stay 
for a limited period of time "Thile he secures employment and Gets 
his feet back on the ground, so to speak. Usually counseling and 
employment services are provided. The costs per individual are 
usually based on the individual's ability to pay. IOI'Ta presnetly 
has no homes of this type in operation. The Rufus Jones House 
"Thich Ire are presently using as a Hark Release Center was formerly 
a halfway house. Houever, due to lack of community support and 
support from private concerns, the American Friends Service 
Committee \las unable to continue the project. HO"i'Tever, 1l'ost 
states in their large metropolitan areas have established halflTay 
houses for parolees and dischargees. The Federal Government has 
also undertaken establishment of five similar type houses through
out the United States. 
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(5) Regional Jails 
There are presently 309' t . , 
state of IOlTa Many of ~~~~e YhJ :nls and police lock-ups in the 
inmates at an; one time couse no mor: than two or three 
costs and burdens on th; co on~eq,uentlY, thlS causes additional 
across the United States an~nr; and local,governm:nts. The trend 
eral counties go together and c~mmended ~n IOlra lS to have sev
facility. These could be oper~~:~d ~t~egl~nal jail and detention 
under the supervision of the State el er Y counties jOintly or 
the large population centers an . ~hese ITould be built close to 
nostic facilities and l~'reater d ~~~lde ,for Uork Release, diag-
correctional proGrams 0 Th' par lclpatl0n by the community in 
and over the 10n/3 haui ITOU~~ ;~~~dt~ut dOlTn duplication of service 
less money than opc1'atjn ' : tax payers considerably 
job. '. /3 several Jal1s i-There one could do the 

(6) Small institutions (correctional) 1 
to areas from "iThich it d . oca ted as close as poss ible 
could not be a regional ~a~~) lts population. (This could or 
resemble as much as possi~~e ~ These slna~l in~titutions would 
Roo~ for example "iTould h normal resldenhal setting 
1'Tould eat at small tables :~~ ~oors ~ather than bars. In~tes 
,muld also be clas"'room ln ~n lnformal atmosphere. There 
a d h ~ s, recreatlonal facilit' d 

11 per aps a shop and l'b ' les, aylight rooms 
vocational trainin/3 and ~t~:~y~c ~n. t~e maln, hOlTever, edUcation, 
community or 'Tould dra,., into the t~vl t~es ,!OUld be carried on in the 
resources This in e lnstltutl0n community,b~sed 
p , '. - ssence is the model that ' 
reSlaent's Crime Commiss' A lS proposed by the 

knOl." this is the direct' 10nh s many of you knOl{, or do not 
neil institution ue 'Till ~~nb1..1.~i~~UllY ,:e "Till be heading 1'Tith the 
matory at Anamosa. Our ori .. lng adJacent, to the Men's Refor~ 
tution be located close t ~mal ~ecommendatl0n \las that the insti
HOI'Tever, because of the p 

0 l'~~ Mo~nes or the Des Moines area. 
be built adjacent to th 0 1 lCS lnvolved, the institution must 
h e present'Menls R f t 

ope fully this "ill be a d 1 e orma ory. HOI-rever 
~ut throughout the Unitedm~tet for corrc:ctions, not only in I:)"a 
ln the medium to minimum cl a :s: I! 'lnll house 180 men, fallin~ 
no "ralls, no fences and ve ass~f~catlOn ca·cegcry. It vrill have 
housed in livinG units of ry 11mlted security. Inmates 1-1ill be 
A t:am of both professiona~~ more ,than 24 inmates per unit. 
o~flcers "iTill be ass igned to yvr~~~1!:ed case 1TOrkers and correctional 
slderable effort ifill be made on ln small group settings. Con
community partiCipation not onl !he part of the staff to encourage 
mentation and treatment. y ln program development) but imple-

As ~ou 1-TDuld expect, one of the 
the Presldent's CommiSSion on La E fstrong recommendations coming from 
was that "correctional authority" ~n ~~cement and Administration of Justice 
bas:d p:-ograms providin/3 special ~n~u .develop more intenSive community 
to lnstltutionalization of' both' e~slve treatment as an alternative 
adult ~ffenders sentenced in theJ~~:~~les and adult offenders. 96% of 0.11 
communl ty . Incarceration enables th Of, Im'Ta eventually return to the 

e soclety to keep an individual apart 
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from the conditions of the community life and can subject him to a special 
environment that can artifically be controlled 24 hours u day. Under cer
tuin circumstances, this cun afford opportunities for rehabilitative treat
ment that cannot be duplicated in the community. On the other hand, as the 
President's report indicates, an artificial environment 110rks against self 
reliance and self control und often complicates and makes more difficult the 
re-integration of offenders into free society. Some correctional systems 
across the countr~ and I am happy to say ImTa is not one of them, foster 
conspiciously the idle, corruption, brutality, and morul deterioration. 
There are many iTays in iThich the advantages of institutionalization can 
be exploited and the disadvantages minimized For many offenders, insti-
tutionalization can be an extremely valuable prelude to community treatment. 
For a feu, those 'Tho must be incapi tated for society's protection, if not 
their mm, lTe lost the only possible alternative. In Irnva, as "Tell as 
across the nation, Ire need to c;ive serious considerati::m to alternatives 
other than incarceration bebTeen a sixteen foot stone 'YTall for those offend
ers I'Tho don't need it. From my experience in the institution, I lTOuld say 
that a very small percentac;e of the total inmate population falls in the 
"dangerous" category. The ron.jority are very inadequate and dependent people 
uho tended to rely on alcohol and drugs as a means to resolve their problem. 
As a result the person they most often harm or hurt is themselves. 

To many of you, i'Then lTe speak of corrections, iTe primarily think of insti
tuti::ms, hO\Tever, corrections in itself carries i'Tith it the connotation of 
a much broader field and scope. In essence it is a part of society's system 
for the control and administration of justice, iThich of course, the priffiury 
goal is the protection of society. This of course is done through adequate 
crime and delinquency prevention and control. Hithin this system is encom
passed not only penal institutions but other correctional agencies that 
are associated 'YTith lalT enforcement, prosecution and '~he courts. The move
ment of treatment into a community se :ting must be made carefully, not 
timidly, but in a manner calculated to inspire and maintain public confidence 
in the program. Even more important is the need to provide adequate proc;rams 
to prevent not only delinquency but a180 early advent into crime. The public 
must understand He cannot expect much reduction in delinquency and crime 
iTithout changing basic social conditions conducive to the problem. In 
a recent article "The Criminal and the Community" by Gus Taylor, Asst. Presi
dent of the International Ladies Garment Horleers Union, he makes the statement 
as follolTs: "Hhatever it is the present system of corrections does, 
it appears it does little to correct. It may punish, it may remove, but ~t : 
reforms ::mly a minority, a minority that very Hell might have reformed itself 
vrithout the system." One of the basic reasons that the correctional system 
fails is that the community itself has no clear consistent concept of com
prehensive philosophy as to hOiT the offender should be treated. The public 
attitude is a mixture of three levels of behavior; p1:'imitative, pragmatic, 
and progressive. The primHive rising as gut reaction calls for punishment; 
the pragmatic is self defense and calls for the removal of the offender;' ~ 
and the progressive calls for the reformation of the offender, the community 
or both. In practice, though not in theory, the primitive tends to dominate. 
There is still a feeling iThen an offender is incarcerated that he is not 
only rendered harmless momentarily, but his punishment iTill also teach him 
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The end result in many cases is an increase in the rate of 
hm1 to behave. the system of corrections becomes a 
recidivism or even "Torse. For many, h 1 the amateur becomes 
place of corruption, iThere the sof't becomes toug , ,ne7:e 

a professional, "There the accidental becomes permanent. t ults from 
An a'·Tarenet.lS of the need for community treatmen~ :en ers, res th 

increased efforts on the part of correctional author~t~es to reverse ~tr 
trend trn'Tard higher rates or recividicism. Research thrOUgh~ut ;h~e~~vidi:m 
has pointed out the tuo inr,?ortant findings; (1) that the ,ra elo d and P 

is highest during the first fev months after an offen~er ~s re e~s~ the 
(2) colanary that motivation for change if it exists ~s stronges ~n 

offender t~~s t~: ~~~:nt t~!nr:te~~:. moment of release 'Te need to streng~hen 
the d;!ermination to'make good and to bridge the releasee' s ~tep back ~~to 
the community life. CQmmunity based corrections c~~ appr~prla~elY pro~~de t 
this vehicle. The iThole rationale upon the commun~"Cy ~es~dent~al tre~tmen 
movement is based upon the fact that gradual re-entry ~nto the commun~ Yt 
and acceptance of responsibilities of community life, can only come a ou 
by actual residence in the community setting. Thus a cente~, O~,~~ogr~~ile 
and its residence thus becomes an integrated part OffcO~U~~~y ~he'individual 
the community assumes responsibility to some ~egree or e plng 
tQ adjust to his ne"T situation. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Questions for Discussion 

You hear a lot today in corrections about community based corrections. 
'Hoo t do you think they mean, 

Could you give us some examples of progl'ams "Thich you consider as com
munity based corrections? 

From lTM t you IrnoiT about community based corrections, do you feel they 
have a future in corrections in IOI-Ta? If yes" "hy? If no, "Thy? 

Hhat services for offenders do you feel are available in the community 
that are not available in an :i.nstitution? 

If iTe develop a community based program, 'Till this present additional 
problems for parole staff--institutional personnel? If so, 'YTha:t del 
you feel they might be? 
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Mr. Irl Carter 
School of Social vTork, The University of IO.Ta 

Community Resources 

Mr. stratton asked me to [Sive these lectures because social .Torkers 
are supposed to ImO\'T something about community resources? and b<:cause I've 
had some correctional experience as a parole officer and supervlsor of parole 
agents. I agreed to give the lectures, thinking that this imuld be a breeze; 
as Dick Mart~'D. says on "Laugh-In, II ~II used to knmT all that stuff! II But I 
found it IT£t,sn' t easy to discnss community resources for corrections. The 
use of community resources is hampered for at least three reasons: 

(1) Community attitudes. I quote from a recent column by Sydney Harris: 
"Hhat society really .rants is for unpleasant people to go aifaY and not bother 
anybody. 'Unpleasant people' are ~he poor, the convicted, the mentally ill, 
the old and the troublesome young •.. Despite our mass:ive programs, our appro
priations, our public and private i'Telfare agencies, the fact is that the aver
age American doesn't give a damn about anyone outside the mainstream of our 
society--and everybody outside of the mainstream ImO\Ts it. II Now, this atti
tude isn't held only by the general public. "Talter Recldess, a ,.,ell-knO\Tn 
criminologist, pointed out in his bool'::, The Crime Problem, that, IIOne of 
the greatest handicaps the parolee faces is getting and retaining a job and 
in establishing and maintaining ordinary social and economic contacts. 
The public still stigmatizes parolees and treats them as social lepers .•.• 
it appears that the press and the police have a tendency to be hostile t01Tard 
parolees. Law-enforcement a[Sencies have traditionally held to the belief 
that the best place for a convicted offender is behind the bars. No less 
a national figure than J. Edgar Hoover, chief of the Federal Bureau of Inves
tigation, has taken several opportunities to call attention to the short
comings of parole, alth::mgh it is har(1 to say .Thether he does not believe 
in parole at all or believes in a very tight release policy/I ''lith these 
attitudes held by police, press, and some of the best-knovrn la.T-enforce-
ment officials, it is easy t:l see \Thy parole is not lTidely accepted as a 
good substitute for institutions. 

(2) A second reason uhy community resources are difficult to use is 
because of t,he limitations of the Bureau of Corrections itself. In IovTa, 
as else.rhere, budget and staff limitations prevent the kind of local, community 
contact iThich ifOuld be helpful for the parolee. Beginning .Tith limited 
otaff and budget, the Bureau chooses priorities, and often these priori-
ties reflect short-term realities rather than long-term policy. The depart
ment's response to legislative or public pressure often limits the amount 
of investment it can make in programs i'Thich promise a better dividend. 
Examples of such programs are specialized treatment facilities and more, 
better-trained parole staffj both of these programs iTere shorted in the 
1 a test biennial budget, uhile the institutions received as much, or more, 
than they requested. The responsibility for these priorities can lie ::>nly 
with the administration of the department. 
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(3) The third reason i'Thy community resources aren't uaed as fully 
as they could be are the parole agents themselves. Parole agents reflect 
the thinking and feelings of the community, and this is as it should be, 
to some extent. They are part of the communitYj but .Then the community 
is aroused about a particular parolee, or because of some recent spectacular 
crime is arou.sed against all parolees, the parole agent must be careful 
to represent the best thinl'::ing and feeling of the community. Often, because 
of his familiarity with the community, and because of his own convictions ("Thich 
may be supported by significant people in the community), he does not bring 
all the resources of the community to bear on the problems of a particular 
parolee. 

Now, having stated the negatives, let me state the other side of it 
as well. I'm biased, having been a parole agent--I have the utmost respect 
for the men and women .Tho perfOl'm an often thankless job i'lith dedication and 
commitment to protect SOCiety and to help the parolee. I also respect the 
custodial staff of the institutions, who are the people i'lith the most intimate 
contact i'lith the inmate. In nearly all institutions, especially the larger 
ones, these "line staffll are the ones who knOVT the inmate best. The people 
.Tho could perhaps be most effective in maintaining contact .Tith the inmate 
while he is on parole are, in most systeme, prohibited from any contact 
with him after release. 

NOYT--let's talk f:Jr a little bit about vThat the ivork :Jf the parole agent 
is, and what resources there are. I'll list them on the blackboard as you 
mention them. 

Let's review what's been mentioned here, and I'll add some more as 
they occur to us. Firs t, half -.Tay houses: there are only t~.,o that I know 
of in the state, one for adults, run jOintly by the Friends Service Committee 
and the Bureau of Corrections, and the other for juveniles run by the juvenile 
services division. 

It's obvious that many more of these could be used, but it's difficult 
enough to get the public and law-enforcement to accept the ones we already 
have. It '-rill take long and patient work ,.,ith the public to sell the idea 
of community-based residential facilities for parolees. 

Next, a resource not often used is the news media': newspapers and radio 
and TV. Take the time to inform them; if a news story has been slanted 
against an inmate, or inaccurate, tell the reporter, and explain that this 
was unfair; ask them to be careful to stick to the facts '-Then interpreting 
a parole violation. There is no need to hide from ttEm'; in an atmosphere of 
trust, reporters will more readily convey respect for you and present your 
side of it more accurately if you are open vTith them. Corrections in IOi'Ta 
has usually had a batting average of about .250, seldom better than that, 
and often imrse. 

A resource "Thich may not seem to be a resource, especially this year, 
is the legislature. Most legislators are farmers, bankers, businessmen'. 
They have little contact with crime or criminals, except as victims or 
acquaintances of victims. They knOi-T little or nothing about your .Tork 
or the realities of corrections. They often have stereotyped ideas of what 
you do, hm., you do it, and ,'Tho you work with. Take time to visit with them, 
explain the problems honestly and openly, and to ask their help in getting 
better la.TS, more staff, and a better deal for inmates. 
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Law enforcement personnel are similar to legislators in some regards. 
Their contact with the inmate was when he was arrested, a time when friendly 
relationships are not likely to develop on either side of the badge. They 
usually don't see the man again until he's ,arrested for parole violation; 
and they can only wonder "hat's happened between then and now. Often they 
,vant the man out of the c:>mmunity, .,ith the least fuss) and they'd prefer 
that he not come back. But the inmate vTill be back. Over 95'/0 return to 
the streets. If the la,'rman knOVTS and trusts you, or at least knows the effort 
you're making, he may find it easier to trust the parolee and to see his prob
lem. 

Another community resource available to y.ou is professional people. 
Line up a lawyer) doctor) minister, banker, 'Tho is vTilling to serve as a 
consultant to you and your parolee when needed, maybe at a lower fee, or 
perhaps free (as long as ,'1e're dreaming, here) if necessary. There are such 
people. Ask the mental health conters to help you; they have a responsi
bility to everybody in the community, too, Health centers, visiting nurses, 
county hospitals, public health--all these government amencies have a respon
sibility to offer their service. 

Let's talk now about social agencies as community resources, The 
first social agency that I want to mention is one that fe,'l of you would call 
a social agency'~ the tavern. Yet it is social club, confessional, amuse
ment, and recreation center all rolled into one, for some men. They have 
nov1hel'e else to go. They had trouble making social contacts before they 
came into the institution, and having spent time in prison, they have even 
less contact than before. I am not suggesting that every inmate be encouraged 
to go to the tavern;',.I am merely saying that if an inmate does go, he may 
be meeting his social needs, and not only the need for a fevr drops of alco
hol. I'm pleased to hear that there has been some more realistic adjustment 
of parole regulations) to allo", at least some parolees to control their 
Dim behavior. 

The schools are another resource; this includes adult education, the 
vocational-technical schools, and extension or regular courses of the uni
versities. 

Public vlelfare is a program available to parolees; their families 
can continue to receive payments for a limited time after release, until 
the parolee is back on his feet financially. Counsel~ng for family prob
lems is available here, also. 

Family Service Agencies, and various church agencies such as 'Lutheran 
Social Service and Cath:>lic Charities are available and in most instances 
"Tilling to assist hovTever they can, in counseling or referral t:> the proper 
resource. 

Vocational Rehabilitation is available to inmates; some parolees have 
been trained for skilled jobs by VR. Legal Aid Societies are at the disposal 
of the needy in the community, although their staff is usually quite limited. 
The Employment Service is also available. 

Alcoholics Anonymous contact can be maintained ,'Thile the parolee is out, 
of course, anc:. can serve as an emotional, social support ,-Then the man is 
under stress, not just ,-Then he has a drink in his hand. The state Detoxifi
cation Centers are designed to Iidry out'l the man; and the state Mental Health 
Institutes have alcoholic units available fo!' treatment. 
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Another variety of resources available and seldom used is the service 
club KivTanis Rotary Lions, Elks, etc., are willing to help families, 
Children, or p~obably ~ven parolees in a pinch, when help can't be secured 
elsewhere. 

Labor unions have been slow to admit and help rarolees, but some have 
begun to open up, and to see this as their responsibi~ity. If you're having 
trouble getting work for a particular man, try the un~on. . 

There are special :>rganizations, for minority groups, wh~ch may be able 
to help certain inmates: e.g., the NAACP, or the Urban League or the 
Neighborhood Settlement House. 

Another kind of community resource is the family itself. Perhaps 
relatives and friends knovr of jobs or resources which could help the parolee. 
Certainly they have to be approached with some some caution, but on occasion 
they may have ideas that no one else has any reason to think of, plus 
the fact that the respect you give by asking them may encourage them to 
be another support for the parolee. 

There are two more resources I'd like to mention. The first is the 
parolee himself. He may be the persoll vTho knovrs most about what he can 
do, and where he can find help. By trusting him and expecting him to make 
decisions for himself J you may find the best ally you have. Along with 
this parolee, "That about other parolees? "That about a Convicts' Anonymous, 
I'iire M? If Synanon can do it for drug addicts, why not I'!onvicts? Why 
not a regular meeting of parolees to discuss problems? I'm told that 
Waterloo is novr starting one such discussion group of parolees on a regular 
baSis. I say, Hallelujah~ ~ He' re finally moving! What about regular con
ferences of parolee's families to air problems; maybe you can get one of 
the social agencies to set up group services for inmates and families. 

Finally, the best resource in the community is the parole officer 
himself. He is part of the community, and knows the man. He can mediate 
bet"Teen the man and the community in a way that no one else can. He speaks 
both languages, and can literally feel the tensions in both the parolee and 
the community. 

My closing comment to you "TOuld be this: you are the best resource 
to the men and women you seriTe on society's behalf. Become familiar with 
the other resources and use them, so that you can be the best possible 
resource for the parolees you serve. 

( 
f 
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L How interEsting did you find the 
training sessions: 
Very interesting 
Hoderate1y interesting 
SomeHhat interesting 
Not very interesting 
Not interesting at all 

2. Hmy useful do you think the training 
was to you: 
Very useful . 
floderate1y useful 
Somed1at u( efu1 
i-{ot v5"ry useful 
Not useful at all 

3. How lyell' o.rganized did you find the 
programs tc be: 
Very well crganized 
Hoderate1y well organized 
Some\yr at WE 11 organized 
Not ,very wEll organized 
Not well o.lganized at all 
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TABLE I 
INTENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAM EVALUAT!ON BY TOTAL 

TRAINING GROUP AND BY PLACE OF CORRECTIONAL EMPLOYMENT 

TOTAL 
TRAINING 

GROUP 

37.7 (29) 
37.7 (29) 
14.3 (11) 
7.B (6) 
2.6 (2) 

100.1 (77) 

29.9 (23) 
36.4 (28) 
20.B (16) 
11. 7 (9) 
1.3 ~ 

100.1 (77) 

41.6 (32) 
35.1 (27) 
15.6 (12) 

6.5 (5) 
1.3 (1) 

100.1 (77) 

FORT MADISON 
EHPLOYEES 

26.0 (7) 
37.0 (10) 
1B.6 (5) 
11. 2 (3) 

7.4 (2) 
100.2 (27) 

26.0 (7) 
22.2 (6) 
29.6 (8) 
18.6 (5) 

3.8 .-JQ 
100.2 (27) 

lS.6 (5) 
40.8 (11) 
26.0 (7) 
11.2 (3) 

3.8 --.Ul. 
100.4 (27) 

ANAl-l0SA 
EMPLOYEES 

33.4 (9) 
40.S (11) 
lS.6 (5) 
7.4 (2) 
0.0 (0) 

100.2 (27) 

29.6 (8) 
37 0 (10) 
22.2 (6) 
11.2 (3) 
0.0 (0) 

100.0 (27) 

40.8 (11) 
40.8 (11) 
11. 2 (3) 

7.4 (2) 
0.0 --' -.JQl 

100.2 (27) 

ROCKWELL 
CITY 

EMPLOYEES 

90.9 (10) 
9.1 (1) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 

100.0 (11) 

54.5 (6) 
36.4 (4) 
9.1 (1) 
0.0 (0) 

-.ihQ -.ill. 
100.0 (11) 

100.0 (11) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 -.JQl 

100.0 (11) 

PAROLE 
AGENTS 

25.0 (3) 
5S.3 (7) 
8.3 (1) 
B.3 (1) 
0.0 (0) 

99.9 (12) 

16.7 (2) 
66.7 (8) 

8.3 (1) 
8.3 (1) 

-.ihQ (0) 
100.0 (12) 

41. 7 (5) 
41. 7 (5) 
16.7 (2) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 -.JQl 

100.1 (12) 

/ 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

HO't-l willing would you be to participate 
in this kind of training in the future: 
Very willing 
lIoderately willing 
Somewhat willing 
Not very willing 
Not willing at all 

Do you feel that you understand the 
correctional process any better noW' 
than you did before the program: 
Understand very much better 
Understand moderately better 
Understand somewhat better 
Understand only a little bit better 
Understand no better at all 

Do you feel that you know any more 
about the organizational problems 
of a prison than you did before par-
ticipating in the progr~m: 
Know very much more 
Know moderately more 
Know somewhat more 
Know a little bit more 
Know nothing at all more 

--~-- - ---~-
- -~ •.. ~--~~---...-------------------------

TABLE I (continued) 

TOTAL 
TRAINING 

GROUP 

40.3 (31) 
32.5 (25) 
14.3 (11) 
6.5 (5) 
6.5 (5) 

100.1 (77) 

32.5 (25) 
36.4 (28) 
20.8 (16) 
6.5 (5) 
~ (3) 

1G'¥·( 1 (77) 

40.3 (31) 
29.9 (23) 
19.5 (15) 

7.8 (6) 
2.6 (2) 

100.1 (77) 

FORT l-fADISON 
EMPLOYEES 

22.2 (6) 
29.6 (8) 
22.2 (6) 

7.4 (2) 
18.6 (5) 

100.0 (27) 

22.2 (6) 
33.4 (9) 
22.2 (6) 
11.2 (3) 
11.2 --ill 

100.2 (27) 

29.6 (8) 
26.0 (7) 
26.0 (7) 
11.2 (3) 

7.4 (2) 
100.2 (27) 

( 

At'SAHOSA 
EMPLOYEES 

37.0 (10) 
48.2 (13) 

7.4 (2) 
7.4 (2) 
0.0 (0) 

100.0 (27) 

37.0 (10) 
37.0 (10) 
18.6 (5) 

7.4 (2) 
0.0 --.lQ2.. 

100.0 (27) 

40.8 (11) 
33.4 (9) 
14.8 (4) 
11.2 (3) 
0.0 (0) 

100.2 (27) 

ROCKWELL 
CITY 

EMPLOYEES 

72.7 (8) 
27.3 (3) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 ~ 

100.0 (11) 

63.6 (7) 
27.3 (3) 
9.1 (1) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 ~ 

100.0 (11) 

54.5 (6) 
36.4 (4) 
9.1 (1) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 

100.0 (11) 

PAROLE 
AGENTS 

58.3 (7) 
8.3 (1) 

25.0 (3) 
8.3 (1) 
0.0 (0) 

99.9 (12) 

16.7 (2) 
50.0 (6) 
33.3 (4) 
0,0 (0) 
~ (0) 

100.0 (12) 

50.0 (6) 
25.0 (3) 
25.0 (3) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 .-J.QL 

100.0 (12) 

, 
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TABLE I (continued) 

TOTAL ROCKWELL 
TRAINING FORT MADISON ANAMOSA CITY ",E 

GROUP EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES ;TS 

7. Do you feel that you know any more 
about the causes of criminal be-
havior than you did before parti-
Cipating in the program: 
Know very much more 19.5 (15) 3.B (1) 26.0 (7) 45.5 (5) 16.7 (2) 
Know moderately more 23.4 (18) 18.6 (5) 22.2 (6) 36.4 (4) 25.0 (3) 
Know somewhat more 33.8 (26) 44.4 (12) 33.4 (9) 18.2 (2) 25.0 (3) 
Know a little more 16.9 (13) 26.0 (7) 11.2 (3) 0.0 (0) 25.0 (3) 
Know nothing at all more 6.5 (5) 7.4 .-ill 7.4 (2) 0.0 (0) 8.3 (1) 

100.1 (77) 100.2 (27) 100.2 (27) 100.1 (11) 100.0 (12) 

B. Do you feel that you have a better 
understanding of the laws govern-
ing correctional processes than 
you did before participating in 
the program: 
Understand very much better 29.9 (23) 14.B (4) 40.8 (11) 54.5 (6) 16.7 (2) 
Understand moderately better 31. 2 (24) 37.0 (10) 22.2 (6) 36.4 (4) 33.3 (4) 
Understand sometvhat better 23.4 (lB) 26.0 (7) 26.0 (7) 9.1 (1) 25.0 (3) 
Understand a little better 11. 7 (9) lB.6 (5) 7.4 (2) 0.0 (0) 16.7 (2) 
Understand no better at all 3.9 (3) ~ (1) 3.B (1) 0.0 (0) 8.3 ..ill 

100.1 (7) 100.2 (27) 100.2 (27) 100.0 (11) 100.0 (12) 

9. Do you feel that you have learned 
much about the problems and atti-
tudes of people in positions other 
than your own as a result of par-
ticipating in the training program: 
Learned very much more 44.2 (34) 29.6 (B) 44.4 (12) B1.8 (9) 41. 7 (5) 
Learned moderately more 29.9 (23) 33.4 (9) 26.0 (7) 1B.2 (2) 41. 7 (5) 
Learned somewhat more 13.0 (10) 14.8 (4) lB.6 (5) 0.0 (0) B.3 (1) 
Learned a little more 9.1 (7) 14.B (4) 7.4 (2) 0.0 (0) B.3 (1) 
Learned nothing at all n.O (0) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 
No response 3~9 (3) 7.4 (2) ·3. B ilL 0.0 .ill-. 0.0 iQL 

100.1 (77) 100.0 (27) 100.2 (27) 100.0 (11) 100.0 (12) 
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TABLE I (continued) '"'- p 
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TOTAL ROCKHELL 
TRAINING FORT MADISON ANAMOSA CITY PAROLE 

GROUP EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES AGENTS 

10. Did you get to know correctional 
people in positions other than 
your own as a result of partici-
pation in this program: 
Got to knmV' maTlY other people 33.8 (26) 14.8 (4) 33.4 (9) 72.7 (8) 41.6 (5) 
Got to know some other people 32.5 (25) 44.4 (12) 33.4 (9) 18.2 (2) 16.7 (2) 
Got to know a few other people 28.6 (22) 33.4 (9) 29.6 (8) 0.0 (0) 41. 6 (5) 
Got to know no other people 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 
No response 5.2 -.W. 7.4 (2) 3.8 (1) 9.1 (1) 0.0 (0) 

100.1 (77) 100.0 (27) 100.2 (27) 100.1 (11) 99.9 (12) 

11. Do you fee; that you understand 
the philosophy and policies of the 
Bureau of Adult Corrections better 
as a result of participating in the 
program: 
Understand very much better 24.7 (19) 18.6 (5) 22.2 (6) 54.5 (6) 16.7 (2) 
Understand moderately better 36.4 (28) 33.4 (9) 33.4 (9) 36.4 (4) 50.0 (6) 
Understand somewhat better 16.9 (13) 14.8 (4) 22.2 (6) 0.0 (0) 25.0 (3) 
Understand a little better 16.9 (13) 26 ;'0 (7) 18.6 (5) 9.1 (1) 0.0 (0) 
Understand no better at all 1.3 (1) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 8.3 (1) 
No response 3.9 (3) 7.4 (2) 3.8 (1) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 

100.1 (77) 100.2 (27) 100.2 (27) 100.0 (11) 100.0 (12) 

12. Do you feel any differently toward 
your job now than you did before 
you participated in the training 
sessions: 
Yes 49.4 (38) 44.4 (12) 51.8 (14) 63.6 (7) 41. 7 (5) 
No 45.5 (35) 48.2 (13) 40.8 (11) 36.4 (4) 58.3 (7) 

No response 5.2 -.W. 7.4 ~ 7.4 --1lL 0.0 --.iQL 0.0 --.iQL 
1100 .1 (77) 100.0 (27) 100.0 (27) 100.0 (11) 100.0 (12) 
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TABLE I (continued) 

TOTAL ROCKHELL 
TRAINING FORT MADISON ANAMOSA CITY PAROLE 

GROUP EHPLOYEES EMPLOYEES EHPLOYEES AGENTS 

13. Do you feel any differently toward 
training now that you have com-
pleted the training program than 
you did before the training pro-
gram began: 
Yes 37.7 (29) 22.2 (6) 37.0 (10) 72.7 (8) 41. 7 (5) 
No 57.1 (44) 70.4 (19) 55.6 (15) 27.3 (3) 58.3 (7) 
No response 5.2 -ill 7.4 (2) 7.4 --<& ....Q.& ~ 0.0 (0) 

100.0 (77) 100.0 (27) 100.0 (27) 100.0 (11) 100.0 (12) 

14. Did any experience you had as a 
result of the training sessions 
influence you to think about the 
way you do your job: 
Yes 39.0 (30) 33.4 (9) 33.4 (9) 72.7 (8) 33.3 (4) 
No 55.8 (43) 63.0 (17) 63.0 (17) 18.2 (2) 58.3 (7) 
No response 5.2 (4) 3.8 (1) 3.8 (1) 9.1 -i!l 8.3 (1) 

100.0 (77) 100.2 (27) 100.2 (27) 100.0 (11) 99.9 (12) 

15. Have you been able to put anything 
that you learned in the training 
program to use in your job: 
Yes 42.9 (33) 22.2 (6) 48.2 (13) 81.8 (9) 41.7 (5) 
No 46.8 (36) 70.4 (19) 37.0 (10) 9.1 (1) 50.0 (6) 
No response ;1.0 .4 (8) 7.4 (2) 14.8 (4) 9.1 (1) 8.3 (1) 

100.1 (77) 100.0 (27) 100.0 (27) 100.0 (11) 100.0 (12) 

~---- . ""~-~-'-'-. ~-.--- .. --. .-
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TABLE I (continued) 

TOTAL ROCKWELL 

~ 

~l') · 
"'~' j) 

TRAINING FORT l>1ADISON ANAMOSA CITY PAROLE 
________ . __________________________________ ~----~GR~O~U~P------~--~E~~~~LO~Y~E~E~S ____ ~ __ ~E~MP~L~OY~E~E~S~ __ _r--~E=MP~L9~Y~E=E~S----~----~A~G~E~NT~S __ ___ 

16. Do you feel that this kind of program 
ought to be requ.ired of all correc-
tional employees: (check all that 
apply) Percent checking: 
Should be required of all employees 54.5 (42) 37.0 (10) 66.6 (18) 63.6 (7) . 58.3 (7) 
Should be required of all non-supervisory 

personnel 9.1 (7) 7.4 (2) 3.8 (1) 9.1 (1) 25.0 (3) 
Should be required of all supervisory 

personnel 16.9 (13) 7.4 (2) 18.6 (5) 27.3 (3) 25.0 (3) 
Should be available only on a volun-

tary basis 19.5 (15) 26.0 (7) 7.4 (2) 27.3 (3) 25.0 (3) 
Should be dropped altogether 5.2 (4) 11. 2 (3) 3.8 (1) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 
Should be required of all new' personnel 27.3 (21) 26.0 (7) 33.4 (9) 18.2 (2) 25.0 (3) 

, 
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1. How interesting did you find the train
ing sessions: 
Very interesting 
Moderately interesting 
Somewhat interesting 
Not very interesting 
Not interesting at all 

2. ROv7 useful do you think the training 
was to you: 
Very useful 
Moderately useful 
Somewhat useful 
Not very useful 
Not useful at all 

3. How well organized did you find the 
programs to be: 
Very well organized 
Moderately well organized 
Somewhat well organized 
Not very ,veIl organized 
Not well organized at all 

-r~---~ --~.-,---------~--~------------

( ') 
TABLE II 

INTENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAM EVALUATION 
BY INSTITUTION AND BY INSTITUTIONAL JOB CATEGORY 

I 

COHBINED MEN'S 
INSTITUTIONS 

Correctional 
Officers 

34.4 (11) 
34.4 (ll) 
15.6 ,(5) 

9';4 (3) 
6.2 (2) 

100.0 (32) 

25.0 (8) 
31.3 (10) 
28.1 (9) 
12.5 (4) 

3.1 (1) 
100.0 (32) 

18.8 (6) 
43.8 (14) 
25.0 (8) 
9.4 (3) 
3.1 (1) 

100.1 (32) 

Other 

22.7 (5) 
45.5 (10) 
22.7 (5) 
9.1 (2) 
0.0 (0) 

100.0 (22) 

31. 8 (7) 
27.3 (6) 
22.7 (5) 
18.2 (4) 
0.0 (0) 

100.0 (22) 

45.5 (10) 
36.4 (8) 
9.1 (2) 
9.1 (2) 
0.0 (0) 

100.1 (22) 

FORT MADISON 
Correctional 

Officers Other 

23.8 (5) 
33.3 (7) 
23.8 (5) 

9.5 (2) 

-.2.:2 -.ill. 
99~9 (21) 

23.8 (5) 
23.8 (5) 
33.3 (7) 
14.3 (3) 

4.8 (1) 
100.0 (21) 

9.5 (2) 
42.9 (9) 
28.6 (6) 
14.3 (3) 
4.8 (1) 

100.1 (21) 

33.3 (2) 
50.0 (3) 
0.0 (0) 

16. V (1) 
0.0 -.iQl 

100.0 (6) 

33.3 (2) 
16.7 (1) 
16.7 (1) 
33.3 (2) 
0.0 (0) 

100.0 (6) 

50.0 (3) 
33.3 (2) 
16.7 (1) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 

100.0 (6) 

ANAMOSA 
Correctional 

Officers Other 

54.5 (6) 
36.4 (4) 
0.0 (0) 
9.1 (1) 
0.0 (0) 

100.0 (11) 

27.3 (3) 
45.5 (5) 
18.2 (2) 

9.1 (1) 
0.0 (0) 

100.1 (11) 

36.4 (4) 
45.5 (5) 
18.2 (2) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 --.iQl 

100.1 (11) 

18.8 (3) 
43.8 (7) 
31.3 (5) 

6.3 (1) 
0.0 -.iQl 

100.2 (16) 

31. 3 (5) 
31. 3 (5) 
25.0 (4) 
12.5 (2) 
0.0 (0) 

100.1 (16) 

43.8 (7) 
37.5 (6) 
6.3 (1) 

12.5 (2) 
0.0 --.iQl 

100.1 (16) 

ROCKWELL CITY 
Correctional 

Officers Other 

83.3 (5) 
16.7 (1) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 

100.0 (6) 

50.0 (3) 
33.3 (2) 

::.H17 " ,(1) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 ~ 

100.0 (6) 

100.0 (6) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 

100.0 (6) 

100.0 (5) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 -.iQl 

100.0 (5) 

6;).0 (3) 
40.0 (2) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 

100.0 (5) 

100.0 (5) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 

100.0 (5) 
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TABLE II (continued) 

COMBINED MEN'S 
INSTITUTIONS FORT MADISON ANAMOSA ROCKWELL CITY 

Correctional Correctional Correctional Correctional -
Officers Other Officers Other Officers Other Officers Other . 

4. How willing would you be to participate 
in this kind of training in the future: 

: 

Very willing 28.1 (9) 31. 8 (7) 19.0 (4) 33;3 (2) 45.5 (5) 31.3 (5) 83.3 (5) 60.0 (3) 
Moderately willing 37.5 (12) 40.9 (9) 33.3 (7) 16.7 (1) 45.5 (5) 50.0 (8) 16.7 (1) 40.0 (2) 
Somewhat ~17i11ing 15.6 (5) 13.6 (3) 23.8 (5) 16.7 (1) 0.0 (0) 12.5 (2) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 
Not very willing 6.2 (2) 9.1 (2) 4.8 (1) 16.7 (1) 9.1 (1) 6.3 (1) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 
Not 'V7i1ling at all 12.5 (4) 4.5 (1) 19.0 (4) 16.7 (1) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 

99:9(32) '99.9 . .(22) 99.9 (21) 100.1 (6f 100.1 (11) 100.1 (16) 100.0 (6) 100.0 (Sf 

5. Do you feel that you understand the cor-
rectional process any better now than you 
did before the program: 
Understand very much better 28.1 (9) 31.8 (7) 19.0 (4) 33.3 (2) 45.5 (5) 31.3 (5) 66.7 (4) 60.0 (3) 
Understand moderately better 34.4 (11) 36.4 (8) 33.3 (7) 33.3 (2) 36.4 (4) 37.5 (6) 16.7 (1) 40.0 (2) 
Understand somewhat better 15.6 (5) 27.3 (6) 19.0 (4) 33.3 (2) 9.1 (1) 25.0 (4) 16.7 (1) 0.0 (0) 
Understand only a little bit better 12.5 (4) 4.5 (1) 14.3 (3) 0.0 (0) 9.1 (1) 6.3 (1) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 
Understand no better at all 9.4 (3) 0.0 (0) 14.3 (3) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 

100.0 (32) 100.0 (22) 99.9 (21) 99.9 (6) 100.1 (11) 100.1 (16) 100.1 (6) 100.0 (5) 
6 . Do you feel that you know any more 

about the organizational problems of 
a prison than you did before partici-
pating in the program: 
KnOll7 very much more 31. 3 (10) 40.9 (9) 23.8 (5) 50.0 (3) 45.5 (5) 37.5 (6) 50.0 (3) 60.0 (3) 
Know moderately more 28.1 (9) 31. 8 (7) 28.6 (6) 16.7 (1) 27.3 (3) 37.5 (6) 50.0 (3) 20.0 (1) 
Know somewhat more 21. 9 (7) 18.2 (4) 23.8 (5) 33.3 (2) 18.2 (2) 12.5 (2) 0.0 (0) 20.0 . (1) 

'Know a little bit more 12.5 (4) 9.1 (2) 14.3 (3) 0.0 (0) 9.1 (1) 12.5 (2) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 
Know nothing at all more 6.2 .-ill. 0.0 (0) 9.5 (2) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 0.0 _ (0) 0.0 (0) 0.0 -1.Ql 

00.0 (32) 100.0 (22) 100.0 (21) 100.0 (6) /loeL 1 (11) 100.0 (16) 100.0 <6")' 100.0 (5) 
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7. 

8. 

9. 

Do you feel that you know any more about 
the causes of criminal behavior than you 
did before participating in the program: 
Know very much more 
Know moderately more 
Know somewhat more 
Knmv a little bit more 
Know nothing at all more 

Do you\~fee1 that you have a better under-
standing of the lavls governing correction-
al processes than you did before partici-
pating in the program: 
Understand very much better 
Understand moderately better 
Understand some\'lhat better 
Understand a little better 
Understand no better at all 

Do you feel that you have learned much 
about the problems and attitudes of 
people in positions other than your 
own as a result of participating in 
the training program: 
Learned very much more 
Learned mOderately more 
Learned somewhat more 
Learned a little more 
Learned nothing at all 
No response 

-,- --,- .. ----.--~------

TABLE II (continued) 

COMBINED MEN'S I I 
INSTITUTIONS FORT MADISON ANAMOSA 

Correctional Correctional Correctional 
Officers Other Officers Other Officers Other 

l2.S (4) 18.2 (4) 0.0 (0) 16.7 (1) 36.4 (4) 18.8 (3) 
lS.6 (S) 27.3 (6) 14.3 (3) 33.3 (2) 18.2 (2) 2S.0 (4) 
40.6 (13) 36.4 -(8) 47.6 (10) 33.3 (2) 27.3 (3) 37.5 (6) 
2S.0 (8) 9.1 (2) 28.6 (6) 16.7 (1) 18.2 (2) 6.3 (1) 
6.2 (2) 9.1 --.ill.. 9. S (2) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 12 . 5 --.ill.. 

99.9 (32) 100.1 (22) 100.0 (21) 100.0 (6) 100.1 (11) 100.1 (16) 

25.0 (8) 31. 8 (7) 9.5 (2) 33.3 (2) S4.5 (6) 31. 3 (S) 
34.4 (11) 22.7 65) 38.1 (8) 33.3 (2) 27.3 (3) 18.8 (3) 
21.9 (7) 31.8 (7) 28.6 (6) 16.7 (1) 9.1 (1) 37.S (6) 
lS.6 (S) 9.1 (2) 19.0 (4) 16.7 (1) 9.1 (1) 6.3 (1) 
3.1 --1!l 4.5 (1) 4.8~ 0.0 ~ 0.0 ~ 6.3~ 

100.0 (32) 99.9 (22) 100.0 (21) 100.0 (6) 100. a (D.) 100.2 (16) 

34.4 (11) 40.9 :9) 23.8 (5) SO.O (3) 54.5 (6) 37.S (6) 
28.1 (9) 31. 8 (7) 33.3 (7) 33.3 (2) 18.2 (2) 31. 3 (S) 
12.5 (4) 22.7 (S) 14.3 (3) 16.7 (1) 9.1 (1) 25.0 (4) 
15.6 (5) 4.5 (1) 19.0 (4) 0.0 (0) 9.1 (1) 6.3 (1) 
0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 
9.4 (3) 0.0 (0) 9.5 (2) 0.0 (0) 9.1 (1) 0.0 ~ 

100.0 (32) 99.9 (22) 99.9 (21) 100.0 (6) 100.0 (11) 100.1" (16) 

\ 
'"""L" ;,/ 

ROCKlVELL CITY 
Correctional 

Officers Other 

33.3 (2) 60.0 (3) 
SO.O 0) 20.0 (1) 
16.7 (1) 20.0 (1) 
0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 
0.0 :(0) 0.0 JQL 

100.0 - (6) 100.0 (S) 

50.0 (3) 60.0 (3) 
33.3 (2) 40.0 (2) 
16.7 (1) 0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 
0.0 ~ 0.0 (0) 

100.0 (6) 100.0 (5) 

83.3 (5) 80.0 (4) 
16.7 (1) 20.0 (1) 
0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 

100.0 (6) 100.0 (5) 
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10. Did you get to know correctional people 
in positions other than your OHn as a 
result of participation in this program: 
Got to know many other people 
Gof to knOYl some other people 
Got' to know a few other people 

- Got to knmv no other pel)p1e 
No response 

11. Do you feel that you understand the 
philosophy and policies of the Bureau 
of Adult Corrections better as a re-
sult of participating in the program: 
Understand very much better 
Understand moderately better 
Understand somewhat better 
Understand a little better 
Understand no better at all 
No response 

"l:! .• 
12. Do you feel any differently toward 

your job now than you did before you 
participated in the training sessions: 
Yes 
No 
No response,' 

~~ .,-----~----..-------- -------- -------

( \ 

TAB~E II (continued) 

COMBINED MEN'S 
INSTITUTIONS FORT MADISON 

Correctional Correctional 
Officers Other Officers Other 

~ 

21. 9 (7) 27.3 (6) 9.5 (2) 33.3 (2) 
34.4 (11) 45.5 (10) 47.6 (10) 33.3 (2) 
34.4 (11) 27.3 (6) 33.3 (7) 33.3 (2) 
0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 
9.4 (3) 0.0 --.iQl 9.5 ..ill 0.0 --.-CQL 

100.1 (32) 100.1 (22) 99.9 (21) 99.9 (6) 

21. 9 (7) 18.2 (4) 14.3 (3) 33.3 (2) 
31.3 (10) 36.4 (8) 33.3 (7) 33.3 (2) 
15.6 (5) 22.7 (5) 14.3 (3) 16.7 (1) 
21.9 (7) 22.7 (5) 28.6 (6) 16.7 (1) 
0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 
9.4 (3) 0.0 --.iQl 9.5 -ill 0.0 --.iQl 

100.1 (32) 100.0 (22) 100.0 (21) 100.0 (6) 

46.9 (15) 50.0 (11) 42.9 (9) 50.0 (3) 
;,40 .. 6,. (1;3) 50.0 (11) 47.6 (10) 50.0 (3) 

12.5 (4) 0.0 (0) 9.5 (2) 0.0 (0) 
100.0 (32) 100.0 (22) 100.0 -(21) 100.0 (6) 

ANAMOSA 
Correctional 

Officers Other 

45.5 (5) 25.0 (4) 
9.1 (1) 50.0 (8) 

36.4 (4) 25.0 (4) 
0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 
9.1 (1) 0.0 (0) 

100.1 (11) 100.0 (16) 

36.4 (4) 12.5 (2) 
27.3 (3) 37.5 (6) 
18.2 (2) 25.0 (4) 
9.1 (1) 25.0 (4) 
0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 
9.1 -ill 0.0 (0) 

100.1 (11) 100.0 (16) 

54.5 (6) 50.0 (8) 
2'7.(3 (3) 50.0 (8) 
18.2 (2) o. a (0) 

100.0 (11) 100.0 (16) 

1 

..... )/ 

ROCKWELL CITY 
Correctional 

Officers Other 

83.3 (5) 60.0 (3) 
16.7 (1) 20.0 (1) 
0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 20.0 (1) 

100.0 (6) 100.0 (5) 

50.0 (3) 60.0 (3) 
50.0 (3) 20.0 (1) 
0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 20.0 (1) 
0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 
0.0 --1Ql 0.0 --1Ql 

100.0 (6) 100.0 (5) 

50.0 (3) 80.0 (4) 
50.0 (3) 20.0 (1) 
-,,0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 

100.0 (6) 100.0 (5) 
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13. Do you feel any differently toward 
training now that you have completed 
the training program than you did be
fore the training program began: 
Yes 
No 
No response 

14. Did any experience you had as a result 
of the training sessions influence you 
to think about the way you do your job: 

15. 

Yes 
No 
No response 

Have you been able to put anything that 
you learned in the training program to 
use in your job 
Yes 
No 
No response 

--~.-.--------~--~---------
----------- ---- ---

TABLE II . (continue~) 

I--~ cm-mINED MEN'S 
INSTITUTIONS 

Correctional 
Officers Other 

28.1 (9) 
59.4 (19) 
12. 5 (l~) 

100.0 (32) 

34.4 (11) 
59.4 (19) 
6.2 (2) 

100.0 (32) 

31. 3 (10) 
56.3 (18) 
12.5 (4) 

100.1 (32) 

31. 8 (7) 
68.2 (15) 
0.0 (0) 

100.0 (22) 

31. 8 (7) 
68.2 (15) 
0.0 (0) 

100.0 (22) 

40.9 (9) 
50.0 (11) 
9.1 (2) 

100.0 (22) 

FORT MADISON 
Correctional 

Officers Other 

19.0 (4) 
71. 4 (15) 
9.5 (2) 

99.9 (21) 

28.6 (6) 
66.7 (14) 
4.8 (1) 

100.1 (21) 

19.0 (4) 
71. 4 (15) 
9.5 (2) 

99.9 (21) 

33.3 (2) 
66.7 (4) 
0.0 -ili. 

100.0 (6) 

50.0 (3) 
50.0 (3) 
0.0 (0) 

100.0 (6) 

33.3 (2) 
66.7 (4) 
0.0 (0) 

100.0 (6) 

ANAMOSA ROCKWELL CITY 
Correctional Correctional 

Officers Other Officers Other 

45.5 (5) 
36.4 (4) 
18.2~ 

100.1 (11) 

45.5 (5) 
45.5 (5) 
9.1 (1) 

100.1 (11) 

54.5 (6) 
27.3 (3) 
18.2 (2) 

100.0 (11) 

31.3 (5)·· 66.7 (4) 
68.8 (11) 33.3 (2) 
0.0 ~ 0.0 ~ 

100.1 (16) 100.0 (6) 

25.0 (4) 
75.0 (12) 
0.0 (0) 

100.0 (16) 

43.8 (7) 
43.8 (7) 
12.5 (2) 

100.1 (16) 

66.7 (4) 
33,.3 (2) 
0.0 (0) 

100.0 (6f 

100.0 (6) 
0.0 (0) 
0.0 (0) 

100.0 (6) 

80.0 (4) 
20.0 (1) 
O.O~ 

100.0 (5) 

80.0 (4) 
0.0 (0) 

20. a (1) 
100.0 (5) 

60.0 (3) 
20.0 (1) 
20.0 (1) 

100.0 (5) 
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Do you feel that this kind of program 
ough t to be required \if all correctional 
employees: (check all that apply) Per-
cent checking: 
Should be required of all employees 
Should be required of all non-super-

visory personnel 
Should be required of all supervisory 

personnel 
Should be made available only on a 

voluntary basis 
Should be dropped altogether 
Should be required of all new per-

sonnel 

- -~ .. ,----~---..,'.'------- --------------. --~-
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TABLE II (continued) 

COMBINED·MEN'S 
INSTITUTIONS FORT MADISON ANAMOSA ROCKWELL CITY 

Correctional Correctional Correctional Correctional 
Officers Other Officers Other Officers Other Officers Other 

50.0 (16) 54.5,12) 38.1 (8) 33.3 (2) 72.7 (8) 62.5 (10) 33.3 (2) 100.0 (5) 

6.2 (2) 4.5 (1) 9.0 (2) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 6.3 (1) 0.0 (oj 20.0 (1) 

9.4 (3) 18.2 (4) 4.8 (1) 16.7 (1) 18.2 (2) 18.8 (3) 16.7 (1) 40.0 (2) 

15.6 (5) 18.2 (4) 19.0 (4) 50~0 (3) 9.1 (1) 6.3 (1) 3i:.0 (3) 0.0 (0) 
9.4 (3) 4.5 (1) 14.3 (3) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 6.3 (1) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 

18.8 (6) 45.5 .(19) 19.0 (4) 50.0 (3) 18.2 (2) 43.8 (7) J.6.7 (1) 20.0 (1) 

'. 
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THE UTILIZATION OF A "TASK ANALYSIS" APPROACH TO THE FIELD 

L OF CORRECTIONS AND~ MORE SPECIFICALLY~ TO THE ADULT PROBA-

r TION OFFICER'S JOB~ HAS NEVER BEEN ATTEMPTED. THIS STUDY 

HAS DEMONSTRATED THE FEASIBILITY OF A SYSTEMATIC METHOD OF 

r DETERMINING TRAINING FOR PROBATION OFFICERS. IT IS APPAR-

I 

1..1 

ENT THAT SOME REFINEMENTS ARE NEEDED IN THE ILLUSTRATIONS 

OF THE TASK OBSERVATIONS AND AN EXPANSION OF MORE DESCRIP-

[ 
TIVE TRAINING CONTENT WOULD PROBABLY ASSIST TRAINING OFFI-

CERS. THESE MODIFICATIONS POINT TO FURTHER APPLICATION OF 

[ "TASK ANALYSIS" IN CORRECTIONAL AGENCIES AND DO NOT REFLECT 

AN INADEQUACY INHERENT IN THE METHOD. 
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This project was supported by Grant N1llll~e,{9l1:)t.3 /9' I 
awarded by the Law Enforcement Assist.ance Administration, U.S. 

Department of Justice, under the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe 

Streets Act of 1968, as amended. Points of view or opinions 

stated in this document are those of the authors and do not 

necessarily represent the official position or policies o.f the 

U.S . . Department of Justice. 
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